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ABSTRACT

The success of the emerging ATM/B-ISDNs depends both on switch performance at
the cell level and routing strategies at the call level. In this dissertation, we address
both issues. At the cell level, we propose a measure that captures the successive loss of
cells and analyze switch performance via this measure. At the call level, we propose two
restoration schemes and a method to analyze their performance in the case of failures in
an ATM transport network. We also propose an efficient routing scheme for multi-class
traffic with widely differing caJl characteristics.
To analyze performance at the ceU level, we observe that many real-time applica
tions are much more sensitive to the successive loss of cells rather than the commonly
used average cell-loss probability. We therefore carefuUy analyze switch performance by
proposing a more refined measure that captures cell-loss behavior, by computing the dis
tribution of consecutive cell losses. The extremely low loss probability requirements of an
ATM switch preclude the use of simulation, calling for the use of analytic and numerical
methods. The latter methods involve the construction and solution of the underlying
stochastic processes associated with the switch and workload. The detailed stochastic
process representations of the above are on the order of tens to himdreds of thousands of
states. Since these processes are large, we use a tool called UltraSAN, which allows for
the automatic construction and solution of these detailed stochastic processes. We also
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compute the distribution of the queue length rather than just the average queue length,
and we analyze the performance of both a generic fast packet switch as well as a particular
ATM switch (the knockout switch) with the proposed measures.
At the call level, we address the issues of traffic routing cind dependability in ATM
networks. Regarding traffic routing, we address the problem of admitting and routing
multi-class traffic with widely differing call characteristics. To obtain an efficient admis
sion and routing policy in such a scenario, we develop an approach based on Markov
decision theory and propose an adaptive bandwidth protection strategy to prevent any
specific application type firom monopolizing the link resources.
Finally, we address the issue of dependability (i.e., continued service in the presence of
network facility failures) in ATM networks at the call level, by proposing two restoration
schemes and a method to analyze them. We consider both link (single and multiple) and
switching node failures in an ATM transport network carrying single-class real-time ap
plications. The proposed restoration strategies utilize the existing portions of the network
after a link or switch failure rather than relying on redundancy while restoring the calls
affected by the failure event.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Background

The growing demand for high-bandwidth and high-speed information transfer coupled
with the recent advancements in fiber optic communications has led to the development
of Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks (B-ISDNs). Because B-ISDNs are
expected to handle diverse services, the underlying switching technique must be both
flexible and fast. These requirements have led to the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
as the principal switching and multiplexing technique to be used in B-ISDNs.
In ATM/B-ISDNs, the information is transmitted in fixed size packets called cells.
Each cell is 53 octets long, which includes a 5-octet header ajid a 48-octet information
field. The flexibility of ATM/B-ISDNs stems from the fact that they offer bandwidth on
demand rather than allocating bandwidth by a combination of some basic channel rates
(as in naxrowband ISDN). The high-speed switching capability of ATMs is attributed to
the fact that the switching is hardware based with only the basic functions required for cell
delivery incorporated at the switching level. Thus, (a) error correction on a link-by-Iink
basis is omitted, and (b) flow control is moved up to the higher layers.
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Further, the header functionality is reduced considerably in ATMs. Apart from iden
tifying the virtual paths and virtual channels (explciined in the following paragraphs),
ATMs perform very simple error detection in order to reduce the multiplication (conges
tion) effect due to misrouting of cells that have an error in their headers. All of the above,
coupled with the fact that cell sizes are fixed, allow for the realization of high switching
speeds. ATMs therefore satisfy a fundamental prerequisite for high-speed service and
network integration: they provide bandwidth flexibility with extremely low switching
overheads.
Integration of services in ATM/B-ISDNs is provided by the very fact that ATM is a
cell-based mechanism and that the cells are not application specific. With ATMs, the user
application's bit rate is virtually transformed into a cell rate with the user now being able
to transport any application (for example, multi-media, voice, LAN-interconnections,
data, etc.). This therefore allows any user application to be supported provided the
network is able to forward the cells to the destination.
ATM is essentially a connection-oriented technique. This means that a connection
request initiates a virtual circuit setup phase wherein the network reserves the resources
requested by the connection, if available. If the requested resources are unavailable, the
requested connection is rejected. Information transfer then proceeds on the established
virtual circuit. At the end of the information phase, the resources allocated to the con
nection are released. In ATM/B-ISDNs, each connection is identified by a virtual channel
identifier (VCI) and a virtual path identifier (VPI). The virtual paths and virtual channels
(corresponding, respectively, to the VPI and VCI) can basically be viewed as different
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granularity levels of a virtual connection. The VCI, which has only local significance (i.e..
on an interconnecting ATM link), is at a lower level. At a higher level, we have virtual
paths, with a virtual path being a collection of virtual channels. Each virtual path is
identified by a VPI. Virtual paths were established in order to support semi-permanent
connections to transport a large number of simultaneous connections between endpoints.
At call set-up, when a virtual circuit is established, a contract is set up between the
source and the network regarding the transport of the application on hand. This is
also referred to as Quality of Service (QoS) negotiations, whereby certain guarantees are
made regarding cell loss and delay. Note, however, that these guarantees are based on
whether statistically enough resources are available, i.e., the network guarantees with a
certain probability that resources wUl be available and no buffer overflows will occur.
Since ATMs are expected to handle diverse applications, the QoS requirements for the
various applications differ considerably. For example, real-time applications like voice
and video are extremely sensitive to delays but fairly tolerant of cell losses, while the
situation is the reverse with data traffic. Furthermore, even within real-time applications,
the requirements expected from the underlying network may themselves vary significantly.
Thus the implementation of ATM/B-ISDNs has to meet a number of challenging de
mands and raises a broad spectrxma of research issues. At one end of the spectnim are cell
level issues such as high-speed switching architectures and their performance evaluation,
buffer management and scheduling strategies, variable bit rate (VBR) traffic character
ization, traffic shaping and flow control mechanisms, traffic policing strategies, effective
bandwidth characterizations for biursty sources, and QoS satisfaction at the cell level.
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At the other end of the spectrum axe call level issues, such as connection admission and
control, and routing of multi-class traffic, with QoS guarantees at the call level.

1.2

Research objectives

The high throughput requirements and service diversity place stringent QoS demands
on the ATM switches. Thus the success of the high-speed ATM networks is critically
dependent on the availability of fast packet switches (FPS), which are required to switch
and route at high speeds and provide the required QoS. FPSs are therefore characterized
by a high degree of parallelism and distributed control and with the switching and routing
performed at the hardware level. All these features allow the processing of a high volume
of ATM cells per second, as is required in B-ISDNs.
The success of FPSs in turn can be measured by the QoS they offer to the various
application types that they transport. One performance measure while analyzing an
FPS is the average cell-loss probability (CLP). This often-computed measure, though
interesting, is not suflBcient since it is averaged both over time as well as over all switch
inputs. This is because there exist many applications (e.g., recursively encoded video
signals) that are sensitive to the pattern of cell loss, where despite a low average CLP,
successive cell loss implies insufficient QoS as perceived by the user. For such applications,
it becomes important to analyze the cell-loss behavior. This calls for more refined measures
that can quantify the cell-loss correlations in order to determine their impact on the
quality of the received/reconstructed signal.
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One of the goals of this dissertation is therefore to propose a measure that can capture
the cell-loss behavior in an FPS axid analyze switch performajice in terms of this measure.
We do this by analyzing the fraction of loss bursts of length m. where m is a parameter
Jind a loss burst is defined as an uninterrupted period of cell loss. Note that the cellloss pattern as seen by the FPS and a specific input port can differ, even if the average
CLP for the two is the same. It therefore becomes important to distinguish between
loss behavior at the switch and a specific port. This dissertation more carefully analyzes
the distribution of consecutive cell loss, both from the perspective of the FPS as well
as a specific input stream (also referred to as the tagged input) through the switch.
Furthermore, with bursty traffic, we show that the average queue length is not a sufficient
indicator of the switch performance, calling once again for more sophisticated measures.
We therefore also compute the distribution of the output queue length in addition to the
mean queue length and illustrate the importance of the former measure while analyzing
switch performance.
Determination of the distribution of consecutive cell-losses, the distribution of the
output queue lengths, and the average CLP require the construction and solution of the
underlying stochastic processes that represent the switch and workloads. The extremely
low loss probability requirement of the FPSs precludes the use of simulation techniques
and instead necessitates analytic techniques to solve for these measures. Depending on
the switch architecture and workload model studied, i.e., bursty correlated inputs (as
analyzed in this dissertation) vs. i.i.d. Bernoulli inputs, the size of the stochastic process
representations of the switch and workloads caji get very large (on the order of tens to
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hundreds of thousands of states), as was the case for the analyses in this work. This
not only renders a hand construction and solution of such detailed stochastic process
a formidable task, but it also compounds the problem if alternative FPSs have to be
analyzed.
In this dissertation, we therefore use stochastic activity networks (SANs) [46, 47], a
variant of Petri nets, to construct and solve the detailed stochastic processes. The SAN
formalism provides a powerful yet compact way of describing the switch and workload
models and of solving for the measures. It also provides a methodology to evaluate alter
native switch designs and measures, allowing us to analyze a "class" of FPS architectiures
as is done in this dissertation.
At the call level, we address two issues, namely, (a) routing of multi-class traffic with
widely differing cail chjiracteristics, and (b) dependability in ATM-based networks. Our
goals with respect to the two issues are (i) propose and analyze efficient routing schemes
for the scenario mentioned with respect to issue (a) and (ii) to propose and analyze efficient
restoration schemes with respect to issue (b). With regard to issue (a), we observe that
providing efficient routing for multi-cla^s traffic characterized by widely differing resource
requirements (such as bandwidth and holding time) is extremely important. The large
differences in the bandwidths and holding times require a judicious choice of admission and
routing rules. For example, admitting a video call may restilt in tying up the bandwidth
equivalent of majiy telephone calls on one hand but providing increasing network revenue
and utilization on the other hand. In our work, we use Markov decision theory to arrive
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at a near optimal admission and routing policy while transporting real-time applications
like co-existing voice and video cormections on an ATM transport network.
The issue of dependabiUty in B-ISDNs, i.e., issue (b), is also an important one. Despite
the tremendous advancements in providing secure communications at the physical layer,
facility failures (e.g., cable cuts either accidental or due to natural calamities and/or switch
failures either due to hardware or software reasons) are inevitable. While a number of
excellent network survivability techniques exist, in this dissertation, we focus on utilizing
the existing unused network capacity to restore the affected cormections. We propose
two restoration schemes and a method to analyze their performance for an ATM network
carrying real-time applications where the admission and routing of new calls is based on
a near optimal policy derived from a Markov decision process (MDP) formulation of the
routing problem. We consider both link (single as well as multiple) and switching node
failures.

1.3

Contributions and organization

The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows. We consider
research issues in ATM/B-ISDNs at two levels: (a) cell level and (b) call level. At the cell
level, we propose a measure that accounts for the temporal behavior of cell-loss, and we
• analyze the performance of a generic FPS with output queueing, and
• analyze the performance of a specific ATM switch architecture.
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The analysis of the above items is done both in terms of the new measure as well as
the average CLP. Further, we analyze performance with respect to (a) the switch and (b)
a specific (tagged) switch port.
At the call level, we:

• use Markov decision theory (MDT) to admit and route real-time multi-class appli
cations like voice and video on an ATM network without any topology restrictions,
i.e., sparsely interconnected or densely interconnected topologies, and
• propose two restoration schemes and a method to analyze the performance of these
restoration schemes in the event of facility (link and/or switch) failures in an ATM
transport network without adding any redundancy to the original network.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the proposed measiure to capture cell-loss behavior, and with
this measure we analyze the performance of a generic ATM switch with separate output
queueing. Performance, both with respect to the FPS as well as a specific (tagged) switch
port, is analyzed. We also discuss the use of the SAN formalism and UltraSAN [59], in
modeling and analyzing different FPS architectures.
In Chapter 3, we illustrate the above-mentioned use of SANs in modeling and analyzing
telecommunication switch performance by analyzing the performance of a specific ATM
switch - the knockout switch with UltraSAN. Once again, we analyze the behavior both in
terms of the switch as well as a tagged port, via the distribution of consecutive cell-losses
as well as the average CLP. Furthermore, we compute the queue length distributions with
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bursty traffic, which provides us with additional insights into the switch performance with
correlated inputs. We also compare the queue length distributions for bursty traffic to
those for steady traffic to highlight the significant differences that result with correlated
and uncorrelated inputs.
Call-level issues such as routing and restoration strategies are studied in Chapters 4 and
5. Specifically, in Chapter 4 we discuss the use of MDT to arrive at a near optimum call
admission and routing policy to admit and route multi-class real-time applications on an
ATM transport network. In Chapter 5, we address the issue of dependability in broadband
telecommunication networks. Two restoration schemes and a method to analyze them in
the event of a link and/or switching node failure are proposed. The proposed restoration
strategies focus on using the existing unused capacity of the network while restoring the
calls affected by the failure event, rather than restoring them by adding redundancy in
the network. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes this dissertation and discusses
possible areas for future work.
Due to the diversity of topics covered, each of the chapters has its own review of prior
and contemporary work, as well as a summary of the work presented by others in the
area.
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CHAPTER 2
Analysis of the distribution of consecutive cell losses in a
fast packet switch

This chapter is devoted to analyzing the performance of a fast packet switch used in
ATM-based networks, in terms of the distribution of consecutive cell losses. We begin this
chapter with a brief survey of fast packet switches (FPS) in Section 2.1 and then describe
the characteristics of the FPS selected for our analysis. We also emphasize the need for
measures that account for the temporal behavior (i.e., pattern) of cell losses in Section
2.1, and introduce the tool {UltraSAN) that will be used in this work. We then analyze
cell-loss behavior by computing the fraction of loss biursts of differing lengths, where a loss
burst represents an uninterrupted period of cell loss, for the FPS architecture selected.
To do this, Section 2.2 formulates the problem by characterizing the switch and workload
models precisely and discusses the performance variables employed. Section 2.3 describes
the details of SAN models of the FPS and workload, and also discusses the model solution.
The results are discussed in Section 2.4, and Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter.
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2.1

Introduction find background work

Research in ATM switching has resulted in a variety of FPS designs. The high switch
ing and routing speeds of the FPSs have provided a strong impetus in the proposed
deployment of ATM-based B-ISDNs, which facilitate integration of diverse services like
voice, data, and multi-media on a single transport network. The diversity of input traffic
implies widely differing quality of service (QoS) demands from the underlying network.
Real-time services like voice and video require very low delays but are more resilient to
loss, while data applications demand the exact reverse.
The associated switches therefore need to provide high throughput together with low
latency and cell loss. The approaches to designing high-speed switching fabrics thus
involve a large degree of parallelism with routing performed at the hardware level. The
vast amount of research in FPS architectures in the past decade has led to a variety of
designs (e.g., [1, 50, 53, 62]). Further, the advancements in fiber optic technology have
motivated photonic fast packet switching [32]. The choice of a particular FPS architecture,
however, is not simple, since there exist tradeoffs in the cost and performance of different
FPS designs [15, 70], and as pointed out by [62] a unique classification is difficult to
obtain.
In this chapter, we consider switches with the following chciracteristics: (a) a fully
interconnected structure to avoid internal blocking, (b) separate output ports to avoid
HOL blocking [35] and to render exact analysis of larger switch dimensions feasible,^
'Though shared output buffers possess the potentisd to provide even better cell-loss probability, their
analysis soon becomes intractable with bursty workloads typical in B-ISDNs [6, 22, 54j.
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and (c) synchronous input/output ports to avoid internal speed-ups. We now analyze the
performance of a generic FPS with the above features.
The measures employed to assess switch performance are extremely important. Con
siderable work in the past has been devoted to analyzing FPSs in terms of the average
CLP. This measure, though important, fails to shed light on the actual QoS perceived
by diverse applications. This is because many real-time applications (e.g., recursively
encoded video streams) are extremely sensitive to the manner or pattern of cell loss, with
consecutive cell losses being very detrimental. In fact, even if the average CLP require
ment is met, satisfactory QoS may not be achieved if the losses are clustered for these
applications.
While related work on loss behavior exists, no prior work has analyzed the distribution
of consecutive cell losses for a specific port in ATM switches. In particular, (a) Bondi et
al [7, 8] address the issue of loss bunching with Poisson arrivals, (b) Cidon and Ohta et
al cind Osterbo [11, 49, 51] provide general discussions of heavy load durations and cellloss compensation via simulation, (c) Ramaswami et al [56] present a simulation study
of alternative strategies to reduce successive cell losses in packet multiplexers, (d) Cidon
et al [12] analyze the packet loss process in continuous-time systems with exponential
service times and in discrete-time (slotted) systems with i.i.d. inputs, and (e) Altman et
al [2] provide an analysis of the message loss process in an M/M/l/K queueing system.
Also in this context, Schulzrinne et al [60] address cell-loss correlation but do not analyze
the distribution of consecutive cell losses. Likewise, Takeine et al [61] discuss the loss
and output process for a discrete-time queueing system but, again, do not address the
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distribution of consecutive cell losses for a specific port in an FPS, as also Lee et al [43],
who propose a packet drop strategy to minimize the average packet gap in ATM sessions.
Our work considers the significance of loss clustering in ATM switches and we analyze
the distribution of consecutive cell losses by computing the fi-action of loss bursts (defined
in Subsection 2.2.3) of length m, where m is varied. (A loss burst is an uninterrupted
period of cell loss.) We compute this measure both with respect to the switch and a
specific input port (also referred to as a tagged port), since it differs considerably even
with homogeneous traffic. The average CLP, however, is the same for the two. As our
results indicate, a high value for loss bursts at the switch does not necessarily imply poor
switch performance (poor QoS), since the corresponding values for a specific port may
be significantly lower, implying sufficient QoS fi-om the perspective of the users of the
particular switch port. We employ a bursty workload and use both homogeneous and
heterogeneous switch inputs, varying the burst parameters of the workload over a wide
range to capture the diverse application mix in a B-ISDN environiment.
Evaluation of an FPS can be done by the construction and solution of a stochastic
process associated with the switch and workload. Since the sizes of these detailed processes
are large (on the order of tens to himdreds of thousands of states), a hand construction
and solution of such processes is a formidable task. The problem is compoimded further if
alternative switch designs have to be evaluated. In this chapter, we provide a methodology
that can be used to evaluate alternative FPS designs. We use stochastic activity networks
(SANs) [46, 47], a variant of stochastic Petri nets, to evaluate the FPS. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the SAN formalism provides for a compact yet powerful way of modeling and
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analyzing alternative switch designs. It enables the automatic generation of the stochastic
processes associated with the switch and workload, which can be solved numerically. We
can therefore model a "class" of architectures and analyze specific FPS designs within the
framework of SANs.
To do this, we use UltraSAN [59], a SAN-based performance modeling and analysis tool
to automatically generate and solve the vmderlying Markov processes of the associated
switch and workload. We are able to construct and solve detailed representations of the
FPS and workload models relatively easily on a typical workstation. This permits much
more accurate analysis than would have been possible if the stochastic processes were to
be constructed by hand. The results provide significant insights into the performance of
a given FPS design, as well as indicating the power and usefulness of SANs for modeling
and evaluating telecommunication switch architectures.

2.2

2.2.1

Problem formulation

Switch model

The switch considered for analysis (see Figure 2.1) is characterized by a fully inter
connected structure, with synchronous input/output ports and separate output buffering.
The behavior of the FPS is modeled by examining the precise sequence of events that
occurs upon cell service. The synchronous input/output ports together with deterministic
service times permit us to view the operation of the switch in a time-slotted fashion as
shown in Figure 2.2. A slot corresponds to the time taken to serve an ATM cell and is
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Figure 2.1: Switch model
1st SC
Isi SI •

2ndSC
2nd SI

4ih SC

3nlSC
• 3nl SI -

(n-I)th SC

aih SC

—— nth SI -

4th SI '

• • •
SI = SERVICE INTERVAL
SC = SERVICE COMPLETION

Figure 2.2; Timing diagram
denoted by SI (service interval) in Figure 2.2. The end of a slot is marked by SC (service
completion).
To enumerate the sequence of events at each port formally, consider an axbitrary time
point n corresponding to a service completion. The sequence is:
1. The cell in service at each output queue during the nth SI is removed.
2. High-speed discarding decisions are performed, and the newly arriving cells are
accommodated at their respective output queues.
3. The (n + l)th SI begins, representing the service times for the cells at the head of
the output queues.
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In the above, we assume that cell service is non pre-emptive and the high-speed discard
ing decisions are performed in negligible time, both of which are reasonable assumptions
for an FPS.
Proceeding with the switch model, since the output queues are not shared (i.e., sep
arate queue at each output port), we may restrict our attention to a single output
port. Denoting the state of the system in the nth SI by X„, we can denote the state
as Xn = (A„, £>„,(?„), where
• An denotes the number of arriveds at the begiiming of the nth SI, i.e.,

An = /{workload state in nth SI)

• Dn denotes the number of cells discarded in the nth SI. This depends both on
the discarding mechanism (if any) employed within the interconnection fabric (e.g..
loss at the shift register unit (SRU) of the Gauss switch [63] or at the knockout
concentrator in a knockout switch [68]) and loss due to lack of space at the output
queue Q, i.e.,

Dn = g{interconnection discarding policy) -I- loss at Q

• Qn denotes the state of the output queue at the nth SI and depends on the state of
the output queue after the (n — l)th SC and discarding decisions both within the
interconnection fabric and the output queue, i.e.,

Qn =

h{Qn-\

+

outcome of discarding decisions)
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where

and h{-) are appropriately defined functions for the selected workload and

switch architecture. Subsection 2.2.3 discusses the details of each of the above functions
for the FPS in Figxure 2.1, together with the performance variables.

2.2.2

Workload model

A number of bursty traffic models exist in the literature. They range from among a
variety of Markoviaji models as described in [27, 41, 42, 45, 55], and the references they
contain, to the more recent study based on self-similarity [44] and long-range traffic models
[48]. The choice of an "appropriate" model to characterize the diversity of traffic in BISDNs is very much an arguable matter, due to the difficulty of accurately specifying the
traffic mix to an FPS. Further, most of the good traffic models are very application specific.
Since our aim is to study loss behavior of the FPS with correlated traffic in general,
and not focus on any specific application, we employ a two-state Markov modulated
Bernoulli process (MMBP) as in [42, 45]. However, to captiu-e the effect of multiplexing
diverse applications, we vary the burst parameters over a wide range and consider both
homogeneous and heterogeneous inputs.
The switch inputs therefore switch between idle and active states representing spurts
of silent ajid active periods, respectively. When active, a cell is emitted with probability
q, and no cell is emitted when it is silent (idle). The transition matrix for this workload
is given by
Poo

Poi

Pio

Pii
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where subscripts 0 and 1 stand for the idle and active states, respectively. The holding
time in each of the two states is geometrically distributed.
To characterize the bursty workload, we use the activity fraction (AF) and burst size
(BS) as in [42, 45], together with q and ON times, each of which are defined below.
First, let tl denote the steady-state probability distribution vector, i.e.,
TTo = 7

Pio

Poi

and, tti =

r

(Poi+pio)

.

(2.1)

(Poi-l-Pio)

Next, the burst parameters Eire defined as follows:
• Average time spent in an active period {Eact) and also referred to as the ON time,
defined by
Eact

= —

(2.2)

PlO

Average burst size (BS) defined by
BS = Eact X <1

(2.3)

• Activity fraction (AF), the fraction of time the workload is active, defined by
AF = TTi

(2.4)

The average offered load ( p ) is given by
p = TriXq=-—^

'Xq

(2.5)

(Poi + P i o )

Thus, the burst parameters AF and BS together with q can be varied to denote the
traffic "peakedness" and long spurts of congestion despite a fixed average load. Equations
2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 therefore help in selecting appropriate Markov chain parameters while
analyzing switch performance with correlated inputs.
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2.2.3

State descriptor and performance measures

For an N X N switch with chaxacteristics as in Figiire 2.1 and a bursty workload model
as discussed in Subsection 2.2.2, the functions f{-), g{-), and h{-) for An, Dn, and Qn may
be represented as follows.
An:

X

{P,,uV X (1 - Pee//)""'"'

0 < r < nai

(2.6)

where nai is the number of active inputs at the beginning of the nth SI, and Pceii denotes
the probability of a cell emission when the workload is active (i.e., q). Cy is the fimction
X choose y. To calculate nai, we have:
nai = oo + fli

(2.7)

where ao represents inputs that were idle in the (n — l)th SI but become active in the
nth SI, and oi represents inputs that remain active in the nth SI. The expressions for ao
and ai are:
ao

=

ai

=

X {Pi-o.)" X (1 - Pi-a)"'"*"
X (P„_J'X

0<k<ni

(2.8)

Q<l<{N-ni)

(2.9)

where ni represents the number of idle sources in the (n — l)th SI, Fi-o denotes the prob
ability that the workload transitions from idle to active states (poi), and Pa-a represents
the probability that it remains active (pn) in the nth SI.
Dn : Since the FPS is fully interconnected with no discarding within the intercormection
fabric, the expression for Dn becomes:
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Q n '•

Dn

=

A n - {Qmax - ( Q n - l - I ) )

A n > (Qmax' { Q n - l - I))

(2.10)

Dn

=

0

otherwise

(2.11)

The aumber of cells at the output queue depeads on the number enqueued in the

(n — l)th SI less one (to denote the cell that completed its service) and the number of
arriving and discarded cells.
Qn

= Q„-1-1+ A„-D„

(2.12)

This completes the state descriptor XnNext, since the system is viewed at fixed time slots and state Xn+i depends only on
Xn- the process {

| n 6 iV } is a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC).

Regarding the performance variables, we proceed as follows. To calculate CLP, define
CLPn- the cell-loss probability at time n, as the fraction of number of arriving cells
discarded. We have
CLP. =

(2.13)

where £?[•] denotes the expectation. The expectations are obtained by solving for the state
occupancy probabilities

where

represents the probability that the system is in

state X„ = {i,j, k) at time n. As the DTMC under consideration is finite state, irreducible,
aperiodic, and time homogeneous, the limiting probabilities exist and are independent of
the initial state. Thus,

= Unin_,.oo

and equation (2.13) becomes

CLP =

(2.14)
P

since the denominator in (1) is the traffic intensity
seen at the switch.

p.

Equation (2.14) gives the CLP as
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To calculate the loss seen at a particular port, a refinement of the state-space is needed
to tag the distinguished port. Using superscript t to denote the tagged port, the state
of the system in the nth SI has

and

in addition to An, Dn, and Mn in its state

description and is represented by X^. Similar to equation (2.13), we have
CLP*' —

{0 15)

Since the limiting probabilities exist, the limiting CLP as seen by the tagged port.
CLP*^. is calculated similar to equation (2.14) with the denominator being p' instead and
the numerator being only those cells discarded from the tagged stream.
Next, to study the distribution of consecutive cell losses, we proceed as follows. First,
we define a "loss burst" of length m as the loss of at least one cell in m consecutive
slots. Next, we compute loss bursts of length m, where m is varied. To do this, define
LB-n to be a random variable denoting the length of a loss burst observed at time n, and
P{LBn = m) as the probability that at least one cell loss has occurred in m preceding
consecutive slots when the system is observed at time n. Thus,

P { L B n = m ) = P(Z)„ > 0,£)„_i >

> 0,D„_m = 0)

= P((A„ = io,£>n = Jo,Qn = grnaa:), (A„_i =
• • • 1 (•'^—(m—I) ~

15

= ji,Qn-i = qmax).

(m—1) ~ jm—l i Qn—(m—I) ~ (JTHClx),

— i-mt Dn—m — jmi Qn-m — ^))
~

f{Xn

— (^Oi JO) 9moi))-^n—I —

jit Qmax)

'

• • " 7-^n—(m—I) ~ (^m—li Jm.—b 9mai)i-^n—m — (^miJmi^))

(2.16)
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where z'o.ii, • • •. i'm-i > 2,

> 0, 1 < jo < {io - 1), 1 < ji < (n - 1), • • •, 1 < jm-i <

— 1), jm = 0, and k < qmax with qmax being the capacity of the output queue.
Since the models of the switch considered are ergodic, the limit of P(LBn = m) as
n —>• oo exists and is the probability that m consecutive slots have incurred at least one
cell loss when the system is observed at some random time in steady state.
Next, we can define the fraction of loss bursts of a particular length r, FLBr, as

Finally, to study the distribution of consecutive cell losses, we compute the fraction of
loss bursts of different lengths by varying r. The results obtained via these calculations
are presented in Section 2.4. The above measure definition is with respect to the switch.
The definition with respect to a tagged port is similar to that for the switch except for the
following differences: (a) we use the augmented state descriptor X^, and (b) the random
variable Df, is either zero or one, since either no cells or only one cell arrives from the
tagged port during a slot. Thus, the definition of a loss burst of length m for a tagged
source is the loss of one cell in each of m consecutive slots.

2.3

SAN representation and model solution

Having formulated the problem, we next construct the appropriate Markov chains to
compute the distribution of consecutive cell losses. Since these Maxkov processes are
large (on the order of tens of thousands of states, see Table 2.1), we use UltraSAN [59],
a SAN-based performance modeling and analysis tool, to generate the needed Markov
processes, rather than construct them by hand. The SAN can precisely represent the
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Buffer size
30
60
90
120
150

Number of states
9704
19424
29144
38864
48584

Table 2.1: Variation of state-space size with buffer capacity with a tagged port

FPS architecture, workload, amd performance variables specified abstractly in the previous
section. Figure 2.3 gives a SAN representation of the FPS and bursty workload model. We
introduce the various SAN components as we describe the model. For detailed information
on SANs, see [46, 47].
SANs consist of four primitives: places, activities, input gates, and output gates. Places
are represented by circles (e.g., opt.que, num^arrivals in Figure 2.3). They are used to
represent the "state" of the system and may contain tokens. Activities represent actions
of the modeled system and are of two types: (a) timed and (b) instantaneous. Timed
activities are represented by a hollow vertical bar and denote actions in the system that
take time to complete. For example, celLservice in Figure 2.3 denotes a timed activity to
represent the service time for an ATM cell. Instantaneous activities are represented by a
solid vertical line and denote actions that complete in a negligible amount of time relative
to the other activities of the modeled system. In Figure 2.3, discard is tin instantaneous
activity that models the high-speed routing and discarding decisions performed by the
FPS.
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Figure 2.3: SAN model of switch with bursty workload and a tagged input
Activities can have case probabilities associated with them. Case probabilities, rep
resented by tiny circles on the right side of an activity, represent uncertainty associated
with the completion of that activity, with each case denoting a possible outcome. In
Figure 2.3, selectJdle with its two case probabilities represents the probabiUties poo and
poi. Gates are represented by triangles and are of two kinds, input ajid output. Input
gates are used to enable activities, while both input and output gates help change the
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state of the system upon activity completion. In Figtire 2.3, triggerJdle is an example of
an input gate, while triggerjwkload denotes an output gate.
The functioning of the SAN model is as follows. All places named with an

represent

a tagged input. The portion of the SAN to the left of activity discard represents the
workload model, and that to the right, the FPS. At the beginning of every SI, the number
of tokens in input.stateJ is checked. Depending on the number of tokens in it (one token
implies that the tagged input was idle in the (n — l)th SI, and two tokens imply that
it was active), input gates triggerJdleJ or trigger.active.t enable activities selectJdleJ
or select.active.t, respectively. These activities along with their foiu: case probabilities
implement the four transition probabilities of the bursty workload. If an input either
remains or becomes idle, no cell is emitted, and a token is placed in temp-idleJ. On the
other hand, if it becomes or remains active, a token is placed in temp.activeU. Input gate
trigger.check^celLt then enables check.celLt^ which decides upon the presence or absence
of a cell via its two case probabilities.
Input gate trigger.check-celLt also triggers the workload for the remaining (iV - 1)
inputs, by placing either one or two tokens in state. It places one token in state if at least
one of the remaining (iV — 1) inputs was idle, else it places two tokens. In a similax way,
if the tagged input had transitioned to the idle state, then output gates triggerjreml and
trigger.rem2 perform similar checks to place the appropriate number of tokens in state to
trigger the remaining {N — 1) inputs.
The functioning of the gates triggerJdle, trigger.active, and check.cell along with their
activities select Jdle, select,active, ajid check.cell is similar to that described in the case of
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the tagged input. Essentially, these gates and activities check the remaining N — I inputs
for the presence or absence of a cell. After the (iV—1) inputs have all been examined, then,
depending on whether the tagged input has a cell arrival or not, activities active,disc-t
or idle-disc-t. respectively, are enabled. If it has an arrival, the two case probabilities of
active.disc.t decide whether or not the tagged cell is discarded. If it is discarded, output
gate inc-count increments the count in losLt, which represents the consecutive cell loss
for the tagged source. (A maximum count on lost.t is imposed to maintain finiteness
of the generated state-space.) Otherwise, losLt is set to zero, and a token is placed in
inppoTt.t

by output gate reseLcount. If no cell was emitted by the tagged input, then

activity idle.disc.t is enabled, which resets lost.t.
Input gate trigger-discard then enables discard, which together implement the high
speed routing and discarding decisions performed by the FPS. The total number of cell
arrivals over the current SI is stored in num.arrivab. If this munber exceeds queue
capacity at place opLque^ the excess cells are discarded, the count in num.discarded is
incremented to reflect this loss, and the number of tokens in opt.que is updated to its
maximum queue size. If not, num.discarded loss is set to zero, and the count in opt.que
is incremented accordingly.
The timed activity celLservice denotes the fixed time to serve an ATM cell. Upon its
completion, a cell is removed from the output queue, and the output gate trigger.wkload
resets num-arrivals and num.discarded and triggers the workload by placing either one
or two tokens in state.t, depending, respectively, on whether or not the tagged input was
idle.
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The activity and gate functions for the various activities and gates (input and out
put) are specified in Appendix A. In the tables contained in Appendix A, MARK and
GLOBAL^ are SAN keywords. MARK followed by a place name in parentheses repre
sents the marking (number of tokens) in that place. GLOBAL^ is used to declare global
variables of type short. (A similar variable for doubles also exists.) Global variables in a
SAN allow for model parameterization.
Once the SAN models of the FPS and workload axe specified, the next step is the
construction and solution of the underlying Markov process. This is done using UltraSAN, which automates the generation of the underlying continuous-time Markov process
(CTMP). Note, however, that the switch and workload models formulated in Section 2.2
were represented by a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC). But, it can easily be shown
that the steady-state solution of a DTMC with a single timed (deterministic) activity is
equivalent to that of the CTMP with the deterministic activity replaced by an exponential
activity. In particular, if the time associated with the single deterministic activity is t,
with the transition probability matrix for the DTMC denoted by P and the transition
rate matrix for the CTMC by Q, we have P = Q • f 4-1, establishing the equivalence
between the two.
This equivalence allows us to use UltraSAN to generate the associated Markov process.
The state-space size for the process depends on the switch size, buffer size, the maximum
consecutive loss length desired, and whether or not a particular input is tagged. Table
2.1 gives the state-space size as a function of the buffer capacity for an 8x8 switch with a
tagged port and a maximum consecutive loss length of 5.
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After the states are generated, the stezidy-state probability distribution vector is ob
tained numerically using successive over-relaxation (SOR). A Cauchy stopping criterion
of 10~® is used, i.e., the SOR algorithm is stopped when the maximimi difference between
the most recent and previous iteration is less than 10~®. This is used to determine the
CLP and the distribution of the consecutive cell loss. The results obtained in this manner
are described below.

2.4

Discussion of results

We present our results in two subsections. Subsection 2.4.1 discusses performance with
homogeneous traffic, and Subsection 2.4.2 discusses behavior with heterogeneous traffic,
both for an 8x8 switch unit with uniform loading across the output ports. Since loss
behavior is very significant, we focus on the distribution of consecutive cell losses, but
we present some results on the average CLP as well, wherever pertinent. While studying
distribution of consecutive cell losses, we look at loss bursts and present results for the
fraction of the number of occiurences of loss biursts of length m, with m a parameter. For
example, a probability 0.2 for a consecutive loss length 4 means that when the system is
observed at some random time in steady state, 20% of the losses observed have occurred
over 4 successive slots.
The choice of realistic values for the burst parameters of the workload is difficult. This
is because the AFs for a given average load may range from very low (peaked) to large
(smooth) values based on the relative mix of the number and type of applications and the
port speed. The work by [41] also addresses a similar problem of workload characterization
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in LANs. Their results indicate the smoothening effect due to aggregation at high loads
on the overall LAN traffic parameters, with the bursty nature prevailing more strongly
at low loads.
While the issue of "appropriate" parameters with bursty workload is very much de
batable, it is apparent that these parameters will vary significantly depending on the
relative mix of the various traffic types. Therefore, to capture such a mix, we vary the
burst parameters over a wide range in our analysis, and we use both homogeneous as
well as heterogeneous inputs. Regarding the cell drop mechanism, observe that both the
consecutive ceU-loss behavior and its effects in terms of the reconstructed signal will be
influenced by the particular cell drop mechanism. However, since the focus of this work
in not on comparing the various cell drop mechanisms (e.g., push-out, head, tail, random)
or, coding techniques (which also influence signai recovery), we use a tail-dropping mech
anism that can be implemented fairly easily and without any overheads in fast packet
switches. Further, we do not assume any particular encoding structiure. Our results thus
provide useful insights into the trends that occiu- and the FPS robustness with varying
burstiness and mixes of input traffic, rather than absolute measures of performance.

2.4.1

Performauice with homogeneous inputs

In this subsection, the burst parameters of all the inputs have the same values as each
other, i.e., we have homogeneous traffic at the switch input. The output queue size is set
to 30 except in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.4: Compaxison of steady and bursty traffic on CLP
Effect of traffic bursts and AF on CLP
Figure 2.4 gives the CLP vs. the average offered load p for both steady and bursty traffic.
With bursty traffic, AF = 0.5 and BS = 8. q is varied in the case of bursty traffic to vary p.
Figiire 2.4 is included to illustrate the significance of correlated input vs. i.i.d. Bernoulli
(steady) input. Observe that for the same average load, performance with bursty traffic
is much worse than with steady inputs. This underscores the importance of analysis with
bursty correlated inputs, as opposed to the often-used i.i.d. Bernoulli traffic.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the effect of AF on CLP. The AF is varied from 0.2 to 0.8 for
three average loads with BS fixed at 8 to provide the effect of multiplexing different types
and numbers of sources. The lower AFs reflect the multiplexing of a small number of
large bandwidth applications, for example, motion video streams on a DS3 port, while
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Figure 2.5: Effect of AF on CLP
the higher AFs reflect the reverse, for example, multiplexing many low-qucility video
conference applications at 384 Kbps on. a DS3 port.
Observe that for a fixed average load, the CLP varies significantly as a function of the
AF, illustrating the importance of differing AFs despite the same average load. Another
important point illustrated by these curves is that low AFs (peaked traffic) by themselves
do not imply poor performajice. (Notice the orders of magnitude variation in CLP with
AF = 0.2 and p = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8.) Further, observe that a combination of high loads and
low AFs can be very detrimental (as expected), due to the high bandwidth demcinds at
extremely bursty intervals. At the other extreme is a combination of low load with a large
AF. This combination implies almost smooth traffic with very low utilization and hence
produces very low CLP, as expected. The above suggest that efficient admission control
and policing mechanisms that admit and police based on both AF and load rather thaji
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Figure 2.6: Effect of AF on the distribution of consecutive cell losses at a tagged port
AF or load alone, may help achieve good performance. In such a case, a larger swing may
be permitted with low AFs (peaked trjiffic) and low loads. Finally, since homogeneous
inputs are used in this section, the average CLPs for both the switch and a tagged port
are the same.

Effect of AF on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the fraction of loss bursts of particxilar lengths for a tagged
port and switch, respectively. The AFs are varied from 0.2 to 0.8 for a p = 0.8 and BS =
8.

The curves in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate several importajit points. First, they
demonstrate the detrimental effects of peaked traflBc (low AFs) on the loss process, since
lower AFs produce significantly longer consecutive loss lengths for the same average load.
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Figure 2.7; Effect of AF on the distribution of consecutive cell losses at the switch
Next, the slopes of curves with small AFs are much shallower than their higher AF
counterparts, indicative of a rapid deterioration in consecutive losses. Specifically, as
illustrated in Figure 2.6, observe that while consecutive loss lengths > 5 with AFs > 4
are small (< 10""^), they become significant (> 10"^) with AFs < 2. This is reflected as
a severe degradation in QoS and suggests the need for efficient traffic shaping emd rate
regulation mechanisms.
Finally, while the average CLP for both the switch and a tagged port is the same
with homogeneous inputs (Figure 2.5), the fi-action of loss bursts of particular lengths for
the two differ significantly despite homogeneity. Figure 2.7 illustrates this. Observe the
orders of magnitude difference between the switch and a tagged stream for loss lengths
greater than 4 for a fixed AF and p. This results in a wide variation in the QoS as
perceived by the switch and a tagged port. However, though the values for burst lengths
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at the switch are high (on the order of 10"^ and 10"^), this does not reflect poorly on
the FPS performance because the values at the switch are those averaged over all the
inputs. The values as seen at a tagged port, however, are more relevant, since this is
what a specific switch stream sees. This information is helpful to switch designers and in
admission control schemes. Thus, in the following discussions, we examine the fraction of
loss bursts of particular lengths for a specific (tagged) switch port.

Effect of BS on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
Figiures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the effect of different lengths of congestion (BS varying from
8 to 128) with a fixed average load (0.8) and two different AFs (0.3 and 0.8, respectively).
In Figtire 2.8, this results in varying mean ON times from 24 to 384 cell times, while in
Figure 2.9, it results in meein ON times varying from 64 to 1024 cell times, for the same
average load.
The clustering of the curves for varying ON times in both these figures indicates that
the degradation in the fraction of loss bursts of given lengths is not very severe for the
range of BSs examined and with p and AF fixed. (Contrast this with the degradation in
Figure 2.6 where p and BS were fixed and AF was vaxied.) To gain a better insight, we
therefore use two AFs, a large AF of 0.8 (Figure 2.8) to represent fairly smooth traffic
and a smaJl AF of 0.3 (Figure 2.9) representative of much burstier traffic.
Comparing Figiires 2.8 and 2.9, we observe that with a lower AF the fraction of loss
bursts > 5 with all five burst sizes is much higher than the corresponding values with a
larger AF. (Note that the scales in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 are different.) This is as expected
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since Figure 2.8 represents much burstier traffic. However, notice that with smoother
traffic, the slopes with different BSs become less steep when the fraction of loss clusters
become > 5 indicating the onset of a saturation effect (Figure 2.9). Observe also that
the saturation becomes relatively more pronounced as the burst sizes increase. Such a
saturation effect, however, is not the case with a lower AF (Figmre 2.8), which in tm-n
impUes poorer performance. Finally, note that the high values for the fraction of loss
bursts < 2 imply that most of the loss bursts are either isolated, or occur in pairs, which
is indeed a good sign, especially for those applications that are sensitive to large loss
clusters.

Effect of buffer size on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 display the effect of buffer size on the average CLP and the fraction
of loss bursts of given lengths, respectively, for a tagged port, with p = 0.8 ajid BS = 8.
In Figure 2.10, three AFs, a high (0.8), a mediima (0.5), and a low (0.3), are used, while
Figm-e 2.11 displays results for one AF (0.8).
While the average CLP behavior improves with increasing buffer size (Figure 2.10),
observe that it plays no role on the fraction of loss bursts of particular lengths (Figure
2.11). This is precisely due to the fact that large buffers imply that more cells may be
queued, hence fewer discarded, resulting in a lower average CLP. However, the fraction
of loss bursts of a certain length is not at all affected, because once the buffer is full,
losses occxur till the buffer is drained regardless of its absolute size. Bigger buffers mainly
imply that the onset of congestion, so to speak, is delayed. This indicates the need for
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hybrid queueing together with prioritized discarding to improve loss behavior. Finally, as
seen from Figure 2.10, the gains, even for the average CLP with increasing buffer sizes,
become much smaller as the AFs decrease.^ This motivates eflBcient traffic shaping and
congestion control techniques together with buffer sizing to achieve good QoS.

2.4.2

Performance with heterogeneous inputs

In this subsection, we use one set of burst parameters for seven ports and a different
set for the tagged port, ajid we vary the tagged port's burst parameters. To maintain
brevity, we present results only for the case with varying AFs ajid fixed p and BS.

Eflfect of heterogeneous inputs on the average CLP
Figmre 2.12 represents the effects of heterogeneous inputs on the CLP as seen at the switch
and at the tagged port. The upper soUd curve represents the CLP experienced by the
switch and a tagged port when ail the AFs are the same and vary between 0.2 to 0.8,
as indicated. The lower two curves are the CLP for the tagged input and the switch,
respectively, when the AF of the tagged input is varied from 0.2 to 0.8 and the AFs of
the remaining inputs are fixed at 0.8.
The curves in this figiu-e illustrate what happens when one input is significantly burstier
than the other. Consider the first set of values when tag AF = 0.2. When all AFs =
0.8, the CLP is on the order of 10"^. However, when the tag AF alone becomes 0.2 with
the others still at 0.8, the switch CLP degrades to around 10"'. The tag CLP, however,
^Since cell-loss probabilities are on the order of 10~® with buffer size 90 for AF = 0.8 in Figure 2.10,
we do not increase buffer size any further for this .A.F.
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Figure 2.12: Effect of AF with heterogeneous inputs on CLP
which is axound 10~^ when all AFs = 0.2, benefits when it alone is bursty (0.2) and the
others are not (AFs = 0.8), since its CLP is now around 10"*^. Thus, the remaining
(AT

— 1) "well-behaved" (smooth) inputs seem to have lost considerably in performance,

while the one "'not-so-well-behaved" (bursty) input has gained at their {{N — 1) inputs)
expense! Notice also that as the disparity between the tagged port AF and the others
decreases, so does the "gain" in CLP of the tagged input. Thus, such anti-social behavior
by even a few "ill-behaved" users can cause serious problems to the remaining "wellbehaved" users, especially since the former can hog up network resoiu-ces at the expense
of the latter. However, if the average network usage alone is monitored, this behavior
may go unnoticed, thereby hmrting the QoS for many "weU-behaved" users. These curves
therefore provide useful insights into the behavior with heterogeneous traffic, underscoring
the need for efficient policing and traffic control mechanisms.
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losses for a tagged port
Effect of heterogeneovis inputs on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
In Figiure 2.13, p is fixed at 0.8, BS at 8, and M at 30. The AF of the tagged input is
varied from 0.2 to 0.8, while the AF of the remaining inputs is kept at 0.8. Also provided
for comparison are the curves when all the inputs have AFs of 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2.
To begin, consider the curves labeled "curve 1" and "curve 2" in Figure 2.13. Notice
again the behavior when one input alone is very bursty (ciurve 2). The biusty input is
seen to benefit in terms of the consecutive cell losses at the expense of the remaining
smooth inputs by almost an order of magnitude, i.e., the fractions of loss lengths > 5 in
curve 2 are lower than their counterpart in curve 1. The other two pairs of curves (AF:
tagged port = 0.4, others = 0.8; and AF: tagged port = 0.6, others = 0.8) demonstrate
a similar effect. These curves again confirm the problems of mixing heterogeneous inputs
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and maintaining adequate QoS for all inputs, emphasizing the need for eflScient traffic
shaping and policing mechanisms.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, we emphasize two important issues: (i) choice of appropriate perfor
mance measures while exajnining switch behavior with correlated input and (ii) perfor
mance modeling of ATM switch architectures. We address issue (i) by computing and
analyzing performance in terms of the distribution of consecutive cell losses instead of the
commonly studied average CLP. Recall that this is due to the fact that many applications
may not receive adequate QoS if losses occur consecutively despite a low average CLP. In
particular, we compute and present results for the fraction of loss bursts of length m (as
defined in Section 2.2, Subsection 2.2.3) for varying m. Our results provide useful insights
into switch behavior with correlated and heterogeneous inputs, both to switch designers
and network engineers. Specifically, large BSs or low AFs alone do not necessarily im
ply poor performance (both CLP as well as distribution of consecutive cell losses). It is
the combination of low AFs and large loads that cause problems, indicating the need for
efficient connection admission and control (CAC) strategies based on the AF-load pair
combination.
Further, while the average CLP with homogeneous traffic for the switch and a tagged
input are the same, the fraction of loss biursts of particular lengths for the two differ
considerably despite homogeneity. However, as the values seen at the switch are averaged
over all sources, the higher loss bunching at the switch does not imply poor QoS from the
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switch, with the tagged stream exhibiting a much lower loss bunching. This indicates the
need for examining behavior with respect to a tagged port even while assessing switch
performance.
The fraction of loss bursts of particular lengths were seen to be affected significantly
by varying AFs despite a fixed average load. This emphasizes the need for efficient traffic
shaping mechanisms at the source to reduce traffic '^eakedness" in order to achieve good
performance. With respect to buffer sizing, though the average CLP improved with
increasing buffer sizes, the fraction of loss biursts of given lengths was unaffected. This
indicates that increasing buffer size alone to improve loss performance is not profitable and
perhaps requires hybrid queueing together with efficient congestion control and priority
discarding mechanisms.
The detrimental effect of one "ill-behaved" (very bursty) input on the remaining "wellbehaved" (smoothened) inputs was demonstrated by employing heterogeneous inputs.
The gain in performance of one bursty source at the expense of the remaining smoother
sources was seen to increase as the disparity in their burstiness increased. This provides
useful insights into problems while providing adequate QoS across heterogeneous inputs,
calling for efficient policing and traffic control mechanisms.
Issue (ii) requires the development of efficient techniques/tools that can capture the
details of a given FPS architecture without sacrificing accuracy and that help obtain an
accurate mathematical description of the switch. To achieve this, we used SANs and
UltraSAN and demonstrated the power offered by the SAN formalism. The FPS was
modeled very conveniently using SANs, and the detailed Markov processes associated
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with the switch and workload were generated automatically and solved numerically with
UltTaSAN.
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CHAPTER 3
Performance analysis of the knockout switch

In the previous chapter, we discussed the ancilysis of a generic fast packet switch. In
this chapter, we analyze the performance of a specific ATM switch, namely the knockout
switch, and illustrate the use of SANs and UltraSAN in the performance analysis of this
FPS. The contents of this chapter are organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we introduce
the basic features of the knockout switch, discuss prior work on the knockout switch
contrasting our work with the prior work, and introduce the measures that we will use
to analyze the knockout switch. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the knockout switch,
followed by a mathematical description of the workload and switch models. The detciils
of the SAN model developed are described in Section 3.3. The model solution and results
are discussed in Section 3.4, and Section 3.5 presents a summary of this chapter.

3.1

Introduction and background work

The knockout switch proposed in [68] is an FPS with low cell loss and latency under
steady input traffic. The main features of this switch are (i) a fully interconnected archi
tecture (avoiding internal blocking), (ii) output queueing (avoiding HOL blocking), (iii)
synchronous input/output ports (avoiding any internal speed-ups), and (iv) a knockout
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mechanism, along with the ability to be easily fabricated and configured into large mod
ules. The first two features imply good throughput and the last ensures viable cost. (See
Section 3.2 for a description of the switch.)
Prior work on the knockout switch includes: (a) analysis with variable length packets
and uniform routing [18], (b) simulation and implementation of a prioritized knockout
switch [19], and (c) analysis with non-uniform routing and fixed length packets [69].
Studies (a) and (c) consider i.i.d. Bernoulli inputs, which are not realistic for B-ISDNs
[64]. While the work by [19] did consider bursty traffic, since simulation was used, it
was limited to small concentrator sizes and high error rates to avoid extremely long run
times. Further, the focus was on the implementation of a prioritized switch, and it did
not analyze switch performance and sensitivity to a broad range of burst parameters,
as is typical in integrated services networks, nor did it use a more refined measure that
captures cell-loss behavior.
Recall from our discussion in Chapter 2, since the specific mix (hence burstiness) at the
FPS is hard to predict, it is very important that switch analyses account for both traffic
correlations as well as variations in burstiness. In this chapter, we analyze the behavior
of the knockout switch over a wide range of burst parameters to provide a more complete
evaluation of the switch with correlated traffic. Further, as discussed in Chapter 2, since
the perceived QoS for many real-time applications depends not only on the average CLP
but also on the pattern of cell losses, we use the distribution of consecutive cell losses and
the output queue length distribution as our primary performance measures. However, we
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also compute the average CLP with bursty traflBc and present these results for purposes
of comparison.
The results presented in this chapter are significant in that they provide useful infor
mation about switch sensitivity and robustness under a variety of burst parameters. In
particular, our results indicate that the sensitivities of the concentrator and output queue
with varying burst intensities differ significantly from their steady traffic counterparts.
Our analysis also confirms that though the average queue length is a sufficient indicator
of performance (QoS) with steady traffic, it it not always appropriate with bursty traffic.
Instead the distribution of the number of cells in the output queue is a better measure.
As pointed out in Chapter 2, in order to help in the detailed characterization and
analysis of the switch, efficient modeling techniques that can capture the architectural
details without sacrificing accuracy are needed. Since the state-space size of the detailed
stochastic process representations of the knockout switch and workload are on the order
of tens to hundreds of thousands of states (as illustrated in Table 3.1), we use UltraSAN to
generate and solve the stochastic process representations and to analyze the performance
of the knockout switch with correlated input traffic. Our results therefore not only shed
useful insights into the performance of the knockout switch under bursty traffic, but also
illustrate the powerful framework provided by SANs in evaluating the performance of the
FPS on hand.

3.2

Switch and workload models

The knockout switch (see Figure 3.1) is an FPS with the following features [68]:
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Figure 3.1: Knockout switch
A fully interconnected bus structure to avoid internal blocking.
Separate queues with packet filters at each output port to filter cells not destined
to it.
A knockout concentrator at each output port with N input and L output lines,
with L
N, typically, for an N input switch. A mechajiism similar to a knockout
tournament to discard excess over L cells destined to a particular port during a
single cell time is employed. The L winning cells are placed in the output bufiier via
the shifter mechanism as explained in the design of the knockout switch [68].
FIFO cell service at each output port.
Easy modular growth and expandability to large switch sizes firom a small basic
unit.
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3.2.1

Switch model

To model the knockout switch, we begin by looking at the precise sequence of events
that taJces place upon service completion. Before enumerating this sequence, our assump
tions (which are reasonable for the FPS) are:
1. Non pre-emptive cell service.
2. Fixed and deterministic times at which discarding decisions are made, i.e., discard
ing decisions are performed immediately after every service completion, with the
time for a service completion corresponding to one time slot.
Let n represent a time at which a discarding decision is made, and N the number of
input and output ports. Since the ports operate synchronously, the sequence of events at
each output port is:
1. The (n-1 )th. service completion (SC) occurs. The begiimingof the nth SC is marked
by the removal of the cell that was in service during the (n-1^th service interval (SI).
2. High-speed discarding (knockout) decision is performed in negligible time.
3. Newly admitted cells join the output queue.
4. The nth SI begins, representing the service time for the cell at the head of the
output queue.
Since the knockout switch employs separate output queues, we may restrict our atten
tion to a single output port. Let the state of the system in the nth service interval be
Xn = (Tn,Dn,Mn), where:

1. Tn is the total number of cells destined to the given output port at the beginning
of the nth SI.
2. Dn is the number of cells discarded at the beginning of the nth SI. It is a function of
cell admission pohcy at the switch (i.e., the knockout algorithm with concentrator
L), the maximum output buffer size {Mmax)i tbe number of cells queued at this
output queue (M„_i), and the number of cell arrivals Tn- Thus,
Dn

=

0

=

Tn-L

— Tfi — [ M tjiox

~

Afn—i)

Tji ^ L ^ A/moi ~ A/n—1
Tji ^ L QTld, L ^ ^^TTiax
otherwise

^^n—l
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3. M„ is the number of cells remaining in the output buffer after the (n-l)th. SC. plus
the cells that were just admitted to this output buffer, i.e..
Mji

= Mn-\ + T„ —

— I.

Since the system is viewed at discrete time intervals (corresponding to deterministic
service completion times), and the next state

depends only upon the current state

Xn, the process {Xn|nGlV}isa discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC).
We next define the CLP as seen at the switch and from a tagged input port as well
as the distribution of loss bursts, just as in Chapter 2. To do so, we proceed as follows.
First, as in Chapter 2, we define the cell-loss probability at time n {CLPn) as the fraction
of the number of arriving cells discarded. Thus, we have
(3.1)

CLPn = E[Dr,\IE[Tn]

where E[-] denotes expectation. Since the switch models considered are ergodic, the
limiting state occupancy probabiUties exist, i.e.,
the probability that the system is in state

= lim„_voo

where

denotes

= (i, j, k) at time n. Thus, the limiting

CLP as seen by the switch is given as
(3.2)
Next, to calculate the loss seen at a particular port, we refine the state-space (as in
Chapter 2) to tag the pEirticular port under consideration. The state descriptor for the
system is augmented with

and

and is thus represented by

and the CLP in the

nth SI from the tagged port, CLP^^ is given by
(3.3)
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As in deriving equation (3.2), the limiting CLPs exist, with the denominator in equa
tion (3.2) now being replaced by p' and the numerator with only those cells discarded
from the tagged stream to obtain the limiting CLP as seen by the tagged port, CLP'.
Finally, to compute the distribution of consecutive cell losses, we proceed exactly as
in Section 2.2.3. We restate equation (2.17) here for convenience. Thus we have

where LB is a loss burst, P{LB = r) is the probability that the loss burst (uninterrupted
cell loss period) is of length r. and FLBr is the fraction of loss bursts of length r. We
compute the fraction of loss bursts of different lengths by varying r. The definitions with
respect to a tagged port are also similar to those in Chapter 2 and cire hence not repeated
here.

3.2.2

Workload model

We use a 2-state biursty workload model as described in Section 2.2.2, and as before,
we analyze the effect of biursty traflBc by varying the burst size (BS), activity fraction
(AF), average ON time {Eactive)^ and cell emission probability (q).
For convenience, we repeat the definitions for EacUve-: AF and BS here. Thus,

Eactive ~

AF=

Eaclive
Eactive

PlO

i

(3-5)

^

"f"

POI

^

POl "t" PlO

and
BS — Eactive ^ Q —

PlO

^ Q-

(3-7)
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Buffer size (M)
40
80
120
200
280
360

Number of states
6103
12223
18343
30583
42823
55063

Table 3.1: Variation of state-space size with buffer capjicity without tagging a specific
port
where poo and poi denote, respectively, the probabilities of remaining in or transitioning
from the idle state. Likewise, pu and piQ, respectively, denote the probability of remaining
in or transitioning from the active state. Thus, as discussed in Chapter 2. Equations (3.5),
(3.6), and (3.7) help in selecting the appropriate Markov chain parameters while analyzing
switch performance with bursty inputs.

3.3

SAN representation

Having described the switch and workload models in Section 3.2, the next step is the
construction and solution of the associated Markov processes. Table 3.1 presents the statespace size for a 16-input switch as a fiinction of the buffer size M with a concentrator
size of 8, when no input port is tagged. Observe that the state-space size gets large.
Therefore, rather than construct and solve such detailed Markov processes by hand, we use
UltraSAN to generate these Mcirkov processes and solve for the measures (the distribution
of consecutive cell losses, distribution of queue lengths and the average CLP).
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Figiire 3.2: SAN model for the switch with bursty workload
Figure 3.2 presents a SAN representation for the knockout switch with bursty traffic.
The working of the SAN model is as follows. Places idle and active represent the idle
and active states of the input, with the number of tokens in them totaling N. At the
beginning of every SI, the number of tokens in place state is checked. If it contains
1 token (implying at least 1 source was idle in the (n-l)th. SI), activity checkJdle is
enabled, otherwise check.active is enabled. In the former case, after the idle inputs are
examined, the model checks to see if there are any remaining inputs that were active, in
which case it then enables check.active.
The activities checkJdle and check.active, along with their case probabilities, imple
ment the four transition probabilities in the two-state bursty model, i.e., cases 1 and 2 of
checkJdle represent poo and poi, respectively. Likewise, cases 1 and 2 of check-active de
note pio and pii, respectively. If an input becomes active, a token is placed in temp.activel
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and check.cell is enabled, which checks for the presence or absence of a cell. A cell is
emitted with a probability q (case 1) and not with probability (1-q) (case 2) of check.cell.
Places desLport and temp.activeS are incremented with the choice of cases 1 and 2. re
spectively.
Once all the input ports have been examined, discard.enable enables discard-decisions
to implement the discarding decisions at the concentrator (knockout mechanism) and
at the output queue. Since routing and discarding axe performed at high speeds, an
instantaneous rather than timed activity is employed. The function of gate discard-enable
performs the knockout algorithm as follows. It checks the number of cell arrivals over a
given SI (obtained from arrs-thisJnt). If it exceeds L, it knocks out the excess over
L cells, updates concJoss (which represents the cells knocked out at the concentrator
stage), and checks if the L cells can all be accommodated at the output queue. If yes.
the cells join the output queue server, else the excess over M cells are discarded, and
optqueJoss (representing the cells lost at the output queue) is updated. If the number of
cell arrivals is less than L, it sets concJoss to zero, performs output queue fill check, and
updates optqueJoss if need be. Since we are interested in studying switch behavior with
different concentrator and buffer sizes, their values have been parameterized via LMAX
and QMAX, respectively.
Timed activity celLservice represents the fixed time required to serve an ATM cell.
Upon service completion, output gate retrigger-wkload is enabled, which resets concJoss
optqueJoss, and arrsJhisJnt. It then checks to see if any sources are idle, and if yes,
places one token in state, else two tokens, triggering the workload for the next SI.
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The enabling predicates and functions for the various input gates as well as the fimctions for the activities and output gates described above are given in Appendix B.

3.4

Model solution and discussion of results

The SAN models presented in the preceding sections are analyzed by constructing and
solving the appropriate Markov chains. We do this with UltraSAN [59], which automates
the construction of the corresponding CTMP. The ATM switch model, as discussed in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, was represented by a DTMC. However, as discussed in Section
2.3, the equivalence between a DTMC with a single timed (deterministic) activity and
a CTMP with a single exponential cictivity can be easily established and is hence not
repeated here.
Via this equivalence, we use UltraSAN to generate the corresponding Markov process
and to obtain numerical results for the CLP, the distribution of consecutive cell losses
and the distribution of output queue length. The state-space of the Markov process is
first generated, and the steady-state probability distribution vector is then determined
munerically using successive over-relaxation (SOR). The algorithm is stopped when the
diflFerence between the most recent and previous iteration is less than 10~®. The CLP and
distribution of queue length are then obtained. The number of iterations to converge to
the given accuracy is dependent on the model parameters (transition rates), and even for
the largest buflFer case, it was within minutes (< 25).
A variety of studies are conducted with varying burstiness, as defined by the parameters
AF, BS, and q. Recall from Chapter 2 that while defining these parameters is easy.
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choosing realistic values is not. This is because of their dependency on: (a) the number
and type of applications multiplexed on a port, (b) the port speed, and (c) the aggregate
load as seen at an input port. Based on the relative mix of (a), (b), and (c), the overall
traffic to the port may have AFs rajiging from very low (peaked) to large (smoothed due
to aggregation) values. A similar phenomenon with respect to the load as seen on a LAN
is described in [41], where the authors discuss LAN workload characterization. Their
results highlight the smoothening effect due to aggregation at high loads, while at low
loads, the bursty nature of an individual source is reflected closely on the overall LAN
traffic parameters. In addition, the expected burst size as seen by an input port is not
simple to quantify and, as illustrated in [42], depends on the nature of the applications
multiplexed.
Thus, since the BS and AF of an input port vary widely, we examine a wide range of
these parameters, indicative of a mix of applications, while analyzing switch performance.
The remainder of this section is devoted to discussing our results.

Role of concentrator and output queue with steady and bursty traffic
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display CLPs at the concentrator, output queue, and switch with
steady and bm-sty traffic, respectively. In Figure 3.4, the AFs axe varied from 0.27 to 0.81
to vary p. BS is set to 8 and q to 0.07. The queue size is iW = £- x 5 in both figures,
i.e., when L equals 4, 6, and 8, M is 20, 30, and 40, respectively, as suggested in the
original knockout switch proposal by [68]. The low AFs with low loads represent short
sporadic traffic bursts representative of, for exajnple, a small number of multiplexed user
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Figure 3.3: Effect of concentrator size on CLP with steady traffic
interactive data, and the higher AFs with higher loads represent, for example, bandwidth
intensive file server and database applications.
The figures illustrate the change in the roles of the concentrator and output queue in
their contributions to the overall CLP. With steady traflBc, the concentrator, rather than
the output queue, contributes significantly to the switch CLP for a wide range of loads
(up to 0.8). With bursty traffic, however, the roles of the concentrator and output queue
(in terms of being the bottleneck) reverse, based on AF jmd L. Specifically, when both the
concentrator size and AFs are small (in Figure 3.4 for L = 4, AF < 0.55 and p < 0.75),
the concentrator knocks out the clusters before they reach the output queue, becoming
the bottleneck. However, with increasing AFs (decreasing burstiness), the output queue
becomes the bottleneck {L = 4, AF > 0.55 and p > 0.75). With a larger concentrator
size {L > 6, which is the suggested size for the knockout switch), the concentrator knocks
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Fig\ire 3.4: Effect of concentrator size on CLP with bursty traffic
out much fewer ceils than the output queue over the entire range of AFs. This makes
the output queue rather than the concentrator the bottleneck with bursty traffic, an
important diffisrence in our results compared to those reported for steady traffic [68].

Effect of AF on CLP
Figure 3.5 demonstrates the effect of AF on CLP. The AF is varied (0.2-0.8) for a fixed
BS (8), and three p's (0.3, 0.5, and 0.8) to provide the effect of multiplexing different
types and munbers of sources. The higher AFs reflect multiplexing a large number of
small bandwidth applications, while lower AFs reflect multiplexing a small nimiber of
large bandwidth applications. In Figxu-es 3.5 through 3-11, we consider a 16x16 switch
with a concentrator size £ = 8. (This is because L = 8 contributes negligibly to the
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overall CLP as seen from Figiure 3.4.) Further, unless otherwise mentioned, M is set to
40.
Observe the rapid deterioration in CLP with increasing burstiness (decreasing AFs)
despite a fixed average load, demonstrating the significance of traffic bursts on CLP. The
results also indicate that low AFs do not always imply poor CLP, since low AFs with low
loads are not as detrimental as low AFs and high loads. Note also the widely differing
CLPs (QoS) from 10"^ to 10~® with low AF (0.2) and three different p's. This suggests
the necessity for efficient policing and CAC techniques, which react based on the AF-load
pair combination, rather than policing and admitting on AF or load alone. For example,
with a low AF, larger swings/deviations may be permitted with low average loads.
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Figure 3.6 demonstrates the effect of varying ON times on the CLP. We fix p at 0.8, use
three AFs (0.3, 0.5, and 0.8), and vary the mean ON times to examine the effect of varying
burst sizes (BS), hence varying congestion levels for a fixed average load with each AF.
The mean ON times are vEiried from 48-768, 80-1280, and 128-2048 cells, respectively, for
the three AFs, resulting in an average BS ranging from 8-128.
Apart from the expected increase in CLP with increasing BS, observe the detrimental
effect of smaller AFs (with the same BS and load) on the CLP. Observe also that the
change in CLP between BS 8 and 128 is smaller for lower AFs (0.3) than for higher AFs
(0.8). This is because low AFs imply less smoothening and hence, regardless of the active
time, exhibit high CLP. Next, as mean ON times increase, the performance, even with
higher AFs, becomes poor due to increased spurts of congestion, despite the same average
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load. Finally, the results for lower average loads each with the three different AFs exhibit
similaj trends but are lower in magnitude (lower CLP) as expected and are therefore not
included. All these indicate that switch performance at a given average load is largely
dictated by the combination of AF and BS. Thus, characterization of switch performance
at different average loads alone with bursty traffic is incomplete, and attention has to be
paid to the burst parameters as well.

Effect of buffer size
In Figure 3.7, which displays the effect of increasing buffer size on CLP (QoS). p is fixed
at 0.8, BS at 8, and three AFs (0.8, 0.5, and 0.3) are used. CLP improvement with
increasing buffer size is fairly good for high AFs (0.8). However, when AFs become small
(< 0.3), the slopes of the curves become steeper, indicative of comparatively small gains.
The load, however, seen at the switch in ail three cases is the same. Again, this illustrates
the significance of bursty traffic and highlights the fact that knowledge of average load
alone is insufficient while analyzing performance and dimensioning switches. It indicates
the necessity of combining prioritized discarding and congestion control strategies along
with buffer sizing to guarantee acceptable QoS with bursty traffic, especially critical with
low AFs and medium to high loads. Finally, the shapes of the response curves with lower
average loads also follow that of their higher load counterparts.
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Effect of AF and EacUve on the distribution of queue length
We next investigate the distribution of queue length with steady and bursty traffic in
Figures 3.8 through 3.11 with p = 0.8. With steady traffic (Figure 3.8), there is a mass
build up at the origin, with a quick decay subsequently. With biursty traffic, the behavior
is very different, depending on the AF and BS. (Note the change in scales between Figtire
3.8 and Figiures 3.9 through 3.11.) With low AFs, the distribution of queue length exhibits
a bimodal behavior, with mass build up at the extreme positions (origin and queue-fill).
Further, for the same average load and small AFs, the bimodal behavior becomes more
distinct as the BS increases (Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b)). However, as the AFs increase
(> 0.5), the intensity of the bimodal behavior decreases despite large changes in BS (8 and
128 or ON times of 80 and 1280, Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b)). Finally for large AFs (0.8)
(Figmes 3.11(a) and 3.11(b)), the distribution of queue length does not exhibit bimodal
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Figure 3.8: Density function of queue length with steady traffic
behavior even when ON times change from 128 to 2048 cells, but almost resembles that
with steady traffic, just as expected, since larger AFs imply smoother (steadier) traffic.

The bimodal behavior implies that with high probabilities, the queue is either empty
or full. Thus, the average queue length in such a scenario is not very meaningful, since if
the queue is full, it will likely remain so for quite some time. This implies that arrivals
during the time to drain the queue will be lost successively, causing a high CLP (severe
degradation in QoS). However, for the same average queue length, if the distribution was
not bimodal but instead a function decaying quickly to negligible values at queue fill (as
in Figures 3.8, 3.11(a), and 3.11(b)), the CLP (hence QoS) degradation would not be as
bad.
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Therefore, bimodal behavior, especially when pronounced, produces detrimental ef
fects. Observe again the importance of switch characterization under varying burst inten
sities, since the distribution of queue length varies significantly for different AF and BS
combinations despite a fixed average load. Finally, notice that except for a particularly
bad case (very small AF (< 0.1), large ON time (> 2048), and fairly high average load
(p = 0.8)), the knockout mechanism is seen to provide good CLP performance over the
range of burst parameters and loads studied.
The next set of results in Figures 3.12 through 3.16, are for the distribution of consec
utive cell losses with respect to a distinguished (tagged) port. For all these results with
a tagged port, i.e., Figiures 3.12 through 3.16, we use an 8x8 switch, with a concentrator
size L = 6.
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Effect of p on the CLP and distribution of consecutive cell losses
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 display the effect of p on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
and average CLP for a tagged port, respectively. The AFs were varied from 0.28 to 0.86
to vary p, keeping BS at 8 and q at 0.13. While examining distribution of consecutive cell
loss, we look at "loss bursts," where a loss burst denotes successive losses of cells. For
example, a loss burst of length m implies m consecutive cells are lost, one during each of
m successive cell intervals. We plot results for the fraction of the number of occiureaces of
loss bursts of length k, for k = 1,2,3,4 and > 5 in Figures 3.12, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16, with
k = I (burst length unity) representing an isolated loss. Thus, for example, a probability
0.1 for a consecutive loss length 4 means 10% of the loss biursts are of length 4.
Figture 3.12 illustrates that consecutive loss lengths for the tagged port are predomi
nantly less than 4 for the traffic studied. The probability of longer consecutive cell losses
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Figure 3.13: Effect of p on the average CLP of a tagged port
increases as p increases. This is expected, since an increasing traffic intensity with bursty
arrivals implies increasing clusters of cell arrivals and hence an increasing probability of
losing them consecutively. This also results in a higher average CLP for higher p's as
indicated in Figure 3.13. By a similar argtunent, the probability of isolated cell losses for
the tagged port is less with higher p's, since, as p increases, the fraction of the number of
occurrences of loss bursts greater than one, increases. This explains the crossing of the
curves between points 1 and 2 on the abscissa of Figure 3.12.

Effect of AF and Eactive on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
The effect of burstiness (both varying AFs and mean ON times) with a fixed average load
on the distribution of consecutive cell losses is shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of AF on the distribution of consecutive cell losses of a tagged port
In Figiire 3.14 BS is fixed at 8, and the AF in Figure 3.15 is fixed at 0.3. p in both cases
is 0.8.
While increasing burstiness in both cases (lower AFs in Figure 3.14 and larger BS in
Figure 3.15) produces longer consecutive loss lengths, observe that the effect of decreasing
AFs is more significant than increasing BS. Further, the slopes with lower AFs become less
steep than those with higher AFs, leading to widely differing values for the consecutive
loss lengths in Figure 3.14. While consecutive cell losses of length > 5 have fairly small
probabilities (< lO-"^ for AFs > 0.4), they change significantly for low AFs (< 0.4). These
curves therefore highlight the severity of burstiness arising firom small AFs despite a fixed
average load. Finally, the fact that peaked sources (lower AFs and/or larger BSs) lose
more cells consecutively than smoothened traffic explains the crossing of the curves in
both Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
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Effect of buffer size on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
Figure 3.16 displays the effect of larger buffers with a fixed p (0.8), fixed BS (8). and
three AFs (0.8, 0.5, and 0.3) and demonstrates the insensitivity of the distribution of
consecutive cell losses to increasing buffer sizes. This insensitivity is expected and, as
discussed in Chapter 2, is because larger buffers imply more cells can be queued (hence
fewer discarded), yielding a lower CLP. However, the fraction of loss bursts of a certain
length, i.e., the ratio of the number of losses of a certain length given that losses have
occurred, is not affected by larger buffers. This is because, once the buffer is full, losses
occur till the buffer is drained regardless of its absolute size. Thus bigger buffers essentially
imply that the onset of congestion, so to speak, is delayed. This is the reason why larger
buffers have no influence on the distribution of consecutive cell loss but have a fairly
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strong influence on the average CLP. This motivates strategies such as hybrid queueing
and/or prioritized discarding to improve loss burst behavior.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we examine the sensitivity and robustness of the Icnockout mechanism
with bursty traffic. We illustrate the importance of analyzing switch performance not
just via the average offered load, but also as a function of the burst parameters, the
distribution of the consecutive cell losses, and the distribution of the queue length.
With respect to robustness and sensitivity, we observe the following. While the overall
CLP is more sensitive to the concentrator rather than the output queue size with steady
traffic, the situation reverses with bursty traffic and concentrator size > 6 (the practical
suggested size) ajid over a wide range of burst parameters. Next, either low AFs or large
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BSs alone do not necessarily imply poor performance, and the knockout mechanism is
seen to be robust over the range of biu-st parameters studied. It is the combination of
high loads with low AFs (e.g., multiplexing a small nimiber of bandwidth-intensive bursty
applications) or large burst sizes with very low AFs, that cause rapid CLP degradation.
Regarding CLP improvement with respect to buffer size, though the logarithm of
CLP decreases linearly with an increasing buffer size, the gains with larger buffers for
the same average load become significantly less with lower AFs (peaked traffic). The
distribution of the queue length with steady and bursty traffic confirmed the existence
of a bimodal behavior with bursty traffic. CLP degradation especially with pronounced
bimodal behavior was pointed out, illustrating that the average queue length under such
conditions is not a meaningful measure.
All of the above reiterate the need for a combination of efficient rate regulation, pri
oritized discarding, and congestion control techniques, along with buffer sizing to obtain
acceptable QoS. In addition, while it is important in general for sources with low AFs
(highly bursty workload) to adhere to their negotiated burst parameters, a larger devia
tion may be permitted even with these low AFs, depending on the average load seen at
the port.
A study of the distribution of the consecutive cell losses for a specific (tagged) input
port revealed the following; (a) greater sensitivity of the distribution of consecutive cell
losses to varying AFs (with a fixed BS and p), than to varying BSs (with a fixed AF
and p), and (b) the insensitivity of the distribution of consecutive cell losses to larger
buffers. For the traflSc patterns studied, it was aJso seen that the probability of losing five
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or more cells consecutively through the knockout switch is low for the tagged port over
a wide range of burst parameters, with the exception being the combination of very low
AF and high load. This demonstrates the robustness of the knockout mechanism over a
wide range of bursty traffic conditions.
Finally, via the analysis of the knockout switch with UltraSAN, we once again demon
strate the appropriateness of SANs for analyzing the performance of specific ATM switch
architectures.
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CHAPTER 4
Efficient routing schemes for read-time multi-service
applications in ATM networks

In the previous two chapters we analyzed ATM performance at the ceil-level. In the
current and the following chapter, we analyze call-level issues such as routing of multiclass traffic and restoration schemes in ATM-based transport networks. Specifically, in
this chapter, we address the problem of routing co-existing multi-class traffic with widely
differing call characteristics on an ATM transport network without any facility failures.
The analysis with failures is performed in Chapter 5.
The contents of this chapter are organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce the
problem with multi-class traffic routing, review prior literature, state the problem and
our method to solve the routing problem on hand, and our contributions. Section 4.2
discuses the network model definitions, formulates the routing optimization problem as
a Markov decision problem, discusses the bandwidth protection strategy and the overall
routing scheme used in this work. A solution to the routing problem formulated in Section
4.2 via the use of Markov decision theory (MDT) is discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
discusses the example network used in this study and the results obtained. Section 4.5
summarizes and concludes this chapter.
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4.1

Introduction and background work

Routing of multi-class traffic that exhibits significant differences in its call parameters
(e.g., bandwidth and holding times) is a challenging problem. This is because the wide
differences in the bandwidth and holding time requirements of the different call classes
require a careful choice of call admission and routing rules. For example, admitting a
video call might result in tying up the bandwidth equivalent of many telephone calls for a
long time. On the other hand, it may provide more network utilization and revenue than
routing several voice calls. Thus, good multi-class routing schemes are very important in
ATM networks.
Broadly speaking, routing schemes may be classified as static or dynamic. In a static
scheme, the routing of calls is based on a fixed look-up table that is insensitive to the
state of the underlying network. A dynamic scheme, on the other hand, routes based
on some knowledge of the state of the network. The implementation of dynamic routing
schemes has been made possible by the growth of the stored program concept (SPC)
and common charmel signaling (CCS). This is because switches with SPC can collect
up-to-date information about the status of the network, which can then be disseminated
between the switches via the CCS network in the form of signaling messages. Since
dynamic schemes use the network state information, they are in general more resilient to
network congestion and failures. In this work, we will therefore focus our attention on a
dynamic routing scheme for routing multi-class traffic in an ATM network.
A variety of excellent prior work on dynamic routing with particular emphasis on singleclass telephone traffic exists in the Uterature. In particular, dynamic nonhierarchical
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routing (DNHR) is discussed in [3, 4], while dynamic alternate routing (DAR) is discussed
in [23]. Least loaded route (LLR)-based schemes, such as (a) the real-time network routing
(RTNR) scheme, which has been in use in AT&T's long-distance and domestic networks
since early 1990s, is discussed in [5], (b) aggregated least busy alternative (ALBA) is
discussed in [39, 40], and (c) dynamic controlled routing (DCR), which is used in the
trans-Canadian network, is discussed in [9]. More recently the use of Markov decision
theory (MDT) in telephone traffic routing was introduced by [38, 52] and also used by
[17].

In this work, we use MDT as in [52, 17] to obtain a dynamic routing scheme to admit
and route real-time multi-class applications on an ATM transport network. While both
Ott [52] and Dziong et a/ [17] provide an excellent treatment of the use of MDT in dynamic
routing, [52] was limited to addressing single-class traffic. Although Dziong et al [17] did
consider multi-slot traffic in a circuit-switched envirormient, they limit their treatment (as
also [52]) to densely interconnected topologies by restricting the maximum number of hops
while establishing a communicating path through the network, to two. Such a restriction
does well in the context of telephone networks (which are densely interconnected) but
is no longer reasonable in ATM transport networks. We therefore address the above
limitations in this work.
Specifically, we address the problem of routing co-existing reai-time applications Uke
voice and video (which axe characterized by wide differences in their respective band
width and holding time requirements) in realistic ATM networks. In order to obtain an
efficient routing policy with such a mix, we use the policy iteration method (as explained
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in Section 4.3.1). In addition, we propose; (a) a new starting policy that reduces the
number of iterations to convergence with the policy iteration method (as discussed in
Section 4.4), and (b) an adaptive bandwidth protection (BP) strategy that is incorpo
rated within the policy iteration cycle as discussed in Section 4.2.3. The advantages of an
adaptive BP strategy are (i) it obviates the necessity for off-line calculations to determine
the bandwidth protection levels, and (ii) its flexibility to changing traffic mixes of the
different application types. Our contributions therefore are (i) the use of an MDT-based
dynamic state-dependent routing strategy to accept and route co-existing real-time appli
cations with widely differing call characteristics on realistic ATM transport networks, and
(ii) the proposed use of an adaptive BP mechanism that is sensitive to the link-offered
loads in order to prevent any one application type from monopolizing the use of the link
bandwidth.

4.2

Proposed routing scheme

The routing scheme we propose is based on Markov decision theory (MDT) [52]. In
order to use MDT, we first need to formulate the routing problem as a Markov decision
problem (MDP). This section describes the class of networks that we will consider, for
mulates the multi-class routing problem as a Markov decision problem, and describes our
proposed routing strategy.
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4.2.1

Network topology and model definitions

We consider an ATM network with N switches interconnected by L bidirectional links.
We do not place any restrictions on the topology, with the interconnections resulting either
in a sparse or dense topology. We consider the transport of co-existing real-time appli
cations like voice and video, on the given network. Observe that these two applications
were chosen because they have very widely differing call characteristics (e.g., bandwidth
and holding time requirements).
Multi-class traffic with widely different call characteristics, coupled with the sparseness
of the interconnection network (as is typical of ATM-based networks), renders the routing
problem challenging. In particular,
• the assimiption of a maximum of two hops per route as in prior studies with statedependent routing [52, 17] (which held good in the context of densely interconnected
telephone networks) is no longer reasonable in ATM-based networks with sparse
topologies.
• a large number of overlapping routes between communicating switches exist that
cannot be ignored, and
• admitting a large number of video calls may result in tying up a large number of
network resources (bandwidth) for a long time thus denying admission to a larger
number of voice calls on one hand, but also providing a high network utilization
and revenue (associated with accepting and routing a given application type) on
the other hand.
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We address all these issues in this work. Regarding the bandwidth requirements for the
different call classes, we use effective bandwidths to fix the bandwidth requirements for
VBR traffic. The workload consists of Poisson call arrivals for each communicating node
pair and application type, and the holding times for each application type is exponentially
distributed. The workload is defined precisely while discussing the model definitions in
the following paragraphs. We also assume a blocked calls cleared mode of operation, i.e..
if a call cannot be admitted at the time of its arrival to the network, it is immediately
discarded and not enqueued. Depending on the traffic scenario studied (as explained
in Section 4), the traffic arriving at a source node is either uniformly destined to every
other node in the given network, or it may be focused within a paxticular segment of the
network.
We now describe the model definitions for the network topology considered. Let M =
{ni(z = 1,2, • • •, N} and £ = {lj\j = 1,2, • • •, L} denote the sets containing all the nodes
and links in the network, respectively. The subscripts i and j represent, respectively, the
ith and jth. node and link. Let the number of different call classes (i.e., applications)
in the network be represented by c = 1,2, • • •, C. Each call class c is distinguished
by its bandwidth and holding time requirements, which are denoted by BWc and HTcrespectively.
Let nprn^n denote a communicating node pair in the network, with nodes m and n
representing the origin and destination nodes, respectively. Let OP be the set of all
possible communicating node pairs in the network, i.e.,
OV =

n = 1,2, • • •, iV; } such that m ^ n.
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Associated with each communicating node pair in the network is a set of admissible
routes. Denote this by

Let the maximum number of routes for a communicating

node pair be represented by Rm,ni and let n for 1 < i < Rm,n represent the ith route for
node pair m, n. For a given network topology, both OV and 7^,n are fixed.
With the above definitions, the arrival rate at each node is Poisson with rate A^'" m.n =
1,2, • • •, iV, m ^ n, and c = 1,2, • • •, C, and the service times are exponentially dis
tributed for each call class, with rate fic- Throughout this section and the next, we will
use script letters to indicate sets, boldface letters and symbols to represent vectors and
matrices whose elements are represented by lowercase letters or symbols in italics.

4.2.2

Problem formulation

To formulate the problem in the context of a Markov decision process, we begin by
describing the event set, action set, policy space and objective functions, as they pertain
to the routing problem on hand. A good background on Markov decision theory and finite
Markovian control problems can be obtained from [24, 28] and [34].
The events in our system constitute arrivals and departures for each call class, i.e..
£ = {Ac,Dc\c=l,2r--,C}

where £ denotes the event set, and Ac and Dc denote the arrival and departure, respec
tively, of call class c.
The action set (denoted by A) describes the possible actions that are taJcen upon the
occurrence of an event. The choice of an action set, therefore, determines the particular
network routing algorithm. In our problem, we restrict the action set to the following.
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(We will soon see that even with this restricted set, the problem of obtaining a truly
optimal policy for realistic sized networks becomes infeasible.) First, we taJce no action
when a call completes.^ Next, when a call arrives, we decide, based on certain cost factors
(explained later in this subsection), whether or not to accept the call, and if accepted, we
select the "best" possible route to place the call. The factors that aflfect call acceptance
and routing are link costs, available link capacity, and the route set for the node pair
under consideration. The action set therefore consists of the following.
>1 =

where AD^'" and

m , n = 1 , 2 , - ••,iV c = 1 . 2 , - • , C }

denote, respectively, the admission and rejection of a class c

call for node pair npm,n- Note that the element

in the set A, depends on the set

of admissible routes, i.e., the action of accepting an incoming call on an admissible route
is dependent on the set of routes available for the incoming caJl.
Let the state of the network be defined as the mmiber of calls in progress on each of the
admissible routes for every possible communicating node pair for each application type
(call class), i.e.,
s = [s(rj, c)],

j = 1 , 2 , - rn, n

= 1,2, ••• ,iV,

where s(rj,c) is the number of calls of class c on route

j.

m^n,

c = I,2,

The network state descriptor,

as defined above, is an K x C matrix, where R represents the total niunber of distinct
routes in the network ajid C represents the maximum nimiber of call classes existing in
the network.
'This is an example of our restricted action set, since upon call completion the option of "hot switching"
calls to better routes created by the current call completion would be one possible action that we do not
consider.
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The policy, which is a set of niles defining the action to be taken upon the occurrence
of an event, provides a mapping from the state set to the action set, i.e., for every
communicating node pair in OV, the decision to either reject or accept a call on the best
admissible route for each of the possible states that the network can be in is specified by
the routing policy. Thus,

V :S

A Vs e <S and Va e A .

where S is the set of all possible states that the network can be in.
The objective function considered in this work is a weighted reward loss [RL) function
and is described as follows. When a call arrives to the network, it is either admitted
or rejected.^

For every call class c that is admitted to the network, we associate a

reward earned due to transporting it. We make this reward proportional to the resources
requested by the call, namely, its bandwidth {BWc) and holding time (HTc), and our
objective is to minimize in a weighted manner, the overall reward loss due to blocking the
various call types. Viewed another way, a penalty is incurred each time a call is dropped.
This penalty is equal to the reward associated with the given call type, i.e., a penalty of
Pc = BWc • HI'c • 7c

units is incurred when a class c call is dropped. 7c is a real number

greater than zero and is described while defining the reward loss function in equation
(4.1).
Thus the reward loss function that we are interested in depends on the probability that
the particular call class is blocked, weighted by the penalty of dropping the call class, and
^Recall that the network functions in a blocked-calls-cieared mode.
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is given by
EcSn..nAr"-BtVe-TO-gc-7c

\rn,n

r.„r

rrrr.

=l,2,-.-,C;

C

TTl, Tl

= 1,2, - • • , iV: m#n
(4.1)

where Be denotes the blocking probability for call class c, i.e., the probability that suf
ficient bandwidth is not available for call class c. jc is a weighting factor and is a real
number greater than zero. It is normally set to 1.0. However, if we want to emphasize (in
crease) the penalty due to dropping a particular call class c, then we increase 7c to a value
greater than 1.0. On the other hand, if we want to deemphasize (decrease) the penalty
of dropping a call class c, 7c can be set to a value between 0 and 1 (i.e., 0 < 7c < 1.0).
The weight (7c) now gives us a method to control the overall reward loss and the block
ing probability of individual call types. This is explained in more detail in Section 4.4.
Finally, note that the RL as given by equation (4.1) is a normalized reward loss. This is
because the denominator in equation (4.1) denotes the penalty when every call is rejected
(i.e., when Be = 1.0) and is thus the maximum possible value for the reward loss. The
normalization removes dependencies on the absolute values of the call parameters, and
the weighted reward loss function is now a real number between 0 and 1.0.
This completes the MDP formulation of the multi-class routing problem on hand.

4.2.3

Discussion of the proposed bandwidth protection strategy

If the network consisted of single-class traflSc, we can now proceed directly with the
solution to the routing problem formulated in the previous subsection by using Markov
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decision theory in order to obtain an efficient routing policy. However, in the case of multiclass traffic, there exists the possibility of bandwidth hogging by a single application type.^
The problem of bandwidth hogging can become especially severe if the call parameters
(bandwidth and holding time requirements) of the various call classes differ widely, as
is the case with the present study. Since we consider voice and video calls on the same
network, observe that the bandwidth and call holding time requirements for voice calls
differ by almost an order of magnitude. (For example, the bandwidth requirements for
a video call, depending on the particular video application tjrpe, can be as much as 20
times that for a voice call. Likewise the ratio of the holding time requirements for voice
and video calls may also vary from 10 - 30.)
In order to prevent a monopoly of the resources by a single application type, we provide
bandwidth protection (BP), i.e., reserve some bandwidth for some or all of the application
types, depending on the nature of these applications. Since the word trunk reservation
(TR) is traditionally used to protect direct routes, we use the term bandwidth protection
to avoid confusion with TR. One approach to providing BP is the provision of a fixed
amount of BP for an application type. Girard and Zidane [25] provide a good description
of reserving bandwidth for different call classes in the revenue optimization problem with
a load-sharing based (state-independent) routing scheme. Dziong and Mason [17] discuss
a method to analyze the bandwidth reservation problem separately using a load-sharing
approach and then use this as an estimate of the amount of bandwidth reservation required
in a state-dependent scheme. In contrast, we propose an adaptive BP mechanism that
^In fact, the problem of resource hogging is generally existent in a multi-class environment, e.g., buffer
sharing at the cell level in ATM switches, or as in the present system, at the call level while routing
multi-class traffic in an .\TM transport network.
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is sensitive to the offered loads and is incorporated in the policy iteration cycle used (as
explained in Section 4.3.1) while solving the MDP in order to obtain an efficient routing
policy. In particular, the proposed BP strategy is as follows.
While selecting among the admissible routes in a route set, the ratio of the offered load
intensities of the two application types is computed for each link. If this ratio exceeds
a certain threshold value (which is specified in Section 4.4 while describing the model
studied), then the occupancy level of the application type with a high projected intensity
is checked on the link. If this is low and the arrival is of another class, then despite available
capacity for the other call class, it is denied admission in order to protect bajidwidth for
the first call class, since the first call class is not represented sufficiently (in terras of the
number of calls of this class in progress) on the link in consideration. Therefore, with
this procediure, the amount of bajidwidth reserved for a certain application type varies
according to its projected intensity on the link under consideration. Hence we now have an
adaptive scheme that varies the BP on the various links according to the traffic conditions
in the network.

4.2.4

Routing scheme

In summary, the routing strategy that we use in this work is as follows. For every link
in the network, near optimal "costs" (in the Howard sense, and as described in Section
4.3.1), are computed and stored for every state that the link can be in. The costs are
computed by prior optimization via the use of Markov decision theory while solving the
routing problem that was formulated as an MDP in Section 4.2.2. These costs represent
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Upon call arrival do
Vr 6 TZm.n do
Vf e r do
Obtain C[{x) from a prior optimization of the routing problem.
end od
Obtain route cost, which is given as Cr(w) = X)/6rC'/(x).
end od
Obtain minimum cost route (f) by computing Cmin^f — mm(Cr(w)) Vr € V^.nIf((Cmin,f < TH) and no links in f violate the BP for the other class)
admit the incoming call and place it on f,
else
reject the incoming call.
end od

Table 4.1: Outline of the proposed routing scheme
the revenue in terms of the weighted reward function as proposed in equation (4.1) of
placing one additional call on the network in the current state of the network.
More precisely, let C t { x ) and Cr(w) represent, respectively, the cost of placing an
additional call on link I and route r, when the link and route are respectively in states
X and w."*

Let TH denote the threshold criterion, which is defined as the penalty of

dropping the particular call class c. This penalty pc is given by Pc = BWc • HTc • 7c- Then,
when a call arrives to the network, the algorithm outlined in Table 4.1 is used to admit
or reject the call and, if admitted, to choose the best route to place the call.
The rationale behind an acceptance rule of the form presented in Table 4.1 is that if
the cost of transporting a call is less than the cost (penalty) incurred due to rejecting
it and it does not violate bandwidth protection for the other call class, then the call is
•"These state-dependent costs axe explained in Section 4.3.
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carried on the network. Otherwise, the call is rejected since it is no longer profitable to
transport the call in the current network state.

4.3

Problem solution via Markov decision theory

In this section, we apply results from Markov decision theory to solve the routing
problem that was formulated in Section 4.2.2. In particular, we use the policy-iteration
method (described in the following paragraphs) to select an efficient routing policy from
among the fantiily of routing policies as available from the MDP formulation of the routing
problem. We begin with a brief description of the policy-iteration method in subsection
4.3.1, and then proceed with the solution to the routing problem in subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.1

Policy-iteration method

The policy iteration (PI) method [28] is a popular method that can be used to obtain
an optimal policy for a given Markov decision problem. It consists of the following two
steps.
1. Value Determination Step This step determines the elements of the relative
value vector v, which represent the cost of starting in a particular state, as originally
defined in [28]. This is done by solving the set of equations
5

gii) = qii)

-t- ^

aijv{j)

i = 1,2, - • •, 5

where g { i ) represents the "gain" of the ith state, q { i ) is the earning rate (for a
Markov process with rewards) of the process in state i, v(i) is the relative value
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(cost) of starting in state i, again as described in [28]. Thus the difference in the
relative values of state j and i is the difference in cost one is willing to pay by starting
in state j rather than in state i. The Oij's represent the elements of the transition
rate matrix A that describes the continuous-time Markov process (CTMP) under
consideration, and S is the number of states in the CTMP.
2. Policy Improvement Step This step consists of finding the alternative decision
d for each state i that maximizes^

j=i

where the relative values are those obtained via Step 1.
To obtain an optimal policy, the standard solution procedure is to perform the value
determination and policy improvement steps iteratively, until the relative values and gains
converge. The PI cycle can be started either in step 1 or step 2, with the choice of the
starting point generally being dependent on the specific problem being considered. Details
of the starting point and our solution method are discussed in the following section.

4.3.2

Solution using the PI method

This subsection discusses the details of our solution method to admit and route real
time voice and video traffic using the PI method. In Subsection 4.3.2.1, the Markov
process for the entire network is constructed as a single CTMP, and a possible theoretical
solution is discussed. Since the optimal solution for realistic networks based on a single
'in case we define a reward loss instead of a reward gain, then the maximization should be replaced
by the minimization operator.
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network-wide CTMP description becomes infeasible (as is also explained in Subsection
4.3.2.1), the commonly used link independence assumption is introduced. Subsection
4.3.2.2 discusses the analysis via link independence. Link independence simplifies the
problem to the extent that it allows one step of the PI method possible, but it does not
permit multiple iterations. Subsection 4.3.2.3 then discusses a method that can be used to
apply the PI method repetitively until convergence in order to obtain an efficient routing
policy.

4.3.2.1

Network-wide analysis

Let oP(sfc), q^isk), and ^''(Sfc) respectively represent the relative vsdue of state s^.
reward loss rate in state st, and the process gain (in our case, the process loss) with
policy p. The subscript k denotes the index to a particular s £ S, and as before, S is the
set of all possible states that the network can be in. Let A represent the transition rate
matrix of the Markov process that describes the network. Then, we have
g ^ i s k ) = /(Sfc) -t- Y , asfc.s,u''(s/)

Vsfc 6 S

(4.2)

3,65

where
=E

• BW, • HTa • 7c

(4.3)

c m^n

and c denotes the call type that will be blocked (i.e., at least BWc units of bandwidth do
not exist) when the process (network) is in state Sk under policy p.
The relative values

in equations (4.2) denote the cost of starting in state

under policy p. In the context of our network state descriptor, this can be interpreted as
the cost of starting with n{j, c) calls on the network, where n{j, c) represents the number
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of calls on the jth route of class c, with j = 1,2, • • •, i? and c = 1,2, • • •, C. Using the
A's (and hence the A matrix and q vector) for a given policy p, the set of equations
represented by (4.2) may be solved to obtain the relative value (cost) vector v.
More specifically, suppose a class c call arrives to the network and is accepted on route
j, when the network was initially in state Sfc. Further, let 0^ denote an

x C matrix that

has a 1 in the jth row (for route j) and cth coltunn (for a class c call). Let Sr represent
the state with one extra class c call on route j, i.e., Sr = (sjt + ffj) Then, the difference in
the relative values for states Sr and Sfc, i.e., t;''(Sr) — v''{Sk) represents the cost of adding
(and hence transporting) one call of class c under policy p on route j when the network
is originally in state s^. Denote this by Au^(sfc). These AvjiskYs, which represent the
cost of transporting (adding) a class c call on route j are now compared to the penalty of
dropping the class c call,® which is used as a threshold criterion (TH) to admit or reject
calls.
Once the relative values for a given policy have been determined, the next step is
the policy improvement step. This phase consists of finding for every state Sfc € 5
the alternative p that minimizes the RHS of equation (4.2) by using the relative values
determined in the previous step. The outcome of the policy improvement is therefore
either an improved policy' or a policy at least as good as the previous one. The latter
indicates convergence to the optimal policy [28].
Convergence to an optimal policy implies that the costs (relative values) as well as the
reward loss vector q, in equation (4.2), have attained the best possible (minimum in our
®Recall that a penalty of pc =

BWc • HTc • ~tc

units is incurred by dropping a class

c call.

'Recall that the set of routing decisions for the various states of the network constitutes the policy.
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case) values for the CTMP describing the given network with its reward loss structure.
Since the relative value vectors and the q vectors depend on the how the link loads are
distributed across the network, i.e., the Aj/s for each U € £, this in turn implies that
the distribution of the loads among the various links in the network have now attained
their optimal values. Further, minimization of the q vector also impUes a minimization
of the set of call types that will be blocked when the network is in states Sjt 6 5 (as in
equation (4.3)). Hence convergence to the optimal policy in tmrn implies optimization
(minimization) of the RL as given by equation (4.1).
Thus, in theory, an optimai routing policy is obtained by a repeated application of the
value determination and policy improvement steps. However, in practice, observe that
both the state-space «S, where each

G <S is represented by a matrix defined by the

number of calls in progress for a cail class, communicating node pair and the route in use
for that node pair, as well as the action space A, where A contains all the route information
for all communicating node pairs in the network, is extremely large for a realistically sized
network. As a consequence, the policy space, which is a mapping from the state to action
sets, also becomes extremely large. For example, a network with 65 states per link and
124 simplex links can have a total of 65^^'* possible states. The route information, i.e.,
the ntmiber of distinct routes, depends on the number of communicating node pairs in
the network. Consider an N node network wherein all the nodes communicate with each
other. This results in {N — \) x (N — 1) communicating node pairs. Further, if each node
pair has K alternate routes, we have a total oi {N - I) x {N — I) x K possible routes in
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the network. Hence, the above method cannot be applied directly to obtain an optimal
routing policy in realistic networks.

4.3.2.2

Analysis via link independence

To overcome the above problem, we use an approach similar to that suggested in [52,
17], i.e., decompose the CTMP associated with the network into separate and independent
processes for each link, via the link-independence assumption. Under this assumption, an
/i-hop call in the network is considered as h independent cails, one on each of the h links
that the call is routed on. This assumption allows us to define a new state descriptor for
each link and then construct and solve the Markov process for each link in the network
separately. Further, it also allows us to use the separable approach originally proposed by
[52], whereby not only the Markov process but the decision problem is also decomposable.
Specifically, let u denote the link state descriptor, which is defined as the number of
calls of each class in progress on a given link, i.e., u = {uc\c = 1 , 2 , w h e r e Uc
represents the number of class c calls in progress on the link under consideration. Let
vf^(u

where u>c is a vector of length C with a "1" in the cth position (representing

the cth call class) and zeros elsewhere, denote the cost of the link with one extra call of
type c under policy p on link Ij- As defined earlier with respect to a route, the difference
i^(u -hu^c) — vfju) (represented by At;|^(u)) denotes the difiierence in the cost incurred
by starting in state (u + u>c) rather than in u, i.e.. it represents the cost of adding one
extra call of class c on the link in consideration,

In the decomposed Markov decision

process, we can now break the route cost into the sum of the link costs that constitute the
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route. Observe that the link state descriptor is a vector of dimension (length) C, whereas
the network state descriptor was a matrix of dimension R x C.
Assuming separability, let Y represent the transition rate matrix for a network link.
Equation (4.2) can now be rewritten for a particular link as

gP{Ui) = gP(u,) +

yui,uj"(u,)

Vu, 6 U

(4.4)

where U is the set of all possible states on the link under consideration, and the subscripts
i and j are used to index particulaj states in W. Equation (4.4) may now be solved for each
link contained in the route imder consideration, and the Ai;f^(u)'s can be summed up for
each of the links to obtain the cost of placing the call on the route under consideration.
We use successive over-relaxation (SOR) to solve for the relative values (costs). As before,
let

(u) denote the cost of adding one extra call to link /, under policy p when it is

in state u. Let rj denote the route for a multi-link call. Let w represent the state of a
multi-link route where the state of the route is defined as the number of calls of each type
in progress on each of the links that constitute the route under consideration. Let Cr^ (w)
be the cost of route j in state w. Then, Cr^ (w) becomes

Cr,(w) =

(4-5)

i.erj

and the rule for call acceptance on route j is as follows. Place the incoming call on rj if.
and only if, the cost of the route in the given state is less than the threshold constraint
(TH), cind is the least-cost route for the node pair under consideration, and does not
violate bandwidth protection for the other class.
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Thus, by this approach, the CTMP describing the network has been broken down
into independent MPs, one for each of the network links. This allows the link costs to
be evaluated separately, and the overall decision to accept or reject a class c caJl to be
performed based on these separable link costs.
Observe however that the above decomposition requires a knowledge of the individual
link-offered loads in the network in order to obtain the link costs in the value determination
step. Under a state-dependent routing scheme with provision for alternate routing, these
link loads become a complex function of the network states. In fact, the separable routing
strategy proposed by [52] for single-class telephone traffic is based on the application of a
single step of the above policy-iteration method from a good choice of the initial routing
policy. The authors in [52] propose a "direct-routing" policy as the initial policy. With
this policy, an incoming call is accepted only if a direct link exists (and of course if capacity
is available) to its destination, otherwise, it is rejected. This renders the calculation of the
link costs easy in the first step (which otherwise is very complex), and hence one iteration
of the policy-iteration step may be carried out.
However, immediately after the first iteration, the link-offered loads become an ex
tremely complex function of the network states and the number of alternate routes, ren
dering their calculation infeasible for any realistically sized network. Thus, despite the
decomposition, the above policy-iteration method still remains infeasible beyond the fi^rst
iteration. Since the policy-iteration method has the potential to provide better and bet
ter policies till convergence, we adopt an approach that allows us to perform multiple
iterations, as described in the next section.
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4.3.2.3

Combined link emalysis and simulation

In order to obtain an eflBcient routing policy for the multi-class routing problem via
a repeated application of the PI cycle, we combine the value determination phase with
a simulation phase to measure the link-offered loads. In essence, we measure the link
loads for each call class via simulation, and we use these loads to compute the new set
of costs in a subsequent value determination step. The new (and hence improved) costs
thus obtained are then used in the simulation step to obtain the next set of hnk loads,
which are again fed back to the value determination step. This renders the repeated
application of the steps in the PI cycle feasible, and we repeat this procedure till the link
loads stabilize and the reward loss converges. The reward loss is said to have converged
when it reaches its minimum value and does not change any further between subsequent
iterations. The following paragraphs discuss the starting policy (i.e., the policy used when
we enter the PI cycle in Step 1), as well as the link load measm-ement details.
We use as a starting policy the information from link load measiirements of the LLR
scheme (as described in Section 4.4). We also use the direct routing policy as suggested in
[52] as the initial policy, and we compare it with our proposed starting policy in Section
4.4. However, to continue beyond the first step, we use measurements via simulation to
obtain the various link-offered loads with the latest policy. We then use these measured
loads as inputs to the value determination step to obtain new (and improved) link costs,
which we use in the simulation step to obtain a new set of link-offered loads. Therefore,
this technique allows us to apply the policy iteration cycle as outlined in Subsection 4.3.1
of this section, till we converge on an efficient routing policy, i.e., when the reward loss is
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minimized and does not change with further iterations. Dziong and Mason [17] have also
adopted a similar approach. However the measurements and computation of the ofiFered
link loads as well as our objective function definitions differ, and as mentioned in Section
4.1, we do not place any restrictions on the density of the interconnections ajid allow for
many overlapping routes. Further, we use a detailed link state descriptor describing the
number of calls of each class in progress while solving for the link costs rather than solving
each class separately by providing an approximation for the mutual influence of the other
call class as in [17].
The link measurements that we perform are relatively simple and easy to implement
on a given network. We measure for each link li, via simulation, the average number of
calls carried for each call class (denoted by Af^), as well as the fraction of time that link
li

is in a blocking state for each of the class c calls (denoted by

BfJ.

The relative values

(link costs) obtained in the value determination step are used in the simulation step to
obtain the A's cind ^f.'s. Since we are considering loss networks, each link may be viewed
as an M/M/fc/fc loss system, where k represents the nnmber of servers (trunks) in each
link. Hence the load offered to link li by class c calls (denoted by A|:) is given by

''• = (i^-

<«'

The measurements in [17] involve keeping track of the average rate of carried calls on
each alternate route for the various call classes and the subsequent evaluation of filtering
probabilities in order to ascertain the load offered to each link li. However, as also noted
by the authors, since the evaluation of the filtering probabilities is complex and time
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consuming, they approximate it to 1 by noting that its impact on the shadow price is
negligible.
Once the new link loads Aj. Vij € C have been evaluated by equation (4.6), we can
construct the transition rate matrix. Y, for each of these links in the network. We then
use these Y matrices in equation (4.4) to solve for the individual link costs during the
value determination step. Armed with the new link costs that now account for the multilink flows in the network, we enter the simulation step once again to obtain another set
of link-offered loads with the new link costs. At each simulation step, we also measure
the rewaxd loss (RL) as given by equation (4.1). We repeat the iteration cycle, i.e. value
determination with the latest link flows and the simulation with the latest set of relative
values, until the reward loss converges to the smallest possible value and the link loads
stabilize. A convergence of the reward loss to the lowest possible value implies that the
load applied to the network has finally been distributed among the various links in the
network in the best possible way.
With the above method, we can now obtain a routing policy close to but not exactly
the optimal routing policy for the given network. The method is not truly optimal since
link independence is an approximation (i.e., we assume that an /i-hop call breaks into

h

independent calls once launched in the network). The routing policy obtained is still very
efficient and better thaji the widely used least loaded route (LLR) routing scheme, as will
be seen in the next section.
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4.4

Network model studied and discussion of results

Figure 4.1 shows the network studied in this work. It consists of 20 ATM switches
and 62 bidirectional (i.e., 124 simplex) links and is based on a realistic network studied
at Bellcore [30]. Observe the sparseness of the network. For this model, the average
hop count between a communicating node pair is 3, and less thaji one-third of the com
municating node pairs have a direct (single-link) route. Two real-time application types
were used in this study. They were: (I) voice calls at 64 Kbps, and (2) low-quality video
conference calls at 384 Kbps. The intercormecting Unks function at T1 (1.544 Mbps)
speeds. The holding times for both voice and video calls were exponentially distributed
with a mean of 3 and 60 minutes, respectively. The call arrivals at each node followed a
Poisson distribution. Both the arrival rates as well as the destination distribution were
varied to create different traffic scenarios. These scenarios are explained in the following
paragraphs while discussing the results.
The first set of results that we present is a comparison of the reward loss obtained via
our policy iteration (PI) method and the LLR scheme. We compare our results with the
LLR scheme since it forms the basis for some of the widely used routing schemes as of the
present day (e.g., the RTNR scheme). Table 4.2 presents the results for the reward loss
with our PI method and the LLR scheme for four different average link loads, namely,
a low load of s; 0.58, a medium load of « 0.69, a medium-to-high load of ~ 0.83, and
a high load approaching congestion of w 0.98. Each of these link loads was obtained
by averaging the link-offered loads over all the network links. The results in Tables 4.2
through 4.7 have been obtained at a confidence level of 95%.
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Figure 4.1: Network model

Load

LLR (RL%)

0.58
0.69
0.83
0.98

3.0±0.18
7.6±0.41
14.5±0.42
23.8±0.61

Policy-init=direct
RL(%)
# iter
0.6±0.05
5
7
2.2±0.23
7.6±0.51
7
16.8±0.91
6

PolicyJnit-=LLR.out
RL(%)
# iter
0.6±0.05
2
2.2±0.22
4
7.6±0.51
3
3
16.6±0.91

Table 4.2: Performance of LLR and PI methods with different starting policies

Ill

The reward loss (RL) in Tables 4.2 through 4.7 is the normalized reward loss as defined
in equation (4.1), i.e., RL =

-HT -S '"1
ht ^

expressed as a percent. Recall

that a penalty of pc = BWc • HTc • 7c units is incurred due to rejecting a class c call.
Recall further that the denominator in equation (4.1) represents the maximum possible
penalty, and the RL as given by equation (4.1) is a number between 0 and 1.0. Therefore,
the reward loss as given by equation (4.1) with a particular policy may be interpreted as
the penalty (averaged over all call classes) inciunred due to rejecting incoming calls imder
the given policy when normalized to the maximum possible loss value. More specifically,
a reward loss of x% with a particular policy p means that a revenue loss of x units out of
a maximum possible 100 units has occurred due to employing policy p. Since oin: goal is
to operate the network so as to minimize the penalty due to rejecting the incoming calls,
a policy with a lower RL is preferred to one with a higher RL.
The traffic scenario for the results in Table 4.2 was as follows. The arrivals at each
node followed an identical Poisson distribution whose parameter was varied based on the
average link load. Of the arriving calls, 68% were video (wideband, i.e.,WB) calls ajid
32% were voice (narrowband i.e., NB) calls. The calls arriving at each switch (node) were
destined uniformly to every other switch in the network.
Column 1 in Table 4.2 represents the average load as seen on a network link. Column
2 presents the reward loss with the LLR scheme. Columns 3 and 4 represent the reward
loss and the number of iterations to convergence when the link loads in the first value
determination step correspond to the direct routing scheme. Columns 5 and 6 give the
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reward loss and number of iterations to convergence with our new starting policy, which
is explained below.
In particular, the starting policy that we propose is based on the link flows induced by
the LLR scheme. To do this, we measure via simulation the link loads for each call class
under the LLR scheme. (These measurements are similar to the measurements that are
carried out during the process of a repeated application of the PI method.) We then use
these link loads as the initial set of link loads and start the PI cycle by entering step I
(in order to obtain an eflBcient routing policy via the PI method). Since the initial link
loads obtained with this method take into account the multi-link flows (which the direct
routing scheme ignores), the convergence of the reward loss (as well as the stabilizing of
the link loads to yield a policy close to the optimal policy) will tend to occur faster than
with the direct routing policy as the starting policy, which is also illustrated by the results
in Table 4.2.
The results in Table 4.2 illustrate the following. First, they demonstrate that the PI
method performs significantly better than the LLR method since the PI method admits
calls based on cost factors rather than on link loading. Recall that these costs reflect the
penalty (in terms of revenue loss due to blocking) of dropping a particular application
type. Thus, the decision of whether or not to admit a given call class depends not only on
the link loads but also on the impact of the current decision with regard to blocking the
other call type. The policy obtained via the PI method may therefore reject a particular
application type despite available link bandwidth in light of maintaining a low reward
(revenue) loss. The LLR scheme, on the other hand, admits a call whenever link capacity
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permits. Furthermore, it is insensitive to the trafiSc parameters (bandwidth and holding
time requirements) of the two different call classes. Thus, it does not allocate bandwidth
between call classes as judiciously as the PI method. This in turn is reflected as a higher
overall reward loss with the LLR scheme.
Second, the number of iterations to convergence of the reward loss (and a stabilization
of the link-offered loads) with the starting policy as proposed in this work, is fewer than
that with the direct policy as the starting policy. This is because the values of the linkoffered loads that correspond to the LLR scheme take into account the multi-link flows
while those with the direct policy do not. While the difference in the absolute values of
the numbers to convergence is not very much, fewer iterations do reduce the overall time
to arrive at an efficient policy. This is because each cycle in the PI method takes from 1
to 4 hours, depending on the link loads.
In the next set of results, presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, we examine the effect of
local congestion and non-uniform traffic routing on the reward loss, and we also analyze
how the two schemes (LLR cuid PI method) react to such traffic scenarios. The results
in Table 4.3 correspond to the following traffic conditions. A local congestion/overload
effect was created by increasing the call arrival intensity to one switch (switch 4). The
arrival intensity of calls to this switch corresponded to an intensity of 1.22 to reflect an
overloaded situation. In scenario SI, the arriving calls at switch 4 were destined uniformly
to the remaining {N — I) switches. In scenario S2, the arriving calls at switch 4 were
focused between switches 1 through 10. The mix of WB (video) and NB (voice) calls
was maintained as in Table 4.2, i.e., 68% video and 32% voice. "Load 1" and "Load
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Scenario
81
82

Load
LLR (RL%)
13.1±0.12
10.6±0.12

1
PI (RL%)
5.3±0.09
5.0±0.09

Load
LLR (RL%)
17.7±0.14
16.9±0.14

2
PI (RL%)
10.7±0.11
lO.liO.Il

Table 4.3: Performance of LLR and PI methods with scenarios SI and S2
2" correspond to the situation when the caJl arrival intensities in the remaining (iV — 1)
nodes correspond to an average link load of % 0.70 and w 0.84, respectively.
The results in Table 4.3 demonstrate the better resilience of the PI method compared
to the LLR scheme in handling local overloads or sudden and unpredicted surges of traffic.
Observe that the reward loss under both loads in scenarios SI and S2 is much lower with
the PI method than with the LLR scheme. Observe also that the reward loss with a
focused overload (i.e., S2) is slightly lower than that when the overload is spread across
all destination nodes (i.e., SI), contrary to what one would expect at a first glance. This
behavior may however be explained based on the network connectivities.
The nature of the interconnections in the network are such that there exists a better
cormectivity between the lower numbered switches (switches 1 through 10) than between
the higher numbered switches (switches 11 through 20). Because of this, the average
number of links traversed to establish a connection between a communicating node pair
was greater in scenario 81 than in scenario 82. Viewed another way, due to the better
connectivity between the origination and destination switches in scenario 82, the effect of
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Scenario
S3
S4

Load
LLR (RL%)
11.6±0.13
12.1±0.13

1
PI (RL%)
6.1±0.11
6.6±0.11

Load
LLR (RL%)
17.8±0.15
18.3±0.14

2
PI (RL%)
ll.liO.ll
11.7±0.11

Table 4.4: Performance of LLR and PI methods with scenarios S3 and S4
congestion was contained, while the poorer connectivity between the possible communi
cating node pairs in scenario SI tends to spread the local congestion effect more on the
networks links, thus compounding the reward loss.
Results from scenarios S3 and S4 are in Table 4.4. In both these scenarios, an over
loaded situation was created in switch 16 by increasing its call arrival intensity to 1.32.
The overload traffic in this case however was dominated by WB calls, i.e., 99% of the call
arrivals were video calls, and 0.01% of the arriving calls were voice calls. The arrivals to
switch 16 were destined uniformly across all other switches in scenario S3, while in S4
they were focused between switches 12 through 20. Scenarios S3 and S4 thus illustrate
the effect of local congestion when only one class (the WB class) dominates and when it
is focused on a not-as-well-interconnected segment of the entire network. "Load 1" and
"Load 2" in Table 4.4 correspond to that described in Table 4.3.
Observe once again that the results in Table 4.4 illustrate the better resilience of the
PI method compared to the LLR method for networks with local overloads. Observe also
that the reward loss in scenario 84 is slightly higher than that in scenario S3, which is
precisely due to the fact that the focused overload is across a slightly poorer interconnected
segment of the given network.
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Scenario
S4
S5

LLR (RL%)
12.1±0.13
13.2±0.11

Load 1
PI(F) (RL%)
8.3±0.11
9.0±0.11

PI(A) (RL%)
6.6±0.I1
7.1±0.11

Table 4.5: Performance of LLR, PI(F), and PI(A) methods at Load 1 with scenarios S4
and S5

Scenario
S4
S5

LLR (RL%)
18.3±0.14
19.0±0.11

Load 2
PI(F) (RL%)
13.8±0.1I
15.9±0.12

PI(A) (RL%)
11.7±0.11
12.2±0.11

Table 4.6: Performance of LLR, PI(F), and PI(A) methods at Load 2 with scenarios S4
and S5
We next illustrate, in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, the advantage of our adaptive BP scheme
compared to a fixed BP scheme. Recall that in the proposed adaptive BP scheme, band
width protection is provided based on the offered loads of each application type on the
link under consideration. This implies that the various links in the network can have
different amounts of their bandwidth protected at a given time. In contrast, in a fixed
BP scheme, all of the network links operate with a fixed minimum bandwidth, regardless
of the traffic conditions. With a fixed BP scheme therefore, there exists the possibility
of network resources being wasted and hence an increase in the revenue loss, when the
traffic in the network is dominated by one particular application type. This is illustrated
in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
In Tables 4.5 and 4.6, S4 corresponds to scenario S4 as described in the preceding
paragraph. S5 corresponds to a scenario in which switches 14 through 20 have a higher
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call arrival intensity (corresponding to an intensity of 0.98), and the calls arriving to
these switches also focus their destination to switches 14 through 20. PI(F) represents
the policy iteration method with a fixed amount of BP, while PI(A) represents the policy
iteration method with adaptive BP. "Load 1" and "Load 2" represent the case when the
remaining nodes have a caJl arrival intensity corresponding to an average load of 0.70 and
0.84, respectively. For the case with a fixed bandwidth protection scheme, we present the
best case results, i.e., with the amomit of fixed BP that corresponds to the lowest reward
loss.
The working of the adaptive BP mechanism is as explained in Section 4.2.3. We use a
threshold value of 1.0 and the amount of BP corresponds to the bandwidth occupied by one
call of the application type in consideration. Thus, for example, if the ratio of the WB to
NB calls on the link under consideration is greater than 1.0, then an amount of bandwidth
that corresponds to one video call is reserved on that particular link for WB calls. This
implies that if a NB call were to arrive and there were no WB calls as yet on that link at
the instant of the NB call arrival, then the NB call will be rejected if the link occupancy
level Is such that the acceptance of the NB call would cause insuflScient bandwidth for a
future WB call, despite availability of sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the incoming
NB (voice) call.
The results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 are self-explanatory, in that they illustrate the advan
tage of the adaptive BP scheme over the fixed BP scheme. Further, the implementation of
this adaptive BP scheme is fairly simple, and it incurs no extra overheads (i.e., no off-line
calculations to determine the best fixed amount of BP).
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7l
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

Overall call block
5.3e-02±2.9e-03
1.16e-02±9.5e-04
2.3e-03±2.2e-04
9.0e-04±5.9e-05
9.0e-04±6.3e-05
9.0e-04±6.0e-05

clttssl call block
5.4e-02±2.9e-03
1.13e-02±9.3e-04
1.8e-03±1.7e-04
2.4e-04±2.1e-05
L2e-04±L9e-05
3.6e-05±9.2e-06

class2 call block
2.2e-02±1.9e-03
3.1e-02±2.9e-03
3.1e-02±2.7e-03
3.8e-02±2.2e-03
4.5e-02±2.9e-03
5.0e-02±3.1e-03

overall RL
3.3e-02±2.9e-03
2.5e-02±2.2e-03
2.2e-02±1.9e-03
2.6e-02±1.8e-03
3.1e-02±2.3e-03
3.4e-02±2.5e-03

Table 4.7: Influence of 7c on the RL and call blocking
Finally, to see how the individual QoS for the two call classes (in terms of call blocking)
can be controlled via the method proposed in this work, and to also relate the overall
reward loss and the call blocking for the individual call classes, we vary the penalty of
dropping voice calls by varying the value of 7i from 0.5 to 2.5 in Table 4.7 while keeping
72 fixed at 1.0. The superscripts 1 and 2 refer to voice and video calls, respectively.
In Table 4.7, column 1 represents the value for 71. The overail call blocking probability
is given in colimm 2, the call blocking probability for class 1 is given in column 3, the
call blocking probability for class 2 is given in colvunn 4, and the overall reward loss is
given in colimin 5. The average link load was 70%. A value lower than 1.0 for 71 implies
that we are deemphasizing the penalty of dropping class 1 calls, i.e., we can tolerate more
blocking for class 1 calls, while a value higher than 1.0 implies the reverse. This therefore
provides us with a mechanism to control the individual QoS (in terms of call blocking)
of the various call classes, while admitting and routing multiple call classes with widely
differing caU parameters, to the ATM transport network.
The results in Table 4.7 illustrate the above-mentioned control of the individual QoS
that can be obtained by varying 7c. Recall that an increasing value of 71 implies that we
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are increasing the penalty of dropping class 1 calls. The MDP algorithm therefore tries to
adnait and route more class 1 calls now, which in turn is reflected as a lower blocking for
class 1 calls. However, since the link capacity is finite, a decrease in call blocking for class
1 is achieved by a slight increase in call blocking for class 2, as is reflected in columns
3 and 4 of Table 4.7. Observe however that overall reward loss, as indicated in column
5. does not change very much. Thus, for approximately the same amount of reward loss
(which via the optimization procedure is the minimimi attainable within the constraints
of the problem), the individual QoS can be controlled fairly well. Observe also that there
is a value of ji at which the reward loss is the least. Either increasing or decreasing 71
beyond this value (which is 1.0 for the case studied) results in a higher reward loss. This
can be explained as follows.
When 7i is relatively low (i.e., low penalty and hence can tolerate a large class 1 call
blocking), the MDP algorithm rejects many class 1 calls (since the revenue loss incurred
by dropping them is low), in anticipation of the higher revenue class 2 calls. However, it
turns out that there are not as many high revenue (class 2) call arrivals. This causes the
overall reward loss to be shghtly higher. The situation becomes the reverse when 71 is
relatively high (i.e., high penalty and hence have very low class 1 call blocking). In this
case, the MDP algorithm tries to reserve more link capacity for class 1 cjills, since the
penalty incurred by dropping a class 1 call has been increased relative to that of the class
2 call. However, it turns out that there are not as many class 1 call arrivals so the MDP
algorithm just "holds" bandwidth without actually allocating it to a class 2 call, which
therefore not only suflFers higher blocking but also causes the revenue loss to increase.
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4.5

Concluding remarks

In concInsion, we make the following contributions. (1) We use MDT to arrive at
an efficient routing policy to admit and route multi-class traffic with widely differing
call characteristics on realistic ATM transport networks. (2) We propose (a) an adaptive
bandwidth scheme that is sensitive to the link loads in order to prevent any one application
type from monopolizing the link resources and (b) a new starting policy that reduces the
number of iterations to convergence in the PI method. In particular, we analyze the call
admission and routing problem when the ATM network is required to transport a mix of
real-time applications like voice and video calls over realistic ATM transport networks.
We make no assiunptions on the underlying topology of the transport network, nor do we
restrict the number of hops to two while completing a call.
The proposed adaptive bandwidth protection scheme is sensitive to the link-offered
loads of the individual application type while reserving bandwidth for that particular
application type. With this approach, the bandwidth protection is based on the linkoffered loads and hence is less wasteful of bandwidth than if a fixed amount as in [16]
was always assigned to all of the links in the network. Furthermore, it does not require
any sophisticated off-line calculations to compute the amount of bandwidth protection,
and it can be implemented easily in the simulation step while evaluating the best possible
policy via the policy iteration method as described in this chapter.
The new starting policy that we propose for the PI method uses information about
the multi-link flows from the LLR scheme in order to reduce the number of iterations
to convergence while axriving at an efficient routing policy. Since each cycle in the PI
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method takes between one to four hours, finding a starting policy that reduces the number
of iterations to convergence is important. Finally, our results also provide insights into the
influence and control provided by the reward loss function to control the QoS (in terms
of call blocking) of the individual call classes, when widely differing application types are
mixed on an ATM transport network.
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CHAPTER 5
Performfince analysis of restoration schemes for ATM
networks with facility failures

This chapter is devoted to analyzing call-level issues such as routing in the presence
of network facility failures. The success of high-speed video on demand (VoD) networks
depends not only on thek ability to provide bandwidths at the demanded speeds, but also
on their ability to provide dependable transportation of the services they carry when a
network failure occurs. Despite the tremendous advancements in providing reliable com
munications at the physical layer, cable cuts (either accidental or due to natural calami
ties) and switching node failures (software and/or hardwaxe) are inevitable. Continued
service provision in the event of such unforeseen disasters is extremely important.
We thus address the issue of dependabiUty in broadband telecommunication networks
in this chapter. In particular, we propose two restoration schemes and a method to
analyze them in the event of a network facility failure for an ATM transport network
with single-class real-time applications. The contents of this chapter axe organized as
follows. In Section 5.1, we review prior work and introduce the problem and our solution
method. In Section 5.2 we describe the network topology, the routing strategy employed
in the network, and the proposed restoration strategies upon a failure event. In Section
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5.3 we present a method to analytically compute the distribution of calls on each of the
network links after the application of a restoration strategy. In Section 5.4, we discuss the
computation of the performance measures used in this work. In Section 5.5, we present
the network model used and the results obtained, and we summarize and conclude the
chapter in Section 5.6.

5.1

Introduction and background work

Dependability in telecommunication networks has received a great deal of attention,
e.g.. [21. 65] and the January 1994 special issue of the Journal on Selected Areas in Com
munications. The references contained in this issue as well as [3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 20, 36, 66, 67],
among others, provide excellent discussions of methods to incorporate redundancy and
planning in networks to respond to failure events. These include self-healing architectiu'es
[66, 13, 21], multiple ingress/egress paths [3, 4, 36], and trimk diversity and the use of
dual homing [5, 14, 20]. See also [67] for an excellent discussion on current fiber network
siu-vivability techniques.
In this work, we concentrate on efficiently utilizing the existing resources in the network
after a failure, rather than incorporating additional redundancy. More specifically, we
propose and analyze re-routing strategies that restore the affected connections on the
unused portions of a network after a failure event. FHirther, rather than releasing the
affected connections (which may be acceptable for certain applications), we attempt to
restore to the maximum extent possible those connections affected by a failure. VoD
traffic belongs to the class of applications that benefits from a maximum restoration since
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it is characterized by long holding times, large bandwidth requirements, and extremely
competitive service charges.
More specifically, we study a realistic ATM transport network intended to provide
dependable VoD services [30],^

and analyze the performance of restoration strategies

after a network failure event. The failure events considered here include both link failures
(single and multiple), such as cable cuts, as well as switching node failures. We presume a
state-dependent routing scheme [52] to accept and route new VoD calls when the system
is in the non-failed state. When a failure occurs, the network continues to operate in the
new topology as created by the missing link(s) and/or nodes as the case may be until
the failed element(s) have been repaired. Since repair times typically are on the order of
several hours (perhaps even days), the network operates in, and is analyzed, using the
new topology.
We propose and analyze two restoration schemes. These restoration schemes (described
in detail in Section 5.2.3) are: (i) a variant of the least loaded route (LLR) scheme wherein
the computation of the link loads is done just once and (ii) a minimum hop (MH) based
restoration scheme. We compare the performance of these schemes using the following
measures: (a) the fraction of calls successfully restored (FCSR) in the network (averaged
over all node pairs), (b) the implementation cost meastnred in terms of the signaling
exchanges, and (c) the variance of the mean number of calls in progress across the network
links after restoration. Measures (a) and (b) can be used to assess the immediate outcome
'This work was motivated when the author was at Bellcore to study the effect of static pre-planned
hop-by-hop schemes while providing dependable transportation of VoD services.
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of using a particular restoration strategy, and measiure (c) provides insights into the
predictability of the network behavior with the use of a particular restoration strategy.
The contributions of this work are two-fold. First, we present a method to analytically
compute the link occupancy distributions after the application of a restoration strategy.
Second, we use this method to compute measiures (a) and (c) and to compare the per
formance of the proposed restoration strategies. While simulation could also be used to
compute the measiires, it is very time consuming and infeasible for many networks and
parameter values. For example, to obtain estimates of FCSR within reasonable confidence
levels, the simulation time is much longer (orders of magnitude longer, as discussed in
Section 5.5) than the time taken for the analysis. In addition, the analytic method has
the advantage of providing additional insights into the performance of the restoration
strategy being considered via measure (c) (discussed in Section 5.5). Furthermore, the
developed method also provides the basis to formulate and analyze more sophisticated
performance measures (such as individual node pair FCSR) and to identify stressed links
in the network. While the former is helpful in providing individual node pair based QoS
vs. providing an overall network based QoS, the latter is helpful in network dimensioning
and planning, thus underscoring the importance of and need for the analytic method.

5.2

5.2.1

Network architecture and routing strategies

Network topology

We consider an ATM transport network with N nodes/switches and L bidirectional
links. We place no restrictions on the topology, with the interconnections resulting in
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either a sparse or dense topology. Sparsely interconnected topologies are challenging to
analyze for the following two reasons.
• The assumption of a maximum of two hops per route in steady state as in prior
studies with state-dependent routing [16, 52] (which held good in the context of
densely interconnected telephone networks), is no longer reasonable in ATM trans
port networks with sparse topologies.
• Overlapping routes even within a route set exist and cannot be ignored.
We address both these issues in our work. The network studied in this work is used to
transport real-time video applications. In the example studied, we use VoD as an appli
cation. While the bandwidth requirements for CBR traffic is fixed, effective bandwidths
(see. for example, articles in [33]) may be used to fix the bandwidths for VBR traffic.
The workload consists of Poisson call arrivals at rate An at each node n, and the call
holding times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean /x. The arrivals are
destined uniformly to all other nodes in the network. The network is assimaed to operate
in a blocked-calls-cleared mode, and in this analysis, we consider single-class customers.

5.2.2

Brief overview of state-dependent routing

New VoD calls are admitted and routed using a state-dependent routing policy that
uses information about the various link occupancies in the network. In order to obtain an
efficient routing policy, the routing problem is formulated as a Markov decision problem
(MDP) as was done in Chapter 4 and in [52, 16]. "Costs," reflecting the expected future
call blockings that would result in accepting a call in the current state of the network,
are obtained by using Markov decision theory as originally proposed by [52], where the
authors provide an excellent treatment of their proposed separable routing scheme for
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telephone traffic routing. The decision to accept or reject a call is based on these costs
and the state of the network at the instant of call arrival. Hence, these decisions would
lead to an "optimal" routing policy. However, in reaiity, since a direct solution of the
entire network is not possible due to the huge state space, link-independence assumption
is introduced, and the resulting routing policy though very efficient, is not truly optimal.
One method to obtain an efficient policy for the routing problem formulated as an
MDP is the policy iteration (PI) method. In essence, the PI method consists of two steps,
(a) a value determination step and (b) a policy improvement step. Step (a) consists of
obtaining the "costs" of the various links in the network. Using these costs an improved
policy is obtained in step (b). An efficient policy is obtained by executing steps (a)
and (b) iteratively until the objective function (e.g., network revenue or call blocking,
to name a few) converges. However, even with the link-independence assumption and
the consequent decomposition of the link costs into separable costs, the iterative process
of a value determination phase followed by a policy evaluation is not possible after the
evaluation of the first policy. This is because the link loads become an extremely complex
function of the state of the network in a state-dependent scheme, rendering a closed form
expression for the distribution of loads among the various links after the application of
the first iteration infeasible for realistically sized networks.
To avoid this problem, we have combined the value determination phase of the sepa
rable routing scheme in [52] with a simulation phase to measure the distribution of loads
among the various links in the network, using the costs obtained fi-om the previous value
determination phase. We repeat this process (value determination and simulation with
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the most current link costs) till convergence, to obtain an efficient routing policy. Details
of this method were explained in Chapter 4. The measured link loads, apart from being
useful eis important statistics providers for network measurement and planning, serve as
inputs to the analysis of the FCSR, which is discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.2.3

Description of the restoration strategies

The restoration strategies proposed in this work employ source-destination restoration,
i.e., each source node of the call affected by the failure event is responsible for rerouting
the call. The detection of a failure event triggers the recovery mechanism, which initiates
call restoration. As with the topology, we do not assume any particular failure detection
mechanism, and the restoration strategies are not tied to a given detection strategy. Thus,
for example, an associated mode signaling with detection by the SAAL, or, a separate
signaling channel with monitoring by 0AM, or any variants of the above may be used
to detect failures [31]. In the following discussions, we will use the term "affected call"
to denote a call that has been affected due to a network element failure. Note that in
the case of a node failure, only those affected calls that were using the failed node as a
tandem node (a node which is not a source or destination) can be restored.
We propose and analyze two restoration strategies in this chapter. These strategies
differ from the policy used to route new calls in that a route is considered admissible during
restoration if it has enough capacity, regardless of its cost and threshold (as obtained
from a Markov formulation of the network during the policy iteration cycle). A different
restoration scheme is needed for two reasons.
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1. The affected calls are connections that have already been accepted by the network
with a commitment to successful completion. Thus, whereas a new call may be
rejected even if sufficient capacity were to be available as with the original statedependent policy, it would be highly desirable to restore the affected calls, if capacity
permitted.
2. The restoration delays must be small. This implies the necessity for a restoration
strategy with very low overheads. Thus, schemes that do not have to recompute
network costs in order to restore each and every caJl are preferred to schemes such as
the original policy. This is because the original policy (i.e., original routing scheme)
recomputes costs for every call in order to provide near optimal performance.
The two proposed schemes are as follows. Upon receiving a failure notification, the
source node of each affected call examines its route set and performs certain operations.
The first restoration strategy is called the LLR' policy. In the LLR' policy, each source
node takes the following actions:
1. It discards the route containing the failed link from its set of admissible routes.
2. It orders the remaining routes in the route set in an ascending load order once. In
case of ties, it picks the route with the maximum number of low-numbered links
first (an arbitrary policy). (Each link in the network is assigned a unique positive
integer starting from I.).
3. It attempts call restoration stcirting from the least loaded route, and proceeds down
the list of admissible routes only if the call cannot be accommodated on the current
route.
The above scheme can be viewed as a low overhead vaaiant of LLR, since the computation
of the route loads is done only once. The other restoration strategy is based on the MH
approach. In the MH policy, each source node
1. discards the route containing the failed Unk from its set of admissible routes, and
2. attempts call restoration starting from the least hop route first, adopting a similar
procedure as with the LLR! policy in the case of ties.

In the case of multiple Unk failures, we assume that call restoration from the failed
links is done on a link-by-link basis for each of the failed links, i.e., calls from one failed
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link are first restored, followed by those from 2inother, and so on. Regarding the order
of links considered when multiple links fail, note that many possible strategies to order
the failed links for restoration could exist, with the choice of a particular ordering policy
itself being a candidate for fiu-ther study. In this work, we use link-id's, where a link-id
is a unique positive integer assigned to each link in the network, and we pick the failed
links to be restored in an ascending order of their link-ids (an arbitreiry policy). Likewise,
while restoring calls on a failed link, we have assiuned (arbitrarily) an ascending order
of node numbers during the restoration phase, i.e., calls with source node 1 are restored,
followed by node 2, etc.

5.3

Computation, of the link usage distributions after restoration

In this section, we present a method to compute the link occupancy distributions
after restoration with each of the restoration strategies proposed in Section 5.2.3. In
all the discussions that follow, we assume that the network is in steady state when a
failure event occurs. The proposed method to compute the link usage distributions after
restoration is composed of two major steps, SI and S2. Each of these steps is in turn
broken into substeps. Table 5.1 outlines the proposed algorithm to compute the link usage
distributions.
Subsection 5.3.1 discusses the model definitions. Subsection 5.3.2 presents a method to
compute SI for an ATM transport network employing state-dependent routing obtained
via the policy iteration method as outlined in Section 5.2.3. Subsection 5.3.3 discusses
S2 for the two restoration strategies. Throughout the following discussions, we use script
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For each failed link do
SI Determine the distribution of calls on the failed link among the various node pairs
using the failed link when the failure occurred. This is done as follows:
For each node pair communicating via the failed link, do
51.1 Determine the probabiUty that a call using the failed link is from
the node pair under consideration.
51.2 Determine the probability distribution function of the number
of calls using the failed link from the node pair under consideration.
od

82 Compute new link occupancy distributions after deallocating calls from the failed
routes and restoring them on other admissible routes. This is done as follows;
For each node pair commimicating via the failed link, do
82.1 Compute the new link distributions on each of the links in the routes
constituting the failed link after probabilistically subtracting
(deallocating) calls based on the pdf of calls for that node pair
as obtained via Si.
If restoration policy is LLR', do
82.2 Compute new link usage distributions after restoring the calls
affected by the failure event with the LLR' policy.
od

Else if restoration policy is MH, do
82.2/ Compute new hnk usage distributions after restoring the calls
affected by the failure event with the MH policy.
od
od
od

Table 5.1; Procedure to compute link usage distributions after restoration
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letters to denote sets and uppercase boldface letters and symbols to denote vectors whose
elements are represented by lowercase letters in italics.

5,3.1

Network model definitions

Consider a network with N nodes and L links. Let A/" = {rij j i = 1,2, • • •, iV} and
C. = {Ij I j = 1,2,

denote, respectively, the sets containing all the nodes and

links in the network. The subscripts i and j represent the ith and jth node and link
respectively.
Let OV be the set of all possible node pairs that communicate in the network, i.e.,
0T> = {npp,q \p,q = 1,2, • • •, iV such that p

g}

where npp^g denotes a communicating node pair with node p being the origin node and q
the destination node.
Associated with every possible communicating node pair is a set of admissible routes."
We represent the route set (the set of admissible routes) for npp^q by 7^,<7, i.e.,

^^,<7 ~ {n I ^ — 1? 2, • • • ! Rp,q}

where r; represents the ith admissible route for node pair p, q, and Rp^q represents the
maximum number of admissible routes for npp^q.
Both OV and l^^q are fixed for a given network topology.
Now, let IJ denote the failed link and OT>J^ denote the set containing all node pairs
using If when the failure occurs (and hence in steady state)

Let F denote the number

route is a sequence of one or more links.
^Recall that we assume that the system is in steady state when a failure event occurs.
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of affected node pairs, i.e., the number of elements in the set OVT. For notational
convenience, we will drop the subscripts p, q from npp^q and index the node pairs with
a single subscript m, i.e., ODT = {npm | m = 1,2, • • •, F}. Likewise TZp^g now becomes
Tim-

5.3.2

Computation of SI

In this section, we present a method to compute how the calls on the failed link
IJ are distributed among the various node pairs contained in ODT. The procedure to
compute the distribution of the number of calls from the failed Unk due to each node pair
npm € OVT is as follows. In the first step, Sl.l, we compute the probability (denoted
by Pm('/)) that a call using the failed link Ij in steady state is from node pair m. We
next use these pni(//)'s as inputs to step SI.2 to compute the probability density ftmction
(pdf) of the number of calls between node pair m that use If. Step SI.2 involves the
computation of multinomial distributions, and the pm{l/)'s from SI.1 form the marginals
to compute them.
In computing Sl.l and SI.2, we assume (A) link independence (a commonly used
assimaption in the analysis of state-dependent routing [16, 24, 37, 52, 58]), (B) route inde
pendence, and (C) the placing of calls on a link is done using the steady-state information
about the various link occupancies. Assumption (A) implies that the behavior of the var
ious network links are statistically independent. Assumption (B) which is an extension
of independent link behavior across routes, implies that the route selection probabilities
within a route set are independent across the admissible routes. Assumption (C) implies
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that the decision to place a call does not change the distribution while computing the
probability that more than one call between nodes p and q is using the link in consideration
(i.e., the same distribution in steady state is used in step SI).
Strictly speaking, subsequent decisions are conditioned on prior ones. Furthermore,
the various links and routes in the network do not behave independently. However, if
the above assumptions were not introduced, the state-space size for practical networks
would explode, which is therefore controlled via assumptions (A) and (B). Assumption
(C) avoids the maintenance of all possible call arrival and route selection orderings, the
maintenance of which is clearly infeasible for realistically sized networks. We will see
that these assumptions are reasonable by comparing with results obtained via detailed
call-by-call simulations not based on the above assumptions in Section 5.5.

5.3.2.1

Computation of SI. 1

In this subsection, we present a method to compute the probability that a call using
the failed link If in steady state is from node pair m, i.e., Pm('/)- To compute this, we
first need to compute the probability that an axriving call for node pair m in steady state
uses If. Let us denote this by pmi^f)- In general, a failed link may be common to more
than one admissible route in "Rm- Let

denote the number of distinct routes for np^

that have the failed link I/ in common, and let 7^4 be the set containing all the routes for
npm that contain the failed link in their routes. Let r/ 6 7^4 represent a route for npm
containing the failed link. The probability pm{lf) depends on the selection probabilities
of each of the Vf G

Let pmiTf) represent the probability that an arriving call in
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steady state for np^ is using a route containing the failed link. We now present a method
to compute Pmi^f)The computation of Pm(r/) requires a knowledge of link "costs" as described below.
Under the state-dependent routing scheme used, the decision to place a call on a link
is based on the "cost" of that link. These costs are obtained via a Markov formulation
of the routing problem as follows. Let us denote the state of a link by the number of
calls in progress on that link. Let RV denote the relative value vector (as in [28]) whose
elements rv{x) represent the cost of starting in state x, for each link in the network. The
vector RV is obtained during the value determination phase of the policy iteration cycle
in the state-dependent routing strategy. The difference rv{y) — rv[x) thus represents the
difference in cost when starting in state y instead of x.
Let A r v ( x ) = r v { x + 1) — r v ( x ) ^

x = 0,1, • • •, (C7 — 1). ^ r v ( x ) thus represents the

cost of adding one extra call to the link in consideration, when it is in state x. and where
C represents the maximum number of calls that can exist on a link. Denote this cost by

Q^(x), for link IkNext, consider a route with h links. Let the vector x = {xi, • • •

denote the state

of this /i-link route, where Xi for 1 < i < /i represents the number of calls in progress
on link i. In the case of a single hop route (i.e., a route with only 1 link, Ik),
is defined as the cost of the route when the route is in state x = Xk- In the case of a
multi-link route the cost of the route is the sum of its link costs. This is obtained via the
link-independence assumption and the consequent decomposition of the multi-link cost
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into separable link costs[52]. Denote the route cost for node pair m in state x by Cr(x).
for each r 6 TZmHaving defined the state-dependent link and route costs, we next proceed to compute
Pmifj)- III steady state, a call between node pair m in steady state is placed on

if and

only if the cost of the route containing 1/ is less than a pre-determined threshold value
(denoted by TH),** and. if it is the least-cost route within the set TZm- Let P(x) denote
the probabiUty that a route is in state x, and X be the set of all route states.
Thus, we have

Pmirf) =

Vx € -I'
{x|Cr ^(x)<r/f

;Cr

^(x)<Cri (x)

(5.1)

«#/}

Equation (5.1) gives the probability a call arriving in steady state for npm uses rj.
Observe that it is the sum of the probabilities of being in states x such that the cost of
the route in consideration in state x is less than the threshold and it is the least-cost route
from among the routes in the set of admissible routes 72^- To compute equation (5.1)
exactly, knowledge of all the state occupancy probabilities of the network is required.
This requires the construction and solution of the Markov process for the entire network.
For realistically sized networks, the state-space sizes for such detailed Maxkov processes
become enormous, rendering their solution infeasible. Consider, for example, the ATM
transport network studied in this work (explained in Section 5.5). With 124 links and 37
states per link, the number of states could be as high as 37^^''. Clearly, this enormous
state space renders a direct solution infeasible.
•"The threshold value depends on the function being maximized or minimized as the case may be.
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To overcome the state-space problem, assumption (A), i.e., independent link behavior,
is made. This assumption allows us to construct a Markov process for each link individu
ally and solve for the link state occupancy probabilities based on these individual Markov
processes. Therefore, the joint occupancy probabilities of the various links in a route may
be factored out in terms of the individual link occupancy probabilities. Then, to compute
the probability that a route in state x is selected in preference to the other routes within
the admissible set for np,„, we proceed as follows.
A route in state x is selected if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied;
(i) the cost of the route in the state must be less than the threshold and (ii) it must be
the least-cost route in that state. Since the route state descriptor is a vector x, each route
occupancy level (i.e., each value for the number of calls in progress in the route) leads to
many combinations of the individual link occupancies. The computation of (i) involves
checking the route cost for each x, and the computation of (ii) involves the following. For
each occupancy level in a route, and for each combination of link occupajicies within the
route that leads to the particular route occupancy level in consideration, a comparison
of the state-dependent route costs needs to be performed with all other routes in the
admissible set TZm- This in turn requires the evaluation of the route state occupancy
probabilities for each combination of a route occupancy level on each of the admissible
routes.
However, the number of combinations which must be considered using this approach
can become very large for realistically sized networks due to the presence of (a) many
alternate routes and (b) more than two hops per route. For example, a multi-link route
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with 5 hops transporting 4 Mbps CBR VoD call on an STS-3c path has « 70 million
states. To compute (ii), all possible combinations of Unk occupancies for each route have
to be eniunerated and their costs checked with each of the combinations for every other
route in 1^. This renders the cost comparisons based on the detailed route state vector
impractical, despite link independence.
The solution we propose to the above problem is a lumping or condensing of the
route state descriptor. We denote the route state occupancy by a scalar representing
the number of calls in progress on that route. The route occupancy distributions are
then obtained by convolving the individual link occupancy distributions. The cost of the
route in a particular state is then represented as an average cost of the combinations
that lead to the particular route occupancy level in consideration. While computing this
average cost for each route occupancy level, we take into consideration those combinations
of link occupancies that violate the threshold constraint, by marking the corresponding
states and discarding them while summing over the probabilities of states satisfying the
constraints in equation (5.1).
Thus, with this condensed route state descriptor, equation (5.1) may now be calcu
lated as follows. For every route state x (where x is the mmiber of calls in progress on the
route in consideration) constraints (i) and (ii) are calculated and the result is obtained
by summing the probability of being in those states that satisfy* both constraints. While
checking for constraint (ii), we maJce use of the route-independence assumption. This
allows us to factor the joint route occupancy probabilities in terms of the individual route
occupancy probabilities. Finally, to calculate the link state occupancy probabilities (and
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with these, the route state occupjincy probabilities), we proceed by considering each link
in the network as an M/M/k/k loss system, where k represents the capacity of the link.
Since the link loads are known (either from network usage data or measurement from
simulation), the state occupancy vector for each link II'' VZj 6 C, is easily obtained by
solving for the steady-state state occupancy probabilities. The elements of II'', repre
sented by 7r''(y), denote the probability that y caUs are in progress on link li when the
network is in steady state.
Thus, equation 5.1 provides the solution to the probability that an axriving call for
npjn in steady state uses ry. If there is only one route using the failed link (i.e.. when
= 1), equation 5.1 provides the solution to the probability that an arriving call
in steady state for nprn is using If, i.e., Pmilf)- In case

> 1, equation 5.1 should

be repeated Vry 6 7^4- Invoking the route-independence assumption,^ the probability
Pm('/) becomes
(5.2)
rfenL
The pm('/) s thus obtained are with respect to route selection probabilities of each
npm € OVT. In order to obtain the probability that a call using the failed link in steady
state is from ripm, namely, PmUf)', we do the following. Observe that each of the pmil/Ys
represent the fraction of time in steady state a call arriving for npm is using I/ (since the
model of the network is ergodic). Likewise, the pmilfY^ represent the fraction of time in
steady state a call using Ij is from npm- When

Vnj ^ M is the same, and the traffic

^Strictly speaking, overlapping routes will not be independent of each other, and we will see how the
FCSR is affected by comparing with detailed call-by-call simulations that do not assume link or route
independence.
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is uniformly destined to every node, the probability a call using the failed link in steady
state is from npm is given by

,

(5.3)

Ei=i Piih)
where F represents the number of affected node pairs using I f . Equation (5.3) provides
the marginals that are needed to compute the pdf of the number of calls between npm
in steady state using If, in order to complete SI. The next subsection describes the
procedure for computing the above-mentioned pdf, i.e., step SI.2.

5.3.2.2

Computation of SI.2

In this subsection, we present a method to compute the pdf of the number of calls
between node pair m that are using //in steady state. To compute this, let Pm {x) denote
the probability that x calls on the failed link I/ belong to node pair m in steady state.
Now, the probability of having x calls on the failed link from node pair m given that
there Me y calls on the failed link with x < y < C, depends on the probabilities of all
the possible ways of distributing {y — x) calls among the remaining (F — I) node pairs.®
This reduces to the computation of the multinomial sums contributed by the remaining
(F — 1) node pairs.
Let H i , I < i < F , i ^ m represent the number of calls from node pair i on the failed
link. The unconditional pdf of having x calls from npm on If, Pm{x), is given by
c
pkix) = ^

^

y!
x\ nil n2\ • • • n^-i\rim+il • • • nil

®Recall that F denotes the number of affected node pairs, and C represents the maximum number of
calk in progress on a given link in the network.
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i P m i l f ) ) ' • { p i { l f )r • iPlih)^ • - • (Pm-l(i/))""-'

• (Pm+lCi/))"-"' " " " (PiCi/))"'*

7r'/(t/)

(5.4)

where the second (inner) summation in equation (5.4) represents all possible combinations
of (y — x) calls on the failed link distributed among the remaining {F — 1) node pairs,
and 7r'/(t/) represents the probability that the failed link Ij has y calls in progress on it.
In formulating equation (5.4), we have made use of assumptions (B) and (C). Ob
serve that in equation (5.4), every possible combination of distributing (y — x) calls over
(jP — 1) node pairs is enumerated and their contributions summed (as done via the inner
summation) while computing the probability of a given niunber of calls for the node pair
under consideration (i.e., npm). However, rather than performing this enumeration and
then summing, we can combine the partial sums of the inner summation as contributed
by the generalized binomial (i.e., multinomial) coefficients by the remaining {F — 1) node
pairs and obtain the binomial expression as given in equation (5.5). This can be easily
shown by holding the coefficient of the first term (i.e., the node pair under consideration)

(

\
u+ v —\

constant,'

and by computing and summing each of the

=

distinct

\

"

/

terms in the multinomial expression in equation (5.4) [10]. While computing the H^s.
u = 2 for a binomial expression and equals F in our case. The total number of objects in
c o n s i d e r a t i o n (calls, i n o u r c a s e ) i s r e p r e s e n t e d b y v .
^Since the ordering in generalized Bernoulli trials is not significant, the node pair under consideration
can be made the first term.
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With this, the pdf of the number of calls between npm using

in steady state can

now be computed as follows.
=E

„(Pm (//))"(! - iPmilf))'-' •

(5.5)

This completes step SI. The next major step is the restoration of the aflFected calls
(i.e., S2), which is described next.

5.3.3

Computation of S2

In this subsection, we describe the procedure to compute the new link occupancy
distributions after probabilistically subtracting (deallocating) calls from the failed route
and then adding (restoring) the affected caUs on other admissible routes, for every node
pair using the failed link in consideration.
This step can in turn be broken down into the following:
• Computation of the link distributions after the calls from the failed route have been
removed (S2.1).
• Computation of the new link distributions based on the LLR! policy (S2.2).
• Computation of the new link distributions based on the M H policy (S2.2').
In the above, step S2.1 is common to both S2.2 and S2.2', since the affected calls have
to be deallocated from the failed route regardless of the particular restoration strategy
adopted.

5.3.3.1

Computation of S2.1

To compute the link distributions after deallocating the calls from the failed route,
i.e., step S2.1, we proceed as follows. Equation (5.5) from step SI provides the pdf of the
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number of calls on the failed link from npjn. The source node of npm uses this information
to release bandwidth on the failed route, before attempting the restoration in steps S2.2
and S2.2'.
However, recall that since the failed link may overlap with one or more routes in
Ttrn^ equation (5.5) has to be first weighted in proportion to the caUs carried by each
overlapping route. The weighted pdfs are then used to compute the new link pdfe while
deallocating calls on the overlapping routes. These weights are obtained from equation
(5.1) as follows.
Recall from subsection 5.3.2.1 that
use the failed link If. Now. let

represents the count of the routes for npm that

6 7^4 for 1 < u <

represent the uth overlapping

route for npm that contains the failed link If. Let Wu represent the weight that needs to
be applied to equation (5.5) while deallocating calls on the uth overlapping route, i.e., on
Tu. Since the PTn(ru)'s from equation (5.1) represent the fraction of time in steady state
an arriving call for npm is using the uth overlapping route, the weights
Wu =

1<«<^

sure

given by
(5.6)

ELf" Pmirz)
With the weights as determined via equation (5.6), a weighted distribution with each
of the 1 < u <

weights is obtained as follows. A weight of Wu implies {w^ x 100)% of

the calls in equation (5.5) should be deallocated from the uth overlapping route for npm,
i.e., from Tu- Let Pm,uix) denote the new weighted pdf corresponding to the weight w^.
The Pm,u{xys therefore are given by
c

PkAO) = PkiO) + ^(1.0 - u;„) • P!^{i)
1=1
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pUM = t^u • Pni U)

l<j<C

(5.7)

For each overlapping route u, its weighted pdf as obtained via equation (5.7), is used to
deallocate calls on r^.
Next, the new distribution on each of the links on

after deallocation is obtained as

foUows. Let Tu be composed of h links, and let /i,Z2! • • •; Ih denote the h links on r^. As
defined earlier in Subsection 5.3.2.1, let n'' I <i <,h denote the original link occupancy
distribution vector for each Z, € r^. Let

„ denote the new distribution on link i in the

tith overlapping route for node pair m after the calls on that link belonging to the failed
route have been deallocated.
Then, for each /, G r ^ , the new distribution

„ is obtained by removing probability

mass from higher occupancy probabilities and adding probability mass to lower occupancy
probabilities in a weighted maimer as determined by equation (5.7). Thus, for example,
the probability that a link after call deallocation is in state a (i.e., has a caUs on it)
depends on the probability that the link was in state a before deallocation, to which we
do the following: (a) add probability mass to state a from states that have z > a calls,
weighted by the probability that there are z — a calls to be deallocated (subtracted) and
(b) subtract probability mass from state a (to be added to states with less than a calls)
weighted by the probability that there are 1 < 2 < a calls to be deallocated.
The new link distribution for each k 6
C—a

after deallocation is therefore given by
a

= T''{a)+ ^ 7r''(2 + a)--Pm,u(z) "517r''(a)-P^,u(2)
;=1
2=1
with the understanding that ^ g { - ) =0 g > h .

a = [0,1,2, • • •, C] (5.8)
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This completes step S2.1, i.e., the deallocation of calls from the failed route. The next
two subsections discuss the computation of the link occupancy distributions with each of
the two proposed restoration schemes.

5.3.3.2

Computation of S2.2

To compute S2.2. i.e., link usage distributions after call restoration (allocation) via
the LLR' policy, we proceed as follows.
Let itm denote the new route set for npm after a failure, and let

represent the

maximum number of routes in the new configturation for the mth node pair.®

The pdf

of the number of calls to be added to the links in the admissible routes contained in itm
is provided by equation (5.5).
Now, the LLR' policy first orders the admissible routes in the new route set

in an

ascending order of loads, i.e., Vrj e TZm 1 < ^ < ^mi the routes n are ordered such that
the average load on rj+i is > average load on rj. After ordering the routes in the above
manner, it then attempts call restoration on the least loaded route first and proceeds up
the ordered list of routes if the lower loaded route does not have sufficient capacity to
accommodate the call being restored.
In the discussion that follows, we first present a procedure for ordering the routes
based on their loads, followed by the procedure to compute the pdf of the number of calls
restored on each of the admissible routes in 'R^. We will then end the subsection with
the computation of the new pdf of the links after cail restoration.
*Recall that the new route set is obtained by discarding all routes that coatain the failed link.
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To order the routes in an ascending order of loads, we proceed as follows. Let //.fc
denote the expected number of idle trunks on link k. Let Ir,i denote the expected number
of idle trunks on and route i for each n € TZm Then,

Ii^k

is given by

z=C

//.;k= l^(C-2)-7r'«=(2),
1=0

(5.9)

and /r,,, Vr, 6 TZm is computed using

Ir,i

= min{Ii^k)

Vifc 6 n.

(5.10)

Using equations (5.9) and (5.10), the rt 6 Itm are now ordered such that the average
load® on Tj+i > the average load on rj.
Under the LLR' policy, the pdfs of calls added to each of the r, 6

1<^

^ are

computed as follows. Let P^{1) denote the probability of adding I calls on the ith route
for node pair m. When i = 1, i.e., the least loaded route, a call is added to this route
if there exists a call on the failed link from np„i, and if the route has sufficient capacity
(bandwidth) for the call, regardless of any threshold constraint. Thus, the probability of
adding I calls on the first (least loaded) route in 7^ is given by

c
Y , Pm^(2)-P(|xr,| = (C-/)):

Q<l<C

(5.11)

z=l+l

where |xri | denotes the number of busy trunks on ri.
For

2 < i < Rjfi:

the probability of adding I calls to

6

IZm

depends on the states of

the remaining (i — 1) routes. Since an increasing value for i implies a heavier loaded route
case of ties, recall that the route with the maximum number of low numbered links is placed first.
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than a route represented by a smaller value of i, equation (5.12) has been formulated such
that it takes this into consideration by not attempting to place more calls on route i -f 1
with respect to i. For example, the maximum number of caUs that can be restored in the
route corresponding to i = 2 cannot exceed

since to do otherwise would imply

that more calls can be routed on a higher loaded route (i.e., a route corresponding to a
higher value of i) than a lower loaded route (i.e.. a route corresponding to a lower value
of i), thereby violating the least loaded route ordering in TZmIn fact, the maximum nimiber of calls placed on the ith route in 7^ cannot exceed
j^crnaij

These are given as constraints while formulating equation (5.12). In equation

(5.12), I represents the number of calls to be added to the ith route for node pair m,
fc is an index variable that depends of the values of i and /, the C's represent the state
(number of calls in progress), and the set Z contains the relevant states with the given i
and k constraints. Equation (5.12) therefore is given by

Prnin = E ^ - w [ ^ ( K i = ( c - / ) ) - x : ^ f E i x r j = ( c - o )
k

\n=l

+

=

/

when 1 =

\n=l

=0

when

I = L?J + i,L-J+2,---,c
I
t

(5.12)

fori = [2,3,---,^], k = [ i * L (i*Z) +1, - • •, C], 2 = {/* (i - l),/*(i - 1) +1, • • •, (fc-/)}.
and

^ Z, and where

J)= p ( c -

< Ixr

.l < (C - /)) when I > 0
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=0
The term

when I = 0

denotes the sum of the number of calls in routes I, 2, up to the

{i — l)th route. Observe that for a given value of

|Xr„ |, many possible combinations

of this value over the (i - 1) routes exist, with of course the constraint that the number of
calls routed on a higher nimibered route (larger value for i) be less than or equal to the
number of calls routed on a lower nimibered route (smaller value for i) in each combination.
All these possibilities are taken into consideration in equation (5.12). Finally, note that
while calculating the probabiUty of

l*r„|, assimaption (B), i.e., route independence,

is used.
Once the pdf of the number of calls added (restored) on each of the n G iZrn for 1 <
i < Rm bas been computed via equations (5.11) and (5.12), the new link distribution on
each of the links in each of the r,'s after call restoration is computed as follows. For each
Ik 6 r, and for 1 < z < Rm, we do the following: Let hi denote the number of hops on
the ith route for node pair m. i.e., on rj. As defined earlier, let II'* (or I < k < hi denote
the link distribution prior to call restoration on the fcth link (i.e., 1^). in the ith route for
node pair m (i.e., for Ik € ri and

6 T^m)- Let 11''=-""''= denote the new distribution after

restoration (allocation) on link k in the ith route for node pair m.
Then, for each Ik G r,, the new distribution

is obtained by adding probability

mass to higher occupancy probabilities and removing probability mass from lower occu
pancy probabilities in a weighted manner as determined by the pdfs of the number of calls
that can be added to route i. Thus, for example, the probability that a link after call
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restoration is in state a (i.e., has a calls on it) depends on the probability that the link
was in state a before call restoration, to which we do the following, (i) Add probability
mass to state a from states that have 0 < z < (a — 1) calls, weighted by the probability
that there are (o - z) calls to be restored (added), (ii) Subtract probability mass from
state a (to be added to states with more than a calls) weighted by the probability that
there are I < z < (cmax — a) calls to be allocated.
The new link distribution after allocation is therefore given by
a—I

=

2=0

5.3.3.3

C~a

{a)+ J2n'''{z)-P'^{a-z)-Y,

( a ) ' P m i ^ ) a = [0,1,2, • • •, C] (5.13)

1=1

Computation of S2.2'

Finally, to compute S2.2', i.e., Unk usage distributions after call restoration (allocation)
using the MH policy, we proceed as follows. Let

= {ri,r2, • • •,

} \fnpm € ODT

represent, as before, the new route set for node pair m after the failure event. In the case
of the MH policy, the routes ri € Ttm 1 < i < ^ are ordered in an ascending number
of hops, i.e., the number of hops on rj+i > the number of hops on n.
Under the MH policy, the pdfs of calls added to each of the r, 6 7^ 1 < J <
are computed as follows. As in Subsection 5.3.3.2 (i.e., step S2.2), let P^il) denote the
probability of adding I calls on the ith route for node pair m. When t = 1, i.e., the
route with the least number of hops in T^m, a call is added to this route if the following
two conditions are satisfied, (i) there exists a call from npm on the failed link, and (ii) if
the route under consideration has bandwidth to accommodate the call, regardless of the
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threshold constraint. Thus, the probability of adding I calls on the first route in Itm is
given by equation (5.11).
When i = [2,3, • • •, Rm\i the probability of adding I calls to n G 7^ depends on the
states of the remaining (i — 1) routes. However, unlike the LLB! policy, the number of
calls restored on the (i + l)th route need not necessarily be less thcin those restored on the
zth route. This is reflected in the range of values the constraints I. and hence fc, can take
for each of the i routes in 7^. Observe that I varies from zero to C for all rj e

i.e..

there is a non-zero probability of placing C calls on the route corresponding to i = Rm
(namely, the route with the maximum number of hops). Z is the set of the relevant states
with the given fc and I constraints. Observe however that the set Z in equation (5.14)
has changed from its counterpart in equation (5.12) to reflect the change in the possible
states with the MH policy.
Thus the probability of adding I calls, where I ranges from [0,1,2, • • •, C] calls, on each
of the i = [2,3,•••

routes under the MH policy is given by equation (5.14), which

is as follows:
^m(0 = E^-(^)-E9(C''C)
k

(5.14)

C,^Z

where i = [2,3,---.^], fc = [0,1,2, • • - ,C], / = [0,1,2, • • •, C], Z = [ { k - I - l ) , { k - I 2), • • •,0}, and

Z. Furthermore,

0(a C) = p (x: |x,„ I = (C - C)j • p {\xr,\ = ic-k)) +

^(Ej*rJ = ( C -(fc- Z ))j- F (|Xr. | < ( C - 0 ) w h e n ( f c - i - 1 ) > 0
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=0

otherwise

I*'', I denotes the sum of the number

As described in Subsection 5.3.3.2, the term

of calls in routes 1. 2, up to the {i — l)th route, and it includes the various combinations
on the {i — 1) routes for a given value of

|Xr„|.

Finally, after the pdf of the number of calls restored on each of the

€ TZm for 1 <

i < fUn has been computed via equations (5.11) and (5.14), the new link distribution on
each of the links in each of the r,'s after call restoration is computed via equation (5.13).
To summarize the results obtained thus far: the two major steps, Si and S2, provide
the following information.
• Equation (5.5) provides the pdf of the calls for each affected node pair using the
failed link in consideration, via SI.
• Equations (5.11), (5.12), and (5.14) provide the pdf of calls added to each of the ad
missible routes in
'^nprn 6 O'DT, and equation (5.13) provides the distribution
of calls on each of the links after restoration, all via S2.

5.4

5.4.1

Computation of the performance measures

Computation of the FCSR and the variance of the calls in progress

To compute the overall FCSR (averaged over all node pairs in the network), a knowl
edge of the average number of affected and restored calls is required. The former can be
computed from equation (5.5), which provides the pdf of the mmiber of affected calls for
e a c h a f f e c t e d n o d e p a i r (i.e., V n p m € O V T ) . D e n o t e t h i s b y A v g . a f f m -
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Next, equations (5.11), (5.12), and (5.14) provide the pdf of the calls restored on each
of the admissible routes in TZm Vnpm 6 OV!F for the two restoration strategies. With
this, we can easily compute the average number of calls restored on each of the admissible
routes Tj 6

• 1 < i < Ann for the two strategies. Denote this by Avg.restr,. From this,

the average number of calls restored on all admissible routes in TZm for npm is obtained
as the

Denote this by Avg^rest^.

The FCSR for the network, which is the ratio of the restored calls (on all admissible
routes) to the affected calls over all the node pairs npm € OV^F, is
FCSR = ^"Pm€OVJ^Avg.restm
2-.npm eovi' ^'"9 -a//m

The computation of the vaxiance of the number of calls on each link after restoration
follow directly from the definition, since equations (5.11), (5.12), and (5.14) provide the
pdf of the number of calls Vij e C.

5.4.2

Computation of the signaling cost

In this subsection, we compute the number of signaling exchanges required by each
scheme, which we call the implementation cost. We use the implementation cost as one
of the measures (as mentioned in the Introduction), to compare the performance of the
two restoration strategies. This cost is dependent on the particular restoration scheme.
In the case of the LLR' policy, every source node in the node pair npmof an affected
call has to obtain the status (i.e., the load) of the routes within its route set once, before
attempting restoration of all calls originating firom it. Define the signaling exchange cost
'"Recall that we consider source-destination restoration in this work-
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SECm at the source node of npm to equal the number of signaling exchanges required in

order for that node to ascertain the status on its admissible routes. This cost will depend
on the number of tandem nodes as well as whether or not there is route overlap within a
given route set. We first present the expression for the signaling exchange cost for node
pair m (SECm), without overlap, and then address the overlap case.
For the case without overlapping routes, the signaling cost is given by
(5.16)
where nir, denotes the number of tandem nodes on route i contained in

for the mth

node pair. (Recall that 7^ is the new route set in the network configuration after a
failure event and is defined in Section 5.3 and that

is the maximum number of routes

in Hm-)
In the case with overlap, the expression is similar to that in equation (5.16) except
that a 1 needs to be subtracted fi:om equation (5.16) for each repetition of a link in the
route being considered.
In the case of the MH policy, the signahng cost can be made zero. This is possible if
the database of admissible routes for the various node pairs in the network that has to
be stored in any case, (i.e., Vnp^ E OV), is stored in an ascending order of hops to begin
with. In this case, each source node of an afiected node pair may begin call restoration
without the need for any signaling exchange. (Recall that failure event notification is sent
to all the affected nodes. Therefore, the source node of an affected node pair can use this
information to discard the route(s) affected by the failed link, thereby eliminating the
necessity for any signaling while determining its new route set 7^.)
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5.5

5.5.1

Example study and discussion of results

Example network model

The example network used is similar to the one used in Chapter 4 and is re-drawn
here for convenience. Figiure 5.1 shows the considered network model. It consists of 20
ATM switches (also referred to as nodes), with 62 bidirectional (or 124 simplex) links,
interconnected as shown in Figure 5.1. Observe once again that the Lntercormection is
sparse relative to the number of nodes in the network. The bandwidth of each simplex link
is 150 Mbps and corresponds to an STS-3c path. Each video call is assumed to require a
constant bandwidth of 4 Mbps (MPEG2 video bandwidth requirement). The call arrivals
at each node follow an identical Poisson distribution with the parameter varied according
to the desired load (we considered loads of 50 calls/hour and 60 calls/hour), and the
arrivals are destined uniformly across all the nodes in the network. The holding times are
exponentially distributed with an average of 2 hours.
To examine the effect of the link-independence assumption introduced in the analysis.
we also present results for the FCSR via detailed call-by-call simulations that do not
assume link independence. A discrete-event simulator accurately representing the real
system was constructed as follows. Upon the arrival of a new VoD call at each switch, its
destination node was first determined. The cost of each of the routes in the admissible
route set for the node pair under consideration was then calculated. This was done by
first determining the loads of the individual links constituting an admissible route. The
link loads were then mapped to link costs.The least-cost route in the admissible
'' Recall that the link costs are obtained by a prior optimization of the network routing problem.
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Figure 5.1; Network model
route set was then determined by comparing the costs of all the routes in the subnet as
defined by the admissible route set. Its value was then checked against a pre-determined
threshold value and the incoming call was admitted if the cost of the least-cost route was
less than this threshold. Thus routes in the simulation axe selected based on a detailed
comparison of the states (i.e., niunber of calls in progress) of all the other routes in the
network. Since call admission and route selection are performed for each of the various
possible states that the network can be in without assuming link or route independence,
this represents the operation of a realistic network.
The analytic results as well as comparisons with simulations are presented in the fol
lowing subsection. Since a node failure implies multiple link failures, we present results
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Node
10
14
9
7

LLR' -policy
FCSR(Analytic)
FCSR(Sim)
3.96e-01±8.8e-03
4.27e-01
3.43e-01
3.19e-01±1.19e-02
2.87e-01
2.67e-0I±5.9e-03
1.02e-01
8.94e-02±8.26e-03

MH-policy
FCSR(Analytic)
FCSR(Sim)
3.92e-01
3.65e-01±6.1e-03
3.22e-01
2.96e-01±1.01e-02
2.82e-01
2.67e-01±5.9e-03
l.Ole-01
8.93e-02±8.27e-03

Table 5.2: Analytic and simulation results at moderate link loads
and comparisons only for the case with node failures. Further, the FCSR values presented
in this chapter were obtained after aggregating over all node pairs in the network. How
ever, the FCSR for each node pair in the network may also be obtained with the method
presented in Section 5.3. In fact, since this method to compute the FCSR provides in
formation on the link distributions after restoration, it can be used to obtain a variety of
more detailed and useful information. For example, with this method, it is possible to;
• Identify which links become stressed (i.e., have to carry a large amoimt of re-routed
traffic) after restoration, which in turn is helpful in network planning and dimen
sioning problems.
• Obtain the mean and higher order moments of the number of rails in progress on
each link after the application of a particular restoration strategy, which can then
be used to judge the merits of a particular restoration scheme. (This is discussed
in more detail in the end of this subsection.)
• Obtain the FCSR for each node pair on a link-wise or network-wise basis, and
identify which node pairs suffer a greater loss even if the overall FCSR is satisfactory.

5.5.2

Discussion of results

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present the analytic and simulated results for the FCSR for four
different node failures with the LLR' and MH policies, at two average link loads. The
results in Table 5.2 correspond to a moderate "average link load" of 0.69, while those in
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Node
10
14
9
7

LLR' -policy
FCSR(Analytic)
FCSR(Sim)
2.58e-01
2.32e-01±7.1e-03
2.28e-01
2.01e-01±9.9e-03
2.12e-01
1.89e-01±6.9e-03
1.02e-01
8.61e-02±3.69e-03

MH'policy
FCSR(Analytic)
FCSR(Sim)
2.28e-01
2.09e-01±4.3e-03
1.85e-01
1.58e-01±7.6e-03
2.02e-01
1.83e-01±6.6e-03
9.93e-02
8.41e-02±3.62e-03

Table 5.3: Analytic and simulation results at high link loads
Table 5.3 correspond to a higher "average link load" of 0.93.^^ These average link loads
represent the average load as seen on a network link, i.e., they are obtained by averaging
the offered link loads over all the Unks in the network. The first coliunn in each of these
tables represents the failed node number. These nodes were chosen based on the amount
of tandem traffic they each carried. Node 10 carried the maximum (s;71% at both loads)
tandem traffic, followed by node 14 {s:4Q% at both loads), followed by node 9 (?a32% and
rs34% at the two loads), and finally by node 7, which carried the least amount of tandem

traffic (j5:12% at both loads). The traffic at each node was destined uniformly to every
other node in the network.
The simulation results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 were obtained by conducting 100 inde
pendent replications for each load and policy. Each replication was run for 3000 hours of
simulated time (1500 average call holding times) after which a failure was injected. The
particular restoration strategy was then applied and the resulting FCSR obtained. The
95% confidence level interval widths are indicated beside each simulated FCSR value.
The results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that the analytic results track the simulated
values fairly closely, with the analytic results being slightly optimistic. The overestimation
'"Recall that these bads may be obtained from records of network usage data or from simulation.
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of the FCSR can be explained via the link and route-independence assumptions made in
this work, since in reality (and hence in the simulations conducted), the network links and
routes do not behave independently. To see this, consider assumption (B). In practice,
under the state-dependent routing scheme, the various route occupancies within a route
set will be correlated, i.e., the probability that some routes in a route set are full and
others completely empty is extremely low. This is due to the "load spreading" natinre
of the state-dependent policy. (Recall that since this policy places an accepted call on
the route with the lowest cost, it endeavors to spread the load more or less evenly across
admissible routes.) Route independence however ignores this correlation by computing
and using the non-zero values for the probability that one admissible route is full and
another empty (even very lightly loaded) within a route set. Thus assumption (B) tends
to produce slightly optimistic results.
Likewise, regarding assumption (A), the various link occupancies in a multi-hop route
will also be correlated in practice. For example, consider an /i-hop route (with

h >

1) connecting node pair m. If there are x calls on this route for node pair m. linkindependence assumption treats this as x independent single link calls and computes
aon-zero values for the probability of one or more links in the route having less than x
calls in progress, while in reality this probability should be zero.
The effect of the assumptions (A) through (C) however is reduced considerably in the
analysis if no OD pair dominates the use of a link, and if the ratio of the bandwidth
required by the largest application to the capacity of the link, is small. While the former
will vary according to the access/demand patterns and admissible routes, the latter is
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generally true in fiber-based high bandwidth networks as also in the present case (i.e..
trainsportation of CBR MPEG2 signals over an STS-3c path). In realistic networks, we
conjecture that the former will also hold true, and the simulations tend to confirm this.
The analytic results, however, serve as a close but optimistic estimate of the FCSR
with the two restoration strategies. An informal argument supporting this is as follows.
While computing the probability of an admissible route during restoration, terms that
describe one or some of the links in the route as very lightly loaded and some others
as heavily loaded but yet having enough capacity to route the caU in consideration will
be added to the probability of selecting that route. This implies that a route may be
considered admissible via the analytic method, when in reality it is not, thereby resulting
in the restoration of a higher number of affected calls than in practice.
Thus, despite the shght overestimation, the analytic technique much to offer over the
simulations, both in terms of speed and in the wealth of information it provides. The sim
ulations are extremely time consuming with each simulation run requiring approximately
108 hours CPU time on an HP 715/64 workstation. The analytic method on the other
hand just requires less than 60 minutes for the worst case.^^
Having compared the analytic and simulation results in the preceding paragraphs, we
now compare the performance of the two restoration strategies via the analytic results.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 provide the FCSR for the various nodes in the network of Figure 5.1.
at an average link load of 0.69 and 0.93, respectively, with the LLR' and MH policies.
In both these tables, column 1 contains the failed node number, and columns 2 and 3
'^The worst case is the node with the maximum number of links attached, since the computation of
FCSR is performed on each link in succession.
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Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

FCSR (LLR' policy)
4.17e-01
3.11e-01
4.90e-01
2.75e-01
3.61e-01
4.79e-01
1.02e-01
3.73e-01
2.87e-0I
4.27e-01
1.76e-01
3.15e-01
4.G5e-01
3.43e-01
2.59e-01
2.02e-Gl
4.55e-01
3.62e-01
2.09e-01
1.99e-01

FCSR (MH policy)
3.93e-01
2.89e-01
4.64e-01
2.60e-0I
3.45e-01
4.61e-01
l.Gle-Gl
3.59e-01
2.82e-Gl
3.92e-01
1.67e-01
2.94e-01
3.77e-Gl
3.22e-Gl
2.49e-Gl
1.89e-01
4.33e-Gl
3.51e-01
2.08e-Gl
1.88e-01

calls using failed node as tandem node
total affected calls

4.86e-01
3.76e-01
6.61e-01
3.23e-01
4.51e-01
6.24e-01
L12e-01
4.39e-01
3.16e-01
7.G9e-Gl
1.96e-01
3.81e-01
5.G8e-01
4.07e-01
2.89e-01
2.38e-01
5.67e-01
4.47e-01
2.35e-01
2.25e-01

Table 5.4: Failed node FCSR at moderate load
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Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

FCSR (LLR' policy)
2.18e-01
2.52e-01
2.82e-01
2.19e-01
2.2Ge-01
2.68e-01
1.02e-01
2.62e-01
2.12e-01
2.58e-01
1.09e-01
1.93e-01
2.68e-01
2.28e-01
1.83e-01
1.83e-01
2.47e-01
2.00e-01
1.35e-01
1.25e-01

FCSR (MH policy)
1.95e-01
2-25e-01
2.55e-01
1.95e-01
1.93e-01
2.38e-01
9.93e-02
2.35e-01
2.02e-01
2.28e-01
9.10e-02
1.57e-01
2.26e-01
1.85e-01
1.63e-01
1.58e-01
2.18e-01
1.76e-01
1.19e-01
1.07e-01

calls using failed node as tandem node
total af fected calls

Table 5.5: Failed node FCSR at high load

3.58e-01
4.59e-01
6.24e-01
4.06e-01
3.89e-01
5.53e-01
1.22e-01
4.56e-01
3.44e-01
7.10e-01
1.99e-01
3.55e-01
5.55e-01
4.06e-01
2.99e-01
3.42e-01
5.02e-01
3.83e-01
2.16e-01
2.158-01
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contain the FCSR with the LLR' policy and MH policy, respectively. Column 4 provides
the ratio of the calls that use the failed node as a tandem node to the total number of
calls affected due to the node failure. Column 4 therefore provides information on the
fraction of total affected calls that actually require restoration. (Recall that the affected
calls that either have a source or a destination in the failed node cannot be restored.)
Observe that the FCSR when node 7 fails is much lower than that when node 10 fails,
despite the fact that only 4 duplex links are attached to node 7 and 12 to node 10. This
is because the fraction of calls either destined to. or originating from, the failed node to
the total affected calls was much larger for node 7 (ss 88%) than for node 10 (ss 29%). In
other words, very few node pairs use node 7 as a tandem node, whereas a large number
of node pairs use node 10 as a tandem node, as indicated in column 4 of Tables 5.4 and
5.5. Hence when node 7 failed, a majority of calls were dropped not necessarily due to
a dearth of admissible routes, but due to the fact that they were either destined to. or
originated from, the failed node. A similar argiunent holds for nodes 11 and 20. Though
both nodes have only 4 attached links, ss 80% and = 77% of the total affected calls were
either destined to, or originated from, nodes 11 and 20, respectively. Observe also that
the FCSR values at a lower load for the various nodes are higher than their higher load
counterparts, as expected. Observe however that the FCSR values for node 7 do not
differ very much between the two loads, which is again due to the fact that a very small
fraction of the total affected calls use this node as a tandem node. Thus, since a majority
of calls have to be dropped (those either sourced from or destined to node 7), this creates
a greater amount of free bandwidth than a filling up of bandwidth due to restoration.
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Comparing the two strategies, observe that their performance in terms of the FCSR
for the network is fairly close. This is perhaps due to the combined effect of the following,
(i) No OD pair dominates the use of a particuleir link, (ii) All of the routes in TZm for an
affected node pair m are checked before dropping the affected call, (iii) An affected call is
restored as long as capacity permits regardless of threshold constraints. Now, (i) implies
that there is a very low probability that a large nimiber of calls have to be restored for a
given node pair. This, coupled with the fact that a call is discarded by both restoration
schemes only if none of the routes in 1Zm has sufficient bandwidth, is perhaps what leads to
a fairly small difference in the mean number of calls restored. However, the way in which
the alternative routes are chosen, i.e., the manner in which the two schemes distribute
the calls over the alternative routes, differs. (Recall that the LLR' policy is sensitive to
the link loads, while the MH policy is not.) We therefore investigate in the concluding
portion of this section, how this affects the second moment about the mean by computing
the variance of mean number of calls in progress across the network links after restoration
with the two proposed strategies.
Since the two schemes perform closely with respect to the average FCSR, when it
comes to a choice between the two, other factors have to be investigated. In this work, we
therefore consider two more measures, namely (i) implementation cost and (ii) variance
of the mean number of calls in progress across all the network links after restoration. We
now discuss each of these two measures.
We now investigate the number of signaling exchanges required for each of the two
schemes as a measure of their implementation cost. In the case of the LLR' policy, every
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source aode of an affected call (and even possibly every node in the network, depending
on the demand/access patterns) has to obtain the status (i.e., the load) of the routes
within its route set once, before attempting restoration of all calls originating from it. as
described in Section 5.2.3. This cost is given by equation (5.16).
The signaling exchange cost for the MH policy, on the other hand, can be made zero,
as mentioned in Section 5.4.2. In Ught of low restoration delay requirements, restoration
schemes that reduce signaling exchanges will perhaps be considered as better candidates.
This renders the MH policy more favorable than the LLR' policy, especially since they
compare closely with respect to the average FCSR.
The third metric that we use to compare the two schemes is the variance of the mean
number of calls in progress across all the network links after restoration. Before computing
the above, we compute and plot in Figures 5.2(a) and (b), respectively, the mean number
of calls in progress in each of the network links after restoration with the LLR' and MH
policy. These curves are for the case when the network is subjected to a moderate load of
0.69% and when node 10 fails. The x-axes in Figiures 5.2 through 5.4 represent the link
number.

Observe that the values for the two curves are fairly similar, with the values

in Figiu-e 5.2(a) being slightly higher than those in Figinre 5.2(b). Figure 5.3 plots the
difference in the mean number of caUs in progress between the LLR' and MH policies.
Positive differences imply a greater number of calls in progress with the LLR' policy than
with the MH policy on the link in consideration, with negative differences implying the
'••Recall that every link in the network is assigned a unique link id, which is also referred to as the link
number.
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Figure 5.2: Mean number of calls in progress with the LLR' policy (Figure (a)) and with
the MH policy (Figure (b))
reverse. Note that the diflFerences ajre very small (observe the change in scales between
the Figures in 5.2 and Figure 5.3).
Figiares 5.4(a) and (b) plot the coefficient of variation (CoV) for each of the two schemes
when node 10 fails and with a moderate load on the network. The CoV measiures the
spread of a distribution about its mean. Observe once again that the two schemes perform
fairly closely. The results when the other nodes fail are similar to those in Figtnres 5.2
and 5.4. The intensity as well as the number of links exhibiting changes of course vary.
This variation depends on both the percentage of tandem traffic carried by the failed node
(hence percentage of the total affected traffic that had to be restored) and the ntimber of
duplex links attached to the failed node. The number of links exhibiting differences are
larger (smaller) when both the above-mentioned factors are large (small), as expected.
Table 5.6 provides information about the variance in the mean nimiber of calls in
progress across all the network links after restoration with the LLR' and MH policies.
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Figure 5.4: Coefficient of variation of the number of calls in progress with the LLR' policy
(Figure (a)) and with the MH policy (Figure (b))

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

n
{LLR')
27.23
26.51
29.82
26.06
26.61
28.67
24.60
27.05
25.98
30.59
25.08
26.17
27.88
26.64
25.57
25.21
27.44
26.33
25.33
25.25

{LLR')
6.66
8.85
4.78
7.04
6.01
5.51
6.37
6.09
7.77
8.82
5.51
7.88
10.21
6.59
7.91
6.95
6.04
6.17
3.12
4.98

IV

Node

H
1
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{LLR')
0.082
0.088
0.097
0.070
0.060
0.085
0.044
0.075
0.064
0.245
0.045
0.078
0.126
0.065
0.065
0.057
0.075
0.062
0.026
0.041

V
{MH)
27.07
26.37
29.42
25.95
26.47
28.51
24.60
26.91
25.95
30.01
25.03
26.01
27.65
26.49
25.51
25.13
27.27
26.27
25.21
25.18

{MH)
8.28
10.83
7.81
8.95
7.79
8.11
6.37
7.75
7.86
11.86
6.82
9.64
12.88
8.53
9.18
8.35
8.86
9.47
5.29
7.02

P{lx-T}| > e}
{MH)
0.102
0.108
0.159
0.074
0.074
0.127
0.044
0.077
0.065
0.329
0.056
0.096
0.159
0.085
0.076
0.069
0.109
0.095
0.044
0.058

Table 5.6: Mean and variance of the number of calls in progress with the LLR! and MH
policies
In particular, column 1 indicates the failed node number. Columns 2 and 3 present,
respectively, the values for the mean number of calls in progress across all the network
links after restoration (denoted by tj) and the variance of the above (denoted by cr^) with
the LLR' policy. Column 4 presents, for the LLR' policy, the values for the P{|x-t7| > e}.
where x represents the number of calls in progress and e is an integer such that fr/] +e = C.
(Recall that C is the maximum capacity of a link.) Colimins 5, 6, and 7 present the
information as in Columns 2, 3, and 4, respectively, but with the MH policy. The
loading used in Table 5.6 was a moderate load (~ 70%).
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The results in Table 5.6 illustrate the following. First, despite similar values for the
means (the r/s) with the two restoration policies, the values for

with the LLR' policy

are slightly lower than those with the MH policy. Next, the probability that the actual
number of calls in progress differs from t] such that the difference (when larger) is sufficient
to cause the link to become full is lower with the LLR' policy than with the MH policy.
This is indicated by the values in columns 4 and 7 in Table 5.6. The probabilities in
columns 4 and 7 are computed using the Tchebycheff inequality. Note that since the
Tchebycheff inequality is a loose bound, we are not interested in the actual values of
these numbers. More importantly, what these numbers provide us with are the insights
into the trends about the network behavior with the two restoration schemes employed
during a network failure.
A lower value of

as well as the probabilities computed in columns 4 and 7 in Table

5.6 indicate that the load is spread more evenly across the network links after restoration
than with a higher value of cr^. Viewed another way, a lower value for the above-mentioned
quantities indicates that the remaining free capacity is spread more evenly across network
links than with a higher value. A more or less uniform spread of the idle capacity after
restoration on the various network links is desirable since this implies better predictability
in the network behavior.
Finally, observe that the difference in cr^ (i.e., Columns 3 and 6) as well as the prob
abilities in Columns 4 and 7 of Table 5.6 are not substantial, with the exception of a
few nodes. The nodes that exhibit relatively Icirger differences are those that handle a
larger amount of tandem traffic (i.e., nodes 3, 6, and 10) and with a larger number of
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links attached. This is to be expected because the larger tandem traffic coupled with a
larger number of affected links cause a greater amount of affected calls to be redistributed
across the remaining network links, which in turn highlights the difference in performance
of the two restoration schemes. However, the overall performance (across all nodes) is
not significajitly different between the two schemes. Hence, the implementation cost (i.e..
signaling communication cost) becomes an important criterion while selecting between
the two proposed schemes, with the MH policy becoming a favorable choice.

5.6

Summary and concluding remarks

In this chapter, we present a method to analytically compute the FCSR for a realis
tic ATM transport network carrying real-time applications like VoD. New VoD calls are
admitted and routed using a state-dependent routing scheme and the network failures
considered include node/switch (hence multiple link) failures. VoD applications are ex
cellent candidates that benefit from a high degree of restoration, rather than dropping
the calls affected due to the failure event. We seek strategies that use the existing un
used network resources to restore the affected caJls, rather than relying on redundajicy to
accomplish restoration. Using the method presented, we analyze the performance of two
restoration strategies in the event of a node failure.
We observe that while the analysis (assuming link independence) overestimates the
FCSR slightly, the results still compare favorably with detailed call-by-call simulations,
which do not assume link independence. The advantages of the analytic method are multi
fold in that it provides (a) enormous savings in time, (b) a framework for computing FCSR
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on a node pair basis (helpful in ascertaining individual node pair QoS vs. satisfying a
network-wide QoS), (c) insights into network planning and dimensioning via the identi
fication of stressed links after restoration, (d) an optimistic estimate for the FCSR with
the proposed restoration schemes as discussed in Section 5.5.2, (e) insights into future
call blocking, and (f) a framework for comparing different restoration strategies.
In comparing the performance of the two restoration schemes, we observe the following.
First, the two schemes perform closely with respect to the overall FCSR, with the LLR'
policy exhibiting slightly better restoration values than the MH policy. Second, the MH
policy can potentially have zero signaling exchange cost, while that for the LLR' policy
depends on the number of tandem nodes and is given by equation (5.16). Third, the mean
and coefficient of variation of the number of calls in progress in each of the network links
after restoration with the two schemes do not differ significantly. Fourth, the variance in
the mean number of calls in progress across the network links (i.e., a^), is slightly lower
with the LLR' policy than that with the MH policy. Finally, the probability that the
number of calls in progress differing from t] such that the difference when larger is sufficient
to cause the link to become full, is also seen to be slightly lower with the LLR' policy than
with the MH policy. Lower values for the above measiures are desirable in order to have
better predictability. However, since the differences in these two values between the two
policies are not substantial, the implementation cost becomes an important factor while
selecting between the two restoration schemes. Due to the zero implementation cost, the
MH policy seems more favorable than the LLR' policy despite its slightly poorer FCSR
performance.
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As regaxds future work, the impact of the restoration schemes on the reward loss for
new calls merits investigation. Since the proposed analytic method provides information
about the link occupancy distributions after restoration, these distributions may be used
as inputs to compute the reward loss for new calls and to also compute future call blocking.
Extension of the present work to restoring multi-class real-time applications is yet another
topic for future work.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions

We conclude this dissertation by summarizing the main points of this research and
outlining areas for future work. The research issues addressed in this work were at two
levels; (a) the cell level and (b) the call level. At the cell level, we emphasized two

important issues: (i) the need for sophisticated measures that capture cell-loss correlation
and (ii) the performance modeling of FPS switch architectures. Our goal was to more
carefully realistic FPSs through such measures. We achieved our goal by (a) computing
the distribution of the fraction of loss bursts^ of different lengths and (b) by examining
the queue length distribution (as opposed to just computing the average queue length).
Further, since the QoS (in terms of cell-loss behavior) as perceived by the switch and a
specific input port can differ, we analyzed performance both with respect to the switch
and a tagged port. Our results provide useful insights into switch behavior with correlated
and heterogeneous inputs, both to switch designers and to network engineers.
Specifically, as discussed in Chapters 2 aJid 3, large burst sizes or small AFs (peaJced
traffic) by themselves do not imply poor cell-loss performance. It is the combination of
'Recall that a loss burst was defined as a successive (uninterrupted) period of cell loss.
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large burst sizes and low AFs, or low AFs and high loads that cause rapid cell-loss degrada
tion. This implies that peaked trafiBc alone does not necessarily cause poor performance.
For example, low AFs can be tolerated more i.e., larger swings than the negotiated burstiness rates may be allowed at low loads than at high loads. This therefore indicates the
necessity for eflScient traffic policing and shaping, calling for research into policing based
on the AF-Ioad combinations rather than on any one alone.
Regarding buflFer sizing, we saw that investing in larger buffers provides some improve
ment in CLP behavior. However larger buffers have no effect in reducing the distribution
of consecutive cell loss. This is useful information to switch designers. Further it moti
vates research in congestion control and priority discarding strategies rather than buffer
sizing in order to reduce the detrimental effects of consecutive cell losses.
The distribution of queue lengths with bursty traffic revealed a bimodal behavior.
Bimodal behavior especially when pronounced can be detrimental since the information
provided by the average queue length with a bimodal distribution may be misleading. This
is because a low value for the average queue length with pronounced bimodal behavior
does not necessarily imply low cell loss. In fact despite a small value for the average queue
length, cells may be lost successively whenever the queue is full. This is due to the fact
that a full buffer is highly likely to remain full (by virtue of the bimodal behavior) for
quite some time, leading to consecutive cell losses.
The effect of mixing heterogeneous inputs on cell-loss performance (both average CLP
and distribution of consecutive cell losses) was also anaylzed. It was seen that even
when one of the inputs was "ill-behaved" (very bursty in comparison to the other (N-1)
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inputs), its effect on the cell-loss performcince was significant. Further, the gain in cell-loss
performajice for one bursty source was seen to increase at the expense of other sources
as the disparity in the burstiness of the inputs increased. This sheds useful insights into
problems that have to be encountered while providing adequate QoS across heterogeneous
inputs.
The low cell-loss probability requirements of an ATM switch preclude the use of simu
lations at the cell-level. This necessitates analytic techniques. However, since the detailed
stochastic process representations of the switch and workloads are in the order of tens of
thousands of states, efficient analytic techniques/tools are required. We have shown in
this dissertation the power and usefulness of the SAN formalism in analyzing the FPS.
SANs and UltraSAN allows us to solve for sophisticated measures while retaining the de
tails of the workload and FPS, whereas a hand construction and solution of such detailed
stochastic process would have required approximations to the original problem.
At the call level we addressed two important issues: (i) routing of multi-class traffic
with widely differing call parameters on an ATM transport network and (ii) restoration
of calls affected due to network facility failures. Oiu: goal wa5 to analyze the performance
of the proposed restoration mechanisms for a network employing state-dependent routing
to admit and route new calls.
Via the use of Markov decision theory, we formulated the routing problem as a Markov
decision problem. We then obtained an efficient state-dependent routing policy from
among a family of routing policies. We used this policy to accept and route voice and video
applications on an ATM transport network, without enforcing any topology restrictions.
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In order to prevent bandwidth hogging by a single application type and to aJso make it
adaptable to the network load, we proposed an adaptive bandwidth protection mechanism.
With this mechanism, the bandwidth protection provided to an application type is no
longer fixed but instead depends on the intensity of the loads of the two traffic types.
We next addressed the issue of dependability in broadband telecommunication net
works. Despite the tremendous technological advancements in providing secure com
munications. facility failures either due to natural calamities or accidental reasons, are
inevitable. Our goal therefore was to provide the maximum possible traffic restoration
in the event of a facility failure without adding any redundancy to the network. To
achieve this we proposed two restoration schemes and a method to analyze them. The
proposed restoration schemes use the unused portions of the original network to restore
calls affected due to a facility failure.
Our results indicate that both the average number of calls restored and the mean
number of calls in progress on the various network links do not differ for the two restoration
schemes. However, the difference in the variance of the mean niunber of calls in progress
across the network links for the two schemes was seen to be slightly larger than the
difference in the means. Further, the values for the variance of the mean number of calls
in progress with the LLR' policy were slightly lower than those with the MH policy. This
is because the LLR' policy is sensitive to the link loads while the MH policy is not. The
differences between the two policies however were not substantial. With respect to the
signaling exchanges (i.e., communication costs), the MH policy was seen to have zero
signaling exchange cost while that for the LLR' policy as given by equation (5.16) can be
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fairly high. This therefore gives the MH policy an edge over the LLR' policy, despite its
slightly poorer FCSR performance.
Finally, though call-level loss probabilities (which are on the order of 10"^) can be
obtained via simulation, in practice extremely long simulation times are required to ob
tain estimates with a reasonable degree of confidence. The proposed analytic method on
the other hand is orders of magnitude faster. It also provides a framework to formulate
and analyze more sophisticated measures. Further it provides useful information in net
work dimensioning and in identifying stressed links which can be very helpful to network
engineers while planning the networks.
Regarding areas of future work at the call level, we identify two possible extensions
to the issues addressed in this dissertation, (a) The proposed analytic method to restore
the affected calls provides the distribution of the number of caJls in progress on each of
the network links after call restoration. With this information, it would be interesting
to investigate the impact of the restoration policy on the reward loss of futiure calls, (b)
Extension of the analytic method to multi-class traffic is yet another possible candidate
for future work.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix contains the activity and gate function definitions for the SAN model
of the fast packet switch described in Chapter 2.

Table A.l: Activity Time Distributions for SAN Model genswitch
Activity
active.discA
cell.seruice
check.cell
check.celLt
discard
idle-disc.t
select_active
select.active-t
select.idle
select.idle.t

Discribution
instantaneous
exponential
rate
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantcineous
instantaneous
instcintaneous

Parameter values

l.O
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Table A.2: Activity Case Probabilities for SAN Model genswitch
Activity
active.disc.t

Case
1

Probability
double z ~ 0.0;
if{ {MARK(temp.act2)+l) > (GLOBAL.S(QMAX)-MARK{opt.que)) ) {
z
=
{{double){,{MARK[temp.act2)+l)
—
{GLOBAL,S{QMAX)-MARK{opt.que))) )/
((double) (MARK( temp.act2)+i)) ;
}

else
z = 0.0;
2

retum{ l.O—z);
double z = 0.0;
if{ (AfARKitemp.act2)+I) > iGLOBAL.S{QMAX)~MARK{opt.que)) ) {
2
=
{{double){{MARK{temp.act2)+l)
—
(GLOBAL^Si QMAX) - MARK{ opt.que))) )/
((double)(MARK{ temp-act2)+1));
}

else
z '-= 0.0;
check-cell
check-celLt
select.active
select.active-t
select.idle
select.idle.t

retumi z);
1 retumi GLOBALJ^{ CELLON));
2 ^ retumil.O—GLOBAL-D{CELLON));
1 retumil.O-GLOBALJ)iCELLONT));
2 retumi GLOBALJDi CELLONT));
I retumi GLOBALJ^iACTIVEtoIDLE));
2 retumi 1.0-GL OBALJ)i A CTIVEtoIDLE));
1 retumi GLOBALJDiACTIVEtoIDLET));
2 retumil.O- GLOBALJDiACTIVEtoIDLET));
1 retumi 1.0-GL OB A LJ)iIDLEtoACTIVE));
2 retumi GLOBALJ)iIDLEtoACTIVE));
I retumi 1.0-GLOBALJDi IDLEtoACTIVET));
2 retumi GLOBALJ)iIDLEtoACTIVET));
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Table A.3: Input Gate Definitions for SAN Model gen^witch
Gate
trigger.active

triggeT.active.disc.t

trigger.active.t

trigger.check.cell

trigger.check-celLt

trigger.discard

Definition
Predicate
MARK{state) == 2
Function
MARK{activeJnpts)
;
MARK{state) = 0;
Predicate
MARK{temp.active2.inpt.t) == 1 &&
MARK{ temp.idle-inpt)+MARK{ temp.act2)+MARK{ input.port) ==
GLOBALJIiNTINPTS)
Function
MARK[temp.active2.inpt.t) = 0;
MARK{active.inpt^t) = 1;
Predicate
MARK{state.t) == 2
Function
MARK{state.t) = 0;
Predicate
MARK{temp.actl) > 0
Function
MARK{temp.actl) = 0;
ij{MARK(idle.inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) = 1;
else if{MARK{active-inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) = 2;
else
MARK{state) = 0;
Predicate
MARK{temp.activel-inpt.t) > 0
Function
MARK(temp.activel-inpt.t) = 0;
if{MARK{idle.inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) =1;
else if{MARK(active.inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) = 2;
else
MARK{state) = 0:
Predicate
MARK[input.port.t) ==1 || MARK(temp.active3Jnpt.t) ==1 ||
MARK{idle.inpt.t) ==1 &&
( M AR K { i n p u t . p o r t ) + M AR K { t e m p . a c t 2 ) + M AR K { t e m p . i d l e . i n p t )
==GLOBAL.S{NTINPTS))
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Table A.4: Input Gate Definitions for SAN Model genswitch
Gate.

Definition
Function
MARK{num.arrivals) = MARK{input -poTt)+MARK{input.part-t);
MARK{idle.inpts) = MARK(temp.idle.inpt) ;
MARK(active-inpts) — MARK(temp.actS)+MARK{input.port);
ifi,

{GLOBAL.S{QMAX)~MARK{opt.que)) >= MARK(num .aTTivals)

)

{

MARK{num.discarded) = 0;
MARK{opt.que) + = MARK{num.arrivals) ;
}

else {
MARK {num.discarded)
MARK (num.arTivals) {GLOBAL^[QMAX) — MARK[opt.que));
MARK{opt.que) = GLOBAL^{QMAX);

=

—

}

if{MARK{input,port.t) > 0 || MARK{temp.active3-inpt.t) > 0) {
MARK{active.inpt.t) = I;
MARK{input.port.t) = 0;
MARK{temp-active3.inpt-t) = 0;
}

else
MARK{active.inpt^t) = 0;;
MARK[input.port) = 0;
MARK{temp.act2) = 0;
if[MARK{opt.que) == 0)
MARK{opt.que) + +;
trigger.idle

trigger.idle.disc.t

Predicate
MARK{state) = I
Function
MARK{idle-inpts)
;
MARK(state) = 0;
Predicate
MARK(tempJdle-inpt-t) == 1 &&
(MARK{ temp.idle.inpt)+MA RK( temp.actS)+MARK{ input.port) ==
GLOBAL.S{NTINPTS))
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Table A.5: Input Gate Definitions for SAN Model genswitch
Gate

triggerJdle-t

Definition
Function
MARK{idle,inpt.t) = I;
MARK{temp.idle-inpt-t) = 0;
MARK{lostJ) = 0;
Predicate
MARK{state.t) == 1
Function
MARK{state.t) = 0;
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Table A.6: Output Gate Definitions for SAN Model genswitch
Gate
inc-count

reset.count
trigger.rem1

trigger.remB

trigger.remS

trigger.re7n4

trigger.wkload

Definition
if{MARK{lost.t) < GLOBALJS{CONLENGTH))
MARK(lost.t) + +,MARK(temp.active3,inpt.t) = 1;
MARK{lostJ) = 0;
MARK{input.port.t) = 1;
MARK(temp.idleJnpt.t) = 1;
if{MARK[idle.inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) =1;
else
MARK(state) = 2;
MARK{tempJdle.inpt.t) = 1;
if{MARK{idle.inpts) > 0)
MARK(state) = 1;
else
MARK{state) = 2;
if[MARK{idle.inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) = I:
else if[MARK(active-inpts) > 0)
MARK{state) = 2;
MARK(state) = 0;
iJ{MARK{active.inpts) > 0)
MARK(state) = 2;
else
MARK{state) = 0;
MARK{nuTn -arrivals) = 0;
MARK(num.discarded) = 0;
if[MARK{idle-inpt.t) > 0) {
MARK(stateJ) = I;
MARK{idleJnpt-t) = 0;
}

else {
MARK{stateJ) = 2;
MARK(active.inpt.t) = 0;
}
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APPENDIX B
This appendix contains the activity and gate function definitions for the SAN model
of the knockout switch described in Chapter 3.

Table B.l: Activity Time Distributions for SAN Model knockswitch
Activity
celLservice
check-active
check-cell
check-idle
discard-decisions

Distribution
exponential
rate
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantaneous
instantaneous

Parameter values
1.0

Table B.2: Activity Case Probabilities for SAN Model knockswitch
Activity
check^active
check.cell
checkJdle

Case
1
2
1
2
I
2

Probability
retumi GLOBALJ)[ACTIVEtoIDLE));
retum{1.0- GLOBALJD{ ACTIVEtoIDLE)) ;
retum{ GLOBALJ){ CELL ON));
retum{ 1.0- GLOBALJD{ CELLON));
retumi 1.0- GLOB ALJ){IDLEto ACTIVE));
retumi GLOBALJDilDLEtoACTIVE));
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Table B.3: Input Gate Definitions for SAN Model knock^witch
Gate
active.enable

check-enable

discard^enable

Definition
Predicate
MARK{state) == 2
Function
MARK{active)
;
if{MARK{active) == 0)
MARK{state) = 0;
Predicate
{MARK[idle) ==0) &i:&c{MARK{active) ==0)&c&c{MARK{temp.activel))
>0
Function
MARK^temp-activel) —;
Predicate
MARK{dest.port)+MARK{temp-idle) + MARK{temp.active2) ==
GLOBAL.S(,INPTS)
Function
MARK{arrsJhisJnt) = MARK{dest-port);
MARK{idle) = MARK{temp.idle);
MARK{active) = MARK(temp-active2) + MARK(dest.poH) ;
if{MARK[dest.port) > GLOBAL.S{LMAX)) {
MARK{concJoss) = MARK{dest.port) — GLOBAL^{LMAX);
i}{GLOBAL.S{QMAX)-MARK(server) >= GLOBALSiLMAX)) {
MARKiserver) + = GLOBALJ{LMAX);
MARK{optqueJoss) = 0;
}

else {
MARK(optqueJoss)
GLOBAL.S{LMAX) - {GLOBAL.S{QMAX)-MARKiserver));
MARKiserver) = GLOBAL.S{QMAX);

=

}
}

else {
MARK(concJoss) = 0;
if((GLOBAL.S{QMAX)-MARKiserver)) >= MARK{dest.port)) {
MARKiserver) + = MARKidest.port);
MARKioptque.loss) = 0;
}

ebe {
MARKioptqueJoss) =
(GLOBAL.Si QMAX) - MARKiserver));
MARKiserver) = GLOBALSiQMAX);
}
}

MARKidest-port) = 0;
/* MARKiinpport.t) = 0: •/
MARKitemp.active2) = 0;

MARKidest.port)

—
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Table B.4; Input Gate Definitions for SAN Model knock-switch
Gate

idle.enable

Definition
/* MARK ^temp .actS .t) = 0; */
MARK (teTnp -idle) = 0;
iJ[MARK{server) == 0)
MARK{server) + +;
Predicate
MARK(state) == 1
Function
MARK(idle) if{MARK(idle) == 0) {
if{MARK{active) > 0)
MARK{state) = 2;
else
MARK(state) = 0:
}

Table B.5: Output Gate Definitions for SAN Model knock.switch
Gate
retrigger-wkload

Definition
if[MARK{idle) > 0)
MARK{state) = 1;
else
MARK{state) = 2;
MARK {arTS -this-int) = 0;
MARK{optqueJoss) = 0;
MARK{concJoss) = 0;
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